
D. Whether there is substantial evidence in the record to support the State 

Engineer's finding of abandonment of the water rights presented for change in the 

place of use by Application 47809, parcels 4 and 5; Application 49285, parcell; 

and Application 49111, parcell. 

III. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

A. Nature ofthe Case. 

This appeal seeks review of State Engineer's Ruling No. 4798 (Ruling 

4798). That ruling involved the consideration of forty applications to change the 

place of use of water decreed under the Truckee and Carson River Decrees 

(Change Applications). The Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians (PLPT) 

protested those Change Applications, and the United States was allowed to 

intervene as a party for the purposes of protecting federal interests. 

B. Course of the Proceedings. 

The Change Applications at issue here were originally granted by the State 

Engineer following administrative hearings held on January 16, 1986, February 21, 

1986, January 28,1988, February 16 and 22,1989, and April 1, 1991. Federal 

Appellant's Excerpts of Record (FER) at 35. Those applications which had been 

presented to the State Engineer as part of the 1986, 1988, and 1989 hearings were 

remanded to the State Engineer by the District Court on July 25, 1990. [d. at 36. 

Following a hearing at which no additional evidence was taken the State Engineer 
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issued Ruling on Remand 3778 on February 8,1991, and once again granted the 

Change Applications. Id. at 36-37. The applications presented at hearing on April 

1, 1991, were also affinned by the State Engineer in Ruling 3868 on January 30, 

1992. PLPT and the United States appealed both Ruling 3778 and Ruling 3868 to 

_ the District Court. On April 20, 1992, the District Court issued a minute order 

granting a joint motion by PLPT, the United States, the State Engineer, and the 

Truckee-Carson Irrigation District to stay the appeal pending the consideration of 

other rulings of the State Engineer that were on appeal to this Court. Id. at 37. 

During the pendency of the stay this Court decided United States v. Alpine 

Land and Reservoir Co., 983 F.2d 1487 (9th Cir. 1993) (Alpine Ill). In light of that 

decision, the District Court remanded both Ruling 3778 and Ruling 3868 to the 

State Engineer together with all other pending Change Application appeals on 

October 4, 1995, for consideration ofthe issues of perfection, abandonment, and 

forfeiture. FER at 40. In response to the District Court's remand, the State 

Engineer conducted further hearings on various dates between October 1996 and 

February 1998. Id. at 40-45. As a result of an appeal of State Engineer's Ruling 

No. 4591, which addressed change applications not at issue in the instant appeal, 

the District Court entered an order on September 3, 1998, United States v. Alpine 

Land and Reservoir Co., 27 F. Supp. 2d 1230 (D. Nev. 1999) (Alpine IV), 

addressing the issues of abandonment, forfeiture, and equity, among other issues. 
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Id. at 46-47. As a result of that Order the State Engineer reopened the proceedings 

on the Change Applications at issue here and entered Ruling on Remand 4798 on 

September 24, 1999, and approved the Change Applications. Id. at 49-50,378. 

PLPT and the United States appealed Ruling 4798 to the District Court which 

_ affirmed the State Engineer's Ruling by Order entered February 22, 2001. FER at 

379. 

C. Disposition Below. 

The State Engineer approved each of the Change Applications at issue here 

in Ruling 4798 on September 24, 1999. FER at 33-378. The District Court 

affirmed that Ruling by order entered February 22,2001. Id. at 379. 

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Background of the New.ands Project and the Alpille Litigation. 

All forty of these Change Applications involve the transfer of water rights 

held by farmers in the Newlands Project, a federal reclamation project in Nevada. 

The Newlands Project is supplied with water from both the Truckee River and 

Carson River, although only the Carson River flows directly into the Newiands 

Project. Water is diverted from the Truckee River at the Derby Dam, where it 

flows through the Truckee Canal to Lahontan for Newlands Project use. 

Upon passage of the Reclamation Act of 1902, the Secretary of the Interior 

withdrew 232,800 acres in western Nevada, which ultimately became the 
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Newlands Project. The Newlands Project's goal was to turn wasteland into 

farmland with irrigation water supplied from the Carson and Truckee Rivers. 

The history oflitigation over the water rights in the Newlands Project is a 

long and complex one. In 1913 the United States initiated United States v. Orr 

_ Water Ditch Co., Equity No. A-3 (D. Nev. Sept. 4, 1944), in an attempt to settle 

the competing claims to the waters of the Truckee River. The United States 

initiated separate litigation to adjudicate claims to the water of the Carson River, 

which concluded with the entry of a final decree in 1980. See United States v. 

Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 503 F. Supp. 877 (D. Nev. 1980), substantially aff'd, 

697 F.2d 851 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983). 

This appeal is the result of protracted litigation and administrative hearings 

before the State Engineer beginning in the mid-l 980s with respect to applications 

for the transfer of water rights from an existing place of use to a proposed place of 

use by farmers within the Newlands Project. This litigation has primarily 

addressed questions of whether and how the State Engineer and the federal courts 

are to determine when a water right proposed for transfer was perfected by placing 

that water to a beneficial use, the priority date of that water right once perfected, 

and whether or not the water rights have been forfeited or abandoned as those 

doctrines are applied under Nevada law. 

IIII 
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In United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 697 F .2d 851 (9th Cir. 

1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983) (Alpine I), this Court con finned in 

accordance with the Alpine Decree and the Reclamation Act of 1902, 43 U.S.C. 

§§ 371-390, that Nevada law governed the transfer of water rights within the 

. Newlands Project. Then as a result of a collateral attack on the Orr Ditch Decree, 

the United States Supreme Court in Nevada v. United States, 464 U.S. 875 (1983), 

rejected the contention that the United States is the owner of the water rights in the 

Newlands Project or that the Orr Ditch Decree could be reopened to allow PLPT 

to make claims for additional water. 

As a result of the decisions in Alpine I and Nevada v. United States, and at 

the advice of the United States, numerous project fanners began filing applications 

with the State Engineer consistent with the laws of Nevada to transfer those water 

rights from the historic place of use to a proposed place of use. SER at 3A. When 

the State Engineer ruled on these change applications, they were protested pursuant 

to Nevada law by PLPT. 

The first challenge resulted in United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 

878 F .2d 1217 (9th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 817 (1990) (Alpine II). Of 

129 transfer applications that were considered by the State Engineer, 25 were 

validly challenged by PLPT and the United States. In Alpine II this Court 

reaffinned that Nevada law applied to transfer applications and held that it was 
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appropriate for the State Engineer to adjudicate the issues of perfection, 

abandonment, and forfeiture. This Court also held that water rights that have not 

been put to beneficial use may not be transferred and that issues of forfeiture and 

abandonment could not be raised on appeal if the change application was not 

. protested on those grounds before the State Engineer. 

On remand of Alpine II the District Court upheld the State Engineer's prior 

determinations with respect to the forfeiture and abandonment of water rights. 

Alpine Ill, 983 F.2d at 1491. The District Court's ruling was appealed, resulting in 

the Alpine III decision. In Alpine III this Court held that the State Engineer and the 

District Court abused their discretion by failing to make proper factual findings 

with respect to the issues of forfeiture and abandonment. Id. at 1496-97. With 

respect to abandonment, this Court held that the decision of the State Engineer 

shall be prima facie correct and the burden of proof shall be on the party 

challenging the decision, but concluded that the proper inquiry was not as to the 

intent of the project water users as a whole, but rather the intent of the specific 

applicant. The Court also rejected PLPT's argument that nonuse of water by the 

owner of a water right gives rise to a rebuttable presumption of intent to abandon 

under Nevada law. Id. at 1494 n.8. As to forfeiture, the Court held that under 

Nevada law the forfeiture statute does not apply to water rights that vested or were 

initiated prior to the statute's enactment on March 22,1913. Id. at 1495-96. 
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On remand the State Engineer issued Interim Ruling Nos. 4411 and 4591 

and therein concluded that an extended period of nonuse of water does not by itself 

create a rebuttable presumption of abandonment under Nevada law. SER at 2. 

Also, the State Engineer concluded that since it was universally believed within the 

_ Newlands Project that the United States owned the water rights until 1983 and the 

United States at all times prior to 1983 had conducted itself and held itself out as 

the owner of the water rights, no one within the project could formulate an intent to 

abandon a water right he or she did not believe they owned. SER at 4-6. Finally, 

the State Engineer found that if the lands being stripped of water rights were 

simultaneously replaced by irrigated lands where leveling of the land had occurred 

within the irrigable area of the same farm unit or contract area that there could not 

be a forfeiture or abandonment. SER at 6-7. 

The District Court affirmed Ruling No. 4591, and consistent with Alpine II, 

held that traditional equitable principles govern whether the strict requirements of 

Nevada water law are to be relaxed. The court found that "intrafarm transfers 

within the Newlands Reclamation Project should be upheld as a matter of equity." 

Alpine IV, 27 F. Supp. 2d at 1244. 

The court cited to four factors to support this conclusion. First, there was 

evidence that the procedures to transfer water had changed several times over the 

years. Second, when farmers were told to file transfer applications, they did. 
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Third, individuals who were legally entitled to use the water continued to 

beneficially apply the water to their land, albeit at a different location than the 

original place of use. Fourth, there was no evidence that any landowner used more 

water than the amount granted by the contract. Based on these factors, the District 

_ Court concluded the State Engineer had not erred in concluding that where the 

lands being stripped of water rights were simultaneously replaced by irrigated 

lands that had been leveled within the same fann unit or contract area that neither 

forfeiture nor abandonment applied. [d. The District Court remanded several of 

the applications to the State Engineer for additional consideration regarding 

abandonment and forfeiture. The court specifically directed the State Engineer to 

identify any other applications that involve intrafarm transfers so the court could 

affirm those transfers. [d. at 1245 n.13. 

On remand the State Engineer issued Ruling No. 4750. That ruling 

confirmed that three of the applications involved intrafarm transfers and as such 

the law of forfeiture and abandonment did not apply. The State Engineer identified 

intrafarm transfers as those in which the existing place of use and proposed place 

of use were owned by the same person. SER at 9-12. Ruling No.4 750 was 

affirmed by order of the District Court on February 14,2000. The District Court's 

order affirming Ruling No. 4750 was appealed and sustained in part and reversed 

in part by this Court in Alpine V, 291 F .3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2002). 
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----- ------------

In Alpine V this Court upheld the District Court's findings as to the 

evidentiary standards to be applied to abandonment, citing to the then recently 

decided opinion United States v. Orr Ditch Co., 256 F.3d 935 (9th Cir. 2001) (Orr 

Ditch). This Court specifically noted that (I) a prolonged period of nonuse does 

_ not create a rebuttable presumption of abandonment, (2) that abandonment is to be 

determined from all of the surrounding circumstances, and (3) where there is 

evidence ofa substantial period of nonuse and evidence of improvement 

inconsistent with irrigation, the payment of assessments and taxes alone will not 

defeat a claim of abandonment. Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1072-73. This Court also 

held that a blanket equi table exemption was contrary to Alpine II but noted that 

"equitable relief might be appropriate on a case-by-case basis to prevent individual 

transfer applicants from losing their water rights." Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1076. 

Finally, this Court concluded that equitable relief was unavailable to avoid 

abandonment since a showing of a lack of intent would avoid abandonment as a 

matter oflaw. Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1077. 

Ruling 4798 was entered February 22, 2001, prior to both the Orr Ditch and 

Alpine V decisions. FER at 378. 

B. Statement of Facts Related to the Specific Change Applications at 
Issue Here. 

Of the forty Change Applications considered by the State Engineer in Ruling 

4798, the State Engineer found that thirty of them at least in part involved 
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proposed transfers where the existing and proposed places of use are both within 

the farm unit owned by the applicants and that, as a result, the proposed transfers 

constituted intrafarrn transfers not subject to the doctrines of forfeiture and 

abandonment according to the District Court's September 3, 1998, Order. These 

include: Application 47809, parcels 1 and 2, FER at 84; Applications 48465/66, 

parcels 1-3 and 5, Id. at 99-100; Application 48669, Id. at 107-109; Application 

48670, parcels 1 and 3, Id. at 116-18; Application 49114, parcels 1-8, Id. at 145- . 

46; Application 49116, parcels 1-7, Id. at 154-55; Application 49117, parcels 1-4, 

Id. at 160-61; Application 49119, parcell, Id. at 166; Application 49120, parcels 1 

and 5, Id. at 172-74; Application 49122, parcell, Id. at 183-86; Application 49283, 

parcell,Id. at 195-97; Application 49287, parcell, Id. at 205; Application 49288, 

parcels 1-3, Id. at 210-11; Application 49563, parcell, Id. at 214-16; Application 

49567, parcel 2, Id. at 223-24; Application 49998, parcels 1-3, Id. at 239; 

Application 50001, parcell, !d. at 242; Application 50008, parcels 1-8 and 10-13, 

Id. at 265-68; Application 50012, parcell, Id. at 274-75; Application 50333, parcel 

I,Id. at 278-79; Applications 51040/51048, parcels 1-8 and 12-13, Id. at 318-19, 

321-23; Application 51043, Id. at 331-32; Application 51082, parcell, Id. at 335-

36; Application 51137, parcel 2,ld. at 348-49; Application 51138, parcels 1-5,ld.; 

IIII 

IIII 
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Application 51139, parcels 6-8, Id.; Application 51237, parcell, Id. at 352-54; 

Application 51738, parcels 1,2, and 13, Id. at 363-66.2 

Four of the forty Change Applications were approved by the State Engineer 

in part because they involved on-farm dirt-lined ditches which the State Engineer 

. found to have appurtenant water rights. These included Application 50008, parcel 

9 (which granted on basis that it was an intrafann transfer), FER at 263-64; 

Application 49568, parcel 2, Id. at 229; Application 51038, parcels 4 and 5, Id. at 

296-98; and Application 51040, parcels 9, 10, and 11. Id. at 320-25. 

As to six of the forty Change Applications, PLPT has asserted that the State 

Engineer erred in concluding that PLPT had not shown clear and convincing 

evidence of nonuse or an intent to abandon. These include Application 49109, 

parcel I; Application 49110, parcel 1; Application 49120, parcel 3; Application 

49122, parcels 3, 4, and 5; Application 50010, parcels 1 and 2, and Application 

51736, parcels 4 and 6. FER at 123-24, 128-29, 174, 186-87, 270-71,364-66. 

Of the Change Applications that were denied by the State Engineer, three of 

them have been appealed by the Applicants. These include Application 47809, 

parcels 4 and 5 (Appellant Louis A. Guazzini, Jr.); Application 49111, parcell 

2 In regards to a number of these applications, the finding that the proposed 
change in place of use was an intrafann transfer was not the sole basis for the State 
Engineer granting the application. See, for example, FER at 214-15, 275, 331-32, 
335-36, 348-49, 352-54, 99-100, 109, 117-18, 166, 211. 
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(Isabelle E. Winder); and Application 49285, parcel I (Darrel W. and Patricia A. 

Norman). 

V. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

The Alpine V decision, which was decided since the entry of Ruling 4798, 

. overruled the District Court's conclusion that equity could be applied throughout 

the Newlands Project to all intrafarm transfers. The Change Applications at issue 

here, since they each involve an equitable exception to forfeiture and 

abandonment, should therefore be remanded to determine whether the facts of each 

individual case justify the invocation of equitable relief. Likewise, Alpine V 

mandates the remand of these applications for a factual determination of whether 

the Applicant or his or her predecessor in interest had the requisite intent to 

abandon the water rights at issue. However, Nevada law does not limit the facts 

that may be considered by the State Engineer to determine intent. Consequently, a 

showing of continuous use of the water is not necessary to prove a lack of intent to 

abandon. Finally, the State Engineer correctly concluded that on-farm dirt-lined 

ditches do have appurtenant water rights. This conclusion is compelled by the U.S. 

Reclamation Service General Regulations for the Determination of Irrigable Areas, 

the nature ofthe ditches at issue, their history of use, and Nevada law. 

In regard to the appeal of Louis A. Guazzini, Jr., et aI., there is substantial 

evidence in the record to support each ofthe State Engineer's factual findings and 
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Ruling 4798 should therefore be affirmed as it relates to Applications 47809, 

49111, and 49285. 

VI. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Nevada law governs on the issues presented by this case before the State 

. Engineer, the United States District Court, and this Court. "The Supreme Court 

has held, in California v. United States, 438 U.S. 645, 57 L. Ed. 2d 1018, 98 S. Ct. 

2985 (1978), that state law will control the distribution of water rights to the extent 

there is no preempting federal directive." Alpille 1,697 F.2d at 858. 

State law controls as to procedure as well as to substantive issues. "The 

Alpille decision necessarily contemplated that state law would control both the 

process and the substance of a proposed transfer of water rights." Alpine II, 878 

F.2d at 1223. As a consequence, "[A]ll Nevada change applications will be 

directed to the State Engineer and will be governed by Nevada law." United States 

v. Alpille Land & Reservoir Co., 503 F. Supp. 877, 893 (D. Nev. 1980), 

substantially aff'd., Alpine 1,697 F.2d at 858. "We agree with the district judge 

that the notice and protest procedures of Nevada law are adequate to allow 

exploration of these issues, when they arise, before the state engineer." Alpine I, 

697 F.2d at 863. 

NRS 533.370(3) provides the criteria for addressing change applications. 

Alpine III, 983 F.2d at 1493. That section states that where a proposed change, 
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"conflicts with existing rights, ... or threatens to prove detrimental to the public 

interest, the state engineer shall reject the application and refuse to issue the 

requested permit." NRS 533.370(3). 

The Alpine Decree and Nevada law provide, "that the decision of the 

_ Engineer 'shall be prima facie correct, and the burden of proof shall be upon the 

party challenging the Engineer's decisions.' Alpine Decree, Administrative 

Provisions Par. 7; See also NRS 533.450(9) (same)." Alpine JII, 983 F.2d at 1494. 

The function of this Court is to review the evidence on which the State Engineer 

based his decision to ascertain whether the evidence supports the decision, and if 

so, the Court is bound to sustain the State Engineer's decision. State Engineer v. 

Curtis Park, 101 Nev. 30, 32, 692 P.2d 495,497 (1985). 

Review of a decision of the State Engineer is in the nature of an appeal. 

NRS 533.450(1). The Nevada Supreme Court has interpreted NRS 533.450 to 

mean that a petitioner does not have a right to de novo review or to offer additional 

evidence at the District Court. Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 786, 603 P.2d 262,264 

(1979). See also Kent v. Smith, 62 Nev. 30, 32, 140 P.2d 357, 358 (1943); State 

Engineer v. Curtis Park, 101 Nev. at 32, 692 P.2d at 497; State Engineer v. Morris, 

107 Nev. 699, 701, 819 P.2d 203, 205 (1991); Town of Eureka v. State Engineer, 

108 Nev. 163, 165,826 P.2d 948, 949 (1992); United States v. Alpine Land & 

Reservoir Co., 919 F. Supp. 1470,1474 (D. Nev. 1996). 
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The Nevada Supreme Court has explained the Courts' function in reviewing 

a decision of the State Engineer by stating that, "neither the district court nor this 

court will substitute its judgment for that of the State Engineer: we will not pass 

upon the credibility of the witnesses nor reweigh the evidence, but limit ourselves 

to a determination of whether substantial evidence in the record supports the State 

Engineer's decision." Morris, 107 Nev. at 701,819 P.2d at 205. The Nevada 

Supreme Court has likewise defined substantial evidence as that which a 

"reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion." State 

Employment Security Dept. v. Hilton Hotels Corp., 102 Nev. 606, 608, 729 P.2d 

497,498 (1986). 

While this Court is free to decide purely legal issues or questions without 

deference to an agency determination, the agency's conclusions oflaw, which will 

necessarily be closely related to the agency's view of the facts, are entitled to 

deference and will not be disturbed if they are supported by substantial evidence. 

Jones v. Rosner, 102 Nev. 215, 217, 719 P.2d 805, 806 (1986); TaWil of Eureka v. 

State Engineer, 108 Nev. 163, 826 P.2d 948 (1992). Likewise, while not 

controlling, an agency's view of or its own interpretation of its statutory authority 

is persuasive. Morris, 107 Nev. at 701, 819 P.2d at 205 (quoting State v. State 

Engineer, 104 Nev. 709, 713, 766 P.2d 263, 266 (1988)). Additionally, any review 

of the State Engineer's interpretation of his legal authority must be made with the 
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thought that "[a]n agency charged with the duty of administering an act is 

impliedly clothed with power to construe it as a necessary precedent to 

administrative action." Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe v. Washoe COUllty, 112 Nev. 

743, 747, 918 P.2d 697, 700 (1996), citing State v. State Engineer, 104 Nev. at 

_ 713, 766 P.2d at 266 (1988). See also Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. N.R.D.C., 467 U.S. 

837 (1984) (deference promotes uniformity in the law because it makes various 

courts less likely to adopt differing readings of a statute. Instead, the view taken 

by a single centralized agency will usually control). 

The weight of the evidence is its weight in probative value, not the quantity 

of evidence. It is not determined by mathematics but depends on its effect in 

inducing belief. The probative force of evidence is to be estimated, not only by its 

intrinsic weight, but also in view of the evidence which it is in the power of one 

side to produce and the other to contradict. Travelers' Ins. Co. v. Pomerantz, 246 

N.Y. 63, 158 N.E. 21 (1927). The trier offact determines the weight to be given 

the evidence. United States v. Vaccaro, 816 F.2d 443 (9th Cir. 1987), rev'd 011 

other grounds. Huddleston v. United States, 485 U.S. 681 (1988). When weighing 

the evidence, the trier of fact is not required to accept entirely either party's 

account of the facts. The trier offact may reject that which it finds implausible, 

but accept other parts which it finds to be believable, and is free to choose among 

reasonable constructions of the evidence. See United States v. Rothrock, 806 F.2d 
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318 (1 st Cir. 1986); United States v. Pruneda-Gonzalez, 953 F .2d 190 (5th Cir. 

1992), cert. denied, 504 U.S. 978 (1992). 

VII. ARGUMENT 

A. Ruling 4798 Should Be Remanded So That Each Change 
Application May Be Considered on an Individual Basis to 
Determine if Equitable Reliefls Appropriate. 

Thirty of the forty Change Applications addressed in Ruling 4798 were 

approved on the grounds that the proposed transfers constitute intrafann transfers 

and were therefore exempt from forfeiture and abandonment. See Section IV(B) 

above. In so ruling the State Engineer was following the instructions of the 

District Court as set forth in the Alpine IV decision. 

Traditional equitable principles govern whether the strict 
requirements of Nevada water law are to be relaxed. 
Bailey v. State, 95 Nev. 378,383,594 P.2d 734 (1979); 
Alpine II, 878 F.2d at 1229 (Judge Noonan, concurring). 
The court finds that intrafarm transfers within the 
Newlands Reclamation Project should be upheld as a 
matter of equity. 

There are several factors which support this conclusion. 
First, there is evidence in the record that the procedures 
to transfer water changed at least three times over the 
years. At one point, an applicant was told that transfers 
were not allowed. Further, when the farmers were finally 
told by TCID that they were required to file a transfer 
application, they complied. More importantly, the 
individual who was legally entitled to use the water 
continued to beneficially apply the water to his land, 
albeit in a different location than what might have been 
described in the contract, to the extent the location was 
described in the contract. Finally, there is no evidence 
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that any of the landowners making intrafarm transfers 
used more water than the amount granted by contract 
with the government. Accordingly, the Engineer did not 
err in concluding that the water rights subject to intrafarm 
transfers will not be deemed to have been forfeited or 
abandoned .... 

Accordingly, based on the foregoing findings and 
conclusions: ... 

5) All future transfer applications which concern an 
intrafarm transfer of a water right will not be subject to 
principles of forfeiture or abandonment. ... 

Alpine IVat 1244-45. The District Court further ordered the State Engineer 

determine for all other pending Change Applications whether the proposed 

transfers constitute intrafarm transfers. Id. at 1245 n.13. 

It was following Alpine IV and State Engineer's Ruling Nos. 4750 and 4798 

that this Court decided Alpine Vand rejected the idea that there could be a blanket 

equitable remedy applied to all of the applications. 

With respect to forfeiture, we reverse the district court's 
application of a blanket equitable exemption. Unlike 
with abandonment, however, we conclude that equity 
may be appropriate on a case-by-case basis in the . 
forfeiture context if a landowner can show that steps 
were taken to transfer water rights during the period of 
non-use, but that those steps were thwarted by the 
government or TCID. 

Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1078. 

The State Engineer's findings that these thirty Change Applications are 

exempt from forfeiture and abandonment because they involve intrafarm transfers 
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was based on a legal standard that has been subsequently overruled by this Court. 

Ruling 4798 should therefore be remanded for consideration of the specific facts of 

each Change Application to determine whether they merit the application of an 

equitable remedy.3 

B. Ruling 4798 Should Be Remanded So That Each Change 
Application May Be Considered Individually to Determine 
Whether There Was Intent to Abandon, But the State Engineer 
Should be Allowed to Make That Determination Based on All of 
the Surrounding Circumstances and Not in the Limited Manner 
Advocated by the Appellants. 

In Ruling 4798 the State Engineer found that portions of thirty of the Change 

Applications were not subject to abandonment since they constituted intrafarm 

transfers and were therefore entitled to an equitable exemption from those 

doctrines. See Section IV(B) above. In so holding, the State Engineer was relying 

3 There may be facts currently in the record as to certain Change 
Applications that would support a finding that equitable relief is appropriate 
without further proceedings. The State Engineer does not advocate the remand of 
such Change Applications. Likewise, a number of these applications were granted 
on grounds other than the fact that they involved intrafarm transfers. See, for 
example, Application 49563, FER at 214-16; Application 50012,!d. at 275; 
Application 51043, !d. at 331-32; Application 51082, Id. at 335-36; Applications 
51137,51138, and 51139, Id. at 348-49; Application 51237, Id. at 352-54; 
Application 48465/66, Id. at 99-100; Application 48669, !d. at 109; Application 
48670, !d. at 117-18; Application 49119, Id. at 166; Application 49288, Id. at 211. 
Since the Appellants' have not argued that the alternative grounds for granting 
these applications were in some way deficient, remand of these applications would 
be inappropriate even though they also include a finding that they involve 
intrafarm transfers. 
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on the District Court's holding in A/pine IV which had held that the intrafann 

exemption from forfeiture was likewise applicable to the doctrine of abandonment 

as well as forfeiture. As was noted above, however, this Court held in A/pine V 

that equity was unavailable as a remedy to abandonment since the Applicants 

_ might be able to show that they lacked intent to abandon and therefore had a legal 

remedy available. A/pine V, 291 F .3d at 1077. As a consequence, a remand of 

Ruling 4798 is appropriate to allow the State Engineer to determine whether the 

Applicants had the requisite intent to abandon the water rights at issue. 

The United States and PLPT have argued, however, that in order to show a 

lack of intent to abandon, the applicants must show that they continuously used the 

water and that he or she attempted unsuccessfully to file for a change in place of 

use or at least inquired about the possibility of transfer and were told that such a 

transfer was not permitted. PLPT's Opening Brief at 11-13; United States' 

Opening Brief at 21-22. The United States and PLPT rely on the statement of this 

Court in A/pine V to support this position. Alpine V, 291 F .3d at 1077. 

The State Engineer should not be limited by the statements set forth in 

A/pine V regarding the evidence that may be considered in regard abandonment. 

First, the language cited constitutes dicta and is therefore not binding on this Court. 

Second, to require a showing of continuous use of water as the only or minimum 

evidence of an intent not to abandon is inconsistent with the now well established 
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principle that intent must be determined from all of the surrounding facts and that 

nonuse of the water by itself does not create a presumption of abandonment. 

Dictum is defined as an observation or remark not necessarily involved in 

the case or essential to its determination, Export Group v. Reef Industries. Inc., 54 

. F .3d 1466, 1471-72 (9th Cir. 1995), and this Court is not bound by dicta in a 

decision of another panel of the Ninth Circuit. "We are not bound by dicta in 

decisions from our court or any other circuit." United States v. Pinjuv, 218 F.3d 

1125, 1129 (9th Cir. 2000), citing United States v. Tsinniji1l11ie, 601 F.2d 1035, 

1038 (9th Cir. 1979). The statement of the Alpine V Court in regard to the 

minimum evidence required to show a lack of intent to abandon is clearly not an 

observation or remark necessarily involved in the case or essential to its 

determination. The issue before the Alpine V Court was whether equitable 

jurisdiction could be invoked as a defense to abandonment or whether the factors 

identified by the District Court more appropriately bore on the issue of intent. 

Alpille V, 291 F.3d at 1077. The Court's statements in regard to the evidence 

needed to prove an intent not to abandon were not necessary to that determination. 

Those statements therefore constitute dicta and are not binding on this Court. 

Regardless of the binding effect of the Alpine V Court's statements in regard 

to the evidence needed to show a lack of intent to abandon, its statements are 

inconsistent with Nevada law and are therefore not controlling. Under Nevada 
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water law, abandonment of a water right is the voluntary "relinquishment of the right 

by the owner with the intention to forsake and desert it." In re Waters of Manse 

Spring, 60 Nev. 280, 287, 108 P.2d 311,315 (1940). "Abandonment, requiring a 

union of acts and intent, is a question of fact to be detennined from all the 

. surrounding circumstances." Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 786, 603 P.2d 262, 264 

(1979) (emphasis added). Nonuse of water, along with other circumstances ofa 

particular case, may be evidence ofan intent to abandon. Manse Spring, 60 Nev. at 

290, 108 P .2d at 316. 

This Court recognized in both Orr Ditch and Alpine V that under Nevada 

law abandonment of a water right is to be determined from all the circumstances 

surrounding the alleged abandonment. Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 946; Alpine V, 291 

F.3d at 1072. Requiring an applicant to prove continuous use of water, or any 

other fact selected by the appeals court as being particularly relevant, is contrary to 

this general and longstanding principle of Nevada law since it limits the facts upon 

which the determination of intent will be based. For example, if an applicant were 

to offer evidence that he or she had made concerted efforts to sell a water right, but 

had been unsuccessful in doing so, there could be little argument that he or she did 

not have the intent to abandon that right even if they were not making immediate 

use of it. Likewise, intermittent use of the water could also indicate that there was 

no intent to abandon, especially in conjunction with other facts. Any number of 
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factual scenarios can be imagined where an applicant might offer evidence of a 

lack of intent to abandon even though the water had not been put to continuous 

use. 

Likewise, requiring an applicant to show continuous use of the water to 

. rebut a presumption of abandonment appears to be inconsistent with the very idea 

that nonuse by itself is no more than an inference of abandonment, and not a 

presumption. For example, in Franlrtowll Creek Irrigation Co. v. Marlette Lake Co., 

77 Nev. 348, 364 P.2d 1069 (1961), even though there was an extended period of 

nonuse of a portion of the water at issue, the Court gave no indication that use at 

some other location was necessary to rebut a presumption of abandonment. 

Requiring a showing of continued use ofthe water to rebut a presumption of 

abandonment runs directly contrary to the idea that nonuse ofthe water by itself does 

not create a presumption of abandonment. 

The Alpille V Court cited to no authority to support its statement that a 

showing of continuous use of the water is necessary to rebut a finding of 

abandonment, either from the Nevada Supreme Court or any other state adhering to 

the prior appropriation system, nor did it articulate any reasoning, factual or legal, to 

support that statement. Alpille V, 291 F.3d at 1077. The United States and PLPT 

IIII 

IIII 
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have likewise not identified any authority or applicable policy to justify the Alpine V 

Court's requirement of a showing of continuous use. As a consequence, the Court's 

statements in this regard must not be deemed to be controlling. 

Furthermore, in requiring the Applicants to show continuous use of their 

_ water to rebut a presumption of abandonment, the Alpine V Court appears to have 

fallen back on the elements articulated by the District Court in Alpine IV as 

justifying the exercise of equity to exempt the Change Applications from 

abandonment. Alpine IV, 27 F. Supp. 2d at 1244. Not only is there no reason to 

interpret the District Court's findings as requiring a showing of continuous use to 

rebut the presumption of abandonment, but it stands the reasoning of the District 

Court on its head. Merely because continuous use of the water may show that 

there is not an intent to abandon it does not follow that it is the only or minimum 

evidence of intent. 

There is no authority to support the Alpine V Court's statement that the 

applicants may only rebut a presumption of abandonment by showing a continuous 

use ofthe water. Such a conclusion runs directly contrary to the idea that intent 

must be determined from all of the surrounding facts and that nonuse by itself does 

not create a presumption of abandonment. To require such a finding would 

IIII 

IIII 
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constitute a significant change of Nevada law. The State Engineer must therefore, 

as the finder of fact, be allowed to consider all relevant evidence in addressing the 

issue of intent to abandon. 

C. The State Engineer Correctly Concluded That Transport of 
Water Through On-Farm Dirt-Lined Ditches Together With 
Associated Uses Is a Beneficial Use of Water and the Lands Used 
for That Purpose Must Be Considered to Have Appurtenant 
Water Rights. 

In regard to Application 50008, parcel 9; Application 49568, parcel 2; 

Application 51038, parcels 4 and 5; and Application 51040, parcels 9, 10, and 11, 

the State Engineer found that the existing places of use were shown to be dirt-lined 

on-fann ditches to which transferable water rights were appurtenant. FER at 229, 

263-64,296-98,320-25. The State Engineer was correct in concluding that the 

water rights appurtenant to these parcels could be transferred to new places of use. 

Ruling 4798 states: 

[I]f a dirt-lined supply ditch is within the irrigable area of 
an existing place of use, water was beneficially used on 
the parcel of land covered by the dirt-lined ditch. Dirt
lined ditches within a fann were not excluded from the 
irrigable area under the Reclamation Service regulations 
and it is the State Engineer's understanding that the 
Bureau of Reclamation required these areas to be water
righted. 

FER at 69. In reaching this conclusion, the State Engineer was relying in large part 

on Exhibit Y, U.S. Reclamation Service, General Regulations for the 

Determination oflrrigable Areas (General Regulations). FER at 12. The 
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document specifically stated: "The Irrigable area shall be detennined by deducting 

from the total area, railroad, canal, lateral, drain and waste ditch rights of way, and 

non-irrigable lands, that are to be deducted as hereinafter specified, the summation 

of the same to be figured to the nearest one-tenth of an acre." FER at 12. The 

_ import of this regulation is clear: on-farm ditches, since they are not list as being 

excluded from the calculation of the irrigable area, were included in the irrigable 

area. This constitutes the only legitimate interpretation of the General Regulation. 

The United States attempts to discredit the significance of the General 

Regulation by arguing that it is not in fact a regulation at all. There is no evidence 

before this Court that would indicate, however, that the General Regulations are 

anything but the stated policy of the United States for distributing water within the 

Newlands Project and detennining the amount of water to which each water user 

was entitled. 

Other documents in the record support the State Engineer's interpretation of 

the General Regulation and his finding that on-farm ditches were included in the 

calculation of irrigable acreage and have appurtenant water rights. For example, 

the water rights at issue under Application 50005, parcel 3, were granted by Water 

Right Application to the Department of the Interior on December 4, 1919. SER at 

IIII 

IIII 
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30.4 According to the water right map of the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District, 

which the State Engineer has long held to be the best evidence that exists as to the 

location of water righted lands within the Newlands Project, FER at 60, the water 

right holder was granted water for the entire 40 acres of the southwest quarter of 

. the northeast quarter of Section 34, Township 18 North, Range 28 East, in which 

parcel 3 of Application 50005 is found. SER at 29. No reduction was made for 

on-farm dirt-lined ditches in the water right maps or the Water-Right Application 

consistent with the State Engineer's interpretation of the General Regulations. 

As an additional example, the water rights at issue in Application 51037, 

parcel 2, were granted in 1911 for the entire 80 acres of the north half of the 

southwest quarter of section 16 of Township 18 N., Range 29 E. No reductions 

were made in the Water-Right Application for on-farm ditches. SER at 33. 

Likewise, the Water-Right Map shows that a full 40 acres of the northwest quarter 

of the southwest quarter of Section 16, Township 18 North, Range 29 East, 

M.D.B.&M., in which parcel 2 is located were granted appurtenant water rights 

without any reduction for on-fam1 ditches. SER at 32. Both the Water-Right 

Application granted by the United States and the Water Right Maps prepared by 

the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District, the United States' agent in the Newlands 

4 Applications 50005 and 51037 were addressed by the State Engineer as 
part of Ruling 4825, which is before this Court on appeal in Case Nos. 01-16224 
and 01-16241. 
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Project, made no reduction in the irrigable acreage because of on-farm ditches. 

The State Engineer's interpretation of the General Regulations is completely 

consistent with the manner in which the United States granted and managed water 

rights within the Newlands Project. 

The United States' contention that its own regulations, contracts, and water 

right maps have no bearing on the question of whether there are water rights 

appurtenant to the on-farm dirt-lined ditches constitutes another attempt by the 

United States to change the rules in the middle of the game. There can be little 

doubt that the water users were required to follow the regulations and rules put in 

place by the United States in the early days of the Newlands Project. It is 

disingenuous for the United States to now argue that the State Engineer has 

misinterpreted the rules or that the rules do not apply. It was based on facts similar 

to these, i.e. the moratorium placed on transfers, the assertion of title to the water 

by the United States, etc., that the District Court determined in the first instance 

that the blanket exercise of equity was appropriate. 

Not only is the State Engineer's finding that on-farm ditches are to be 

included within the irrigable area of a farm a correct interpretation of the General 

Regulation, the Water-Right Applications, and the Water Right Maps, but is 

consistent with both the Orr Ditch and Alpine Decrees and general practices in the 

State of Nevada. To conclude otherwise would result in a significant alteration of 
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water allocation not only in the Newlands Project but throughout the State of 

Nevada. 

~ A review of both the A/pine and Orr Ditch Decrees shows that the amounts 

awarded to the various water right users did not exclude the area covered by on-

_ farm ditches. ·Por example, the A/pine Decree awarded Leo B. Galeppi and 

Prances M. Galeppi water for 160 acres, which would compromise all of the NE 

quarter of Sec. II, T.13 N., 19 E., M.D.B.& M. The priority date of the associated 

rights was determined to be 1861. SER at 16. Since 160 acres constitutes an entire 

quarter section, it is clear that no land was excluded from the adjudicated area even 

though a significant number of on-farm ditches would be necessary to convey 

water to an area of 160 acres. Both decrees are replete with such rights. For 

example, Frank Settelmeyer and Sons, Inc., was awarded water for two parcels 

constituting 80 acres, both of which constitute the entire area of one half of a 

quarter sections. SER at 16. James Rolph III and June Rolph were awarded water 

for 40 acres constituting the entire area of a quarter quarter section. SER at 14. 

Anna Herbig, Herman Herbig, and Anneliese Herbig were awarded water for two 

40 acre parcels that constitute the entire area of a quarter quarter section. SER at 

15. Paul Garson was awarded water for 40 acres constituting the entire area of a 

quarter quarter section. SER at 19; Charles Farretto was awarded water for 40 

acres constituting an entire quarter quarter section. SER at 20. Domingo Pelipelli 
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was awarded water for two 40 acre parcels both of which constitute the entire area 

of two separate quarter quarter sections. SER at 2 I. In none of these cases, and 

numerous others not set forth here for the purposes of conserving space, did the 

decree courts reduce the amount of irrigable acreage by any amount even though 

_ numerous on-farm ditches would be necessary to deliver the water to the various 

parcels. 

The water right maps associated with the Alpine Decree likewise show that 

on-farm ditches were included in the calculation ofirrigable acreage. By way of 

example, one of the federal water master's water right maps shows that in the 

northwest quarter of Section 7 that one holder was adjudicated water for 160 acres, 

which would constitute the entire area of that quarter section, in spite ofthe fact 

that a ditch clearly runs through that quarter section. SER at 34. This likewise 

occurs in the southeast quarter of section 31. Id. Similarly, in the southwest 

quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 8 a water rights holder was adjudicated 

water for 40 acres, constituting the entire area of that quarter quarter section, even 

though it is clearly indicated that two ditches run across that property. Id. at 34. 

This can only be interpreted to mean that the ditches were not excluded from the 

irrigable acreage when the water rights were adjudicated by the federal court. The 

same circumstances can be seen in the southeast quarter of the southwest quarter of 

Section 17; the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter of Section 17; the 
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southeast quarter of the northwest quarter of Section 20; the southwest quarter of 

the southeast quarter of Section 19; and the northwest quarter of the northwest 

quarter of Section 30. Id. To hold that such on-fann dirt-lined ditches did not 

have appurtenant water rights would, as a consequence, be inconsistent with both 

the Alpine and Orr Ditch Decrees, other decrees throughout the State of Nevada, 

and the longstanding practice of the Office of the State Engineer. To conclude the 

Orr Ditch and the Alpine Decrees are not controlling on this subject would be no 

less than a collateral attack on both the Orr Ditch and Alpine Decrees, as well as 

every other decree in the State of Nevada, in direct contravention of Nevada v. 

United States, 463 u.S. 110 (1983). 

Not only is the State Engineer's determination consistent with both the Orr 

Ditch and the Alpine Decrees, it is also consistent with the factual realities of on

fann ditches. The land covered by on-fann ditches is put to beneficial use for 

purposes other than the mere transport of water. Because of the size and nature of 

the ditches at issue, they are not only used to transport water, but also provide 

forage for cattle, which is a beneficial use independent of transport. This fact was 

recently recognized by the United States Claims Court in Hage v. United States, 42 

Fed. Cl. 249, 251 (1998) (Hage Ill), rescinded in part and affirmed in part by 

Hage v. United States, 51 Fed. Cl. 570 (2002). The issue presented for decision to 

that court, among others, was whether a grazing permittee of the U.S. Forest 
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Service acquired a property right in ditch easements used to convey water owned 

pursuant to state law across Forest Service Land. The Court of Claims found that: 

Concurrent with the accompanying easement to perform 
ditch maintenance via the right-of-way, the court finds 
that a limited right to forage is appurtenant to and a 
component of a vested water right. The court notes the 
undisputed historical use of the ditches and water at 
issue for stockwatering and livestock maintenance. 
Persuasive testimony at trial on the nature and intent of 
the Congressional Acts [**7] dealing with western land 
management bore out the conclusion that the United 
States intended to respect and protect the historic and 
customary usage of the range. To that end, the court finds 
as a matter of common sense, that implicit in a vested 
water right based on putting water to beneficial use for 
livestock purposes was the appurtenant right for those 
livestock to graze alongside the water. 

The court holds that the extent of the right to forage 
around an Act of 1866 ditch is contiguous with the scope 
of the ditch right-of-way: the ground occupied by the 
water and fifty feet on each side of the marginal limits of 
the ditch. 

Rage III at 251 (emphasis added). Similarly, the on-farm ditches at issue here, just 

as with other on-farm ditches throughout the State, have been historically used as 

forage for cattle, since the forage grows up to and in the ditches itself. This growth 

of forage and its use by cattle is a beneficial use to the same extent as growing 

crops and forage on the remaining land would be. PLPT and the United States are 

therefore incorrect in their unsupported assertion that water applied to the land 

covered by the on-farm ditches has not been put to a beneficial use. The State 
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Engineer properly concluded that the land covered by on-fann ditches did have 

appurtenant water rights potentially available for transfer as established by the Orr 

Ditch and Alpine Decrees. 

The State Engineer's decision that the land underlying the on-farm ditches 

. do have appurtenant water rights is likewise supported by the fact the United States 

and PLPT have failed to identify the doctrinal underpinnings of their argument, i.e. 

whether they assert that the water rights at issue were never perfected, were 

abandoned, or were forfeited. United States' Opening Brief at 32-33. It is also 

supported by the fact that the on-farm ditches are periodically moved to different 

locations as fields are plowed and replanted or as other changes in need require. 

Alfalfa, the primary crop in the Newlands Project, has to be replanted 

approximately every four to five years. When this is done the small on-farm 

ditches will in many cases be obliterated and moved. Additionally, the ditches are 

periodically changed to more efficiently transport water and to account for leveling 

that has been done on the field. The nature of these on-farm ditches is therefore 

temporary in nature. 

This fact is of great significance when viewed in light of the fact that the 

United States and PLPT have not articulated any specific theory as to why the on

farms ditches do not have appurtenant water rights. This failure is significant since 

IIII 
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neither the United States nor PLPT have made any attempt to meet their burden of 

showing that the doctrines of perfection, abandonment, or forfeiture apply. 

"The law of Nevada, in common with most other Western States, requires 

for the perfection of a water right for agricultural purposes that the water must be 

. beneficially used by actual application on the land." Nevada v. United States, 463 

U.S. 110, 126 (1983), quoting, Prosole v. Steamboat Canal Co., 37 Nev. 154, 159-

61, 140 P. 720, 722 (1914). As a consequence, to prove that the water rights 

appurtenant to on-farm ditches have never been perfected, the United States and 

PLPT must make two assumptions. First, that the ditches at issue existed at the 

time the water rights were created and that they have never moved since, and 

second, that the use of those ditches was not a beneficial use of water. As has 

already been discussed above, the use of water in the on-farm ditches is in fact a 

beneficial use. Hage III, 42 Fed. Cl. at 251. Even if one assumes for the sake of· 

argument, however, that the use of water in the on-farm ditches is not a beneficial 

one, the United States and PLPT have failed to show, and have in fact not 

attempted to show, that no use of water was ever made on the lands at issue. 

Absent evidence that the on-farm ditch at issue has existed since the farm has been 

under irrigation and has never moved since, the very likely possibility remains that 

the land was at one time not covered by an on-farm ditch and, therefore, was 

irrigated and the associated water right perfected. 
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In regards to abandonment, the United States and PLPT have the burden of 

showing, by clear and convincing evidence, that the applicants voluntarily 

relinquished the right with the intention to forsake and desert it. Manse Spring, 60 

Nev. at 287, 108 P.2d at 315. No evidence has been offered, however, to indicate 

_ that any farmer in the Newlands Project intended to abandon water rights to land 

covered by an on-farm ditch that was by necessity only temporary in nature. 

Clearly, there could have been no such intention on the part of the water rights 

holders since after a ditch is moved they would again irrigate the land previously 

covered by the on-farm ditch. To conclude otherwise would be to assume that a 

water rights holder intended to abandon water rights every time an on-farm ditch 

was moved. This certainly cannot be the case since the irrigated land of the farm 

would then be incrementally decreased in size every time an on-farm ditch was 

moved until a significant portion of the farm had been abandoned. There is simply 

no evidence in the record that would indicated that any of the applicants had such 

an intent, and it would of course be ridiculous to assume that they would. 

In regard to forfeiture, the United States and PLPT have the burden of 

showing that there were five consecutive years of nonuse, NRS 533.060 (amended 

1999). There would likewise be no forfeiture if there has been subsequent use of 

the water such as would constitute a cure. Town of Eureka, 108 Nev. 163, 169, 

826 P.2d 948, 952 (1992). Again, as was noted above, the use of the water in the 
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on-farm ditches is a beneficial use, and there is therefore no evidence of nonuse at 

all. This fact notwithstanding, the United States and PLPT have failed to show any 

other evidence of five years of nonuse, a fact that cannot merely be assumed given 

the transient nature of on-farm ditches. PLPT and the United States have therefore 

. failed to meet their burden of proving forfeiture. 

Merely arguing that the use of water in an on-farm ditch is not a beneficial 

use does not immediately lead to the conclusion that there are no water rights 

appurtenant to on-farm ditches. The temporary and transitory nature of on-farm 

ditches requires that some theory be identified as to why the land covered by the 

on-farm ditches does not retain its appurtenant water rights granted to it by the 

Court. The United States and PLPT have failed to do this. Just as importantly, the 

United States and PLPT have clearly failed to meet their burden of proof for the 

theories of perfection, abandonment, or forfeiture. 

The United States has also argued that the inclusion of conveyance loss in 

the duty under the Alpine Decree in some way eliminates any argument that the 

on-farm dirt-lined ditches do not have appurtenant water rights. United States' 

Opening Brief at 30-31. This argument in no way resolves the issue of beneficial 

use since it both assumes that the use is not beneficial, a factual question for which 

IIII 

IIII 
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they offer no evidence, and misinterprets the significance of the "on-fann 

efficiency" that was included as part of the duty available to each water righted 

acre. 

The fact that the duties assigned to bench and bottom lands under the Alpine 

. and Orr Ditch Decrees take into account conveyance and on-fann efficiencies in 

no way alters the fact that on-fann ditches have appurtenant water rights, since, as 

was discussed above, the use of the water in the ditches is beneficial independent 

of the transport of water. This being the case, the fact that the decree has 

accounted for on-fann efficiencies in setting the duty does not alter the fact that 

there are appurtenant water rights any more than it would affect land elsewhere on 

the fann. Likewise, on-fann efficiencies by definition include the loss of water on 

the entire fann, not only in ditches, and are necessary because more water must be 

applied on the upgrade side of a parcel to ensure that sufficient water will flow to 

the downgrade side. This is the case regardless of whether the water is conveyed 

in a ditch or is merely flowing across the field. This inclusion of on-fann 

efficiencies in the water duty cannot, therefore, be assumed to address the issue of 

beneficial use since it applies to every acre of land irrigated within the project 

whether it is ditch or some other type of irrigated land. 

The State Engineer correctly concluded that the General Regulations 

included on-fann ditches within the irrigable acreage of the Applicants, and that 
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conclusion is consistent with Nevada law, the Alpine and Orr Ditch Decrees, and 

the physical realities of on-farm dirt-lined ditches. Just as importantly, PLPT and 

the United States have failed to identify what legal theory would invalidate these 

water rights and have failed to meet their burden of showing that the water rights 

_ were never perfected, were abandoned, or were forfeited. Ruling 4798 must 

therefore be affirmed in regard to the conclusions related to on-farm dirt-lined 

ditches. 

D. The Issue of Whether the Ditches at Issue Are On-Farm Dirt
Lined Ditches, and Whether Their Use Constitutes a Beneficial 
Use of Water, Is a Factual as Well as a Legal Question, and Since 
No Evidence Was Received Below on This Issue, It Would Be 
Inappropriate for This Court to Rule on This Issue at This Time. 

There is no dispute that the District Court did not address the validity of the 

State Engineer's statements in regard to on-farm ditches. FER at 379-83. In spite 

of this fact both the United States and PLPT do not contend that the issue should 

be remanded, but instead argue that the issue of the on-farm dirt-lined ditches and 

beneficial use are purely legal ones and may be addressed by this Court without 

consideration by the District Court or development or consideration of any facts 

regarding the physical nature of the ditches, how they are used, or the manner in 

which the State Engineer has dealt with them elsewhere in the State. United 

States' Opening Brief at 23. The Appellants are mistaken, however, in asserting 

that this issue is purely a legal one. To the contrary, this issue is primarily factual 
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in nature. As a consequence, should this Court question the State Engineer's 

holding that on-farm ditches are water righted, the appropriate course of action is 

not to announce a general rule oflaw without any relation to the actual facts and 

history of use of the ditches that would impact not only the water users in the 

_ Newlands Project but water rights users throughout the State of Nevada, but rather, 

to remand the question to the State Engineer for additional development of a record 

on this very important state-wide issue. 

A review of relevant case law, the actual physical nature of on-farm di tches 

and the Appellants' own arguments show that the question of whether the on-farm 

ditches have associated water rights is primarily a factual one. 

As was discussed above, the United States Court of Claims has recognized 

that ditches and easements have historically been used for grazing in the State of 

Nevada. Such grazing, and consequently use of water in the ditches, is a 

beneficial use. 

IIII 

The court notes the undisputed historical use of the 
ditches and water at issue for stockwatering and livestock 
maintenance .... 

The court holds that the extent of the right to forage 
around an Act of 1866 ditch is contiguous with the scope 
of the ditch right-of-way: the ground occupied by the 
water and fifty feet on each side ofthe marginal limits of 
the ditch. 
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Hage 111,42 Fed. Cl. at 251. As the Hage III court's findings make clear, the use 

of on-farm ditches is not strictly limited to the conveyance of water, and the actual 

nature of the use of the ditches is a factual one. The analysis of beneficial use will 

be impacted by facts such as whether the ditch is used for forage, how often it is 

. used to convey water, its physical size, etc. Also, depending on which specific 

legal doctrine the United States and PLPT are relying on to support their 

contention that the on-farm ditches do not have appurtenant water rights, i.e. lack 

of perfection, forfeiture, or abandonment, additional facts such as when the ditch 

was constructed, whether it has ever been moved, and how often it has been 

moved, as well as other facts related to intent and use, will be significant. 

The arguments of the United States in regard to beneficial use of water in 

on-farm dirt-lined ditches do not support their ultimate conclusion that this is a 

question oflaw rather than fact. As duly noted by the United States, water is 

beneficially used when applied to a given tract ofland to produce crops. United 

States' Opening Brief at 29, citing Alpine 1,697 F.2d at 854. The critical issue is, 

therefore, how and where the water is actually used. How and where water is used 

is a question of fact, not law. As noted in Hage III and the discussion above, the 

use and history of any given on-farm ditch may involve far more than the mere 

transport of water. This fact is implicitly recognized by the United States by its 

inability to identify what theory would justify denying the Applications at issue. 
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United States' Opening Brief at 32-33. The United States cannot merely assume 

that the only use of the dirt-lined on-farm ditches is for the conveyance of water, 

that the ditches have never moved, or that the Applicant had the intent to abandon 

water rights. 

It is clear that the question of beneficial use turns on the question of how 

water was used. This is a factual and not a legal question. Should this Court 

determine that the State Engineer in some manner erred in regard to his ruling 

related to on-farm dirt-lined ditches, the appropriate course for this Court would be 

to remand the question for further consideration. 

E. The State Engineer Correctly Determined That PLPT Had Failed 
to Show Nonuse of the Water By Clear and Convincing Evidence 
as Is Necessary to Establish Forfeiture or Abandonment. 

Pursuant to Nevada law, clear and convincing evidence is necessary to prove 

abandonment or forfeiture. Town of Eureka v. State Engineer, 108 Nev. 163, 169, 

826 P.2d 948, 952 (1992). PLPT argues that this Court should remand Application 

49109, parcell; Application 49110, parcell; Application 49120, parcel 3; 

Application 49122, parcels 3,4, and 5; Application 50010, parcels 1 and 2; and 

Application 51738, parcels 4 and 6, on the grounds that the State Engineer's 

finding that PLPT had failed to meet its burden of proof of nonuse of water for 

purposes offorfeiture and abandonment was in error. PLPT cites to this Court's 

Decision in Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 948, to support this proposition. PLPT's 
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Opening Brief at 14-19. Contrary to PLPT's contention, the State Engineer did not 

misinterpret the clear and convincing evidence standard by holding that PLPT had 

failed to meet its burden of showing nonuse in respect to these applications. 

In regard to Application 49109, parcell, the State Engineer found that 

. PLPT's evidence showed this parcel was described as bare land and natural 

vegetation. FER at 124. Other evidence indicated, however, that in 1986 the land 

was described as a pasture and that there was actual observation of irrigation in 

1971 through 1977. There was likewise evidence of payment of taxes and 

assessments. From this the State Engineer found that there was no clear and 

convincing evidence of nonuse of the water or an intent to abandon. [d. at 125. 

PLPT's contention that the State Engineer misapplied the clear and convincing 

evidence standard both misinterprets the Alpine V decision and ignores this Court's 

holding in Orr Ditch. 

This Court has recognized that an extended period of nonuse of water, by 

itself, does not create a rebuttable presumption of abandonment. Orr Ditch, 256 

F.3d at 945. The Court adopted the view of the District Court, which had held: 

Where there is evidence of both a substantial period of 
nonuse, combined with evidence of an improvement 
which is inconsistent with irrigation, the payment of 
taxes or assessments, alone, will not defeat a claim of 
abandonment. If. however, there is only evidence of 
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nonuse, combined with the finding of a payment of taxes 
or assessments, the court concludes that the Tribe has 
failed to provide clear and convincing evidence of 
abandonment. 

Id. at 946 (emphasis added). These are the very facts that are presented by 

Application 49109, parcel I. Although there is some evidence of periods of 

nonuse interrupted by periods of actual irrigation, there was no evidence of any 

improvements inconsistent with irrigation. There was, however, evidence of the 

payment of taxes and assessments. Consequently, according to the holding of Orr 

Ditch, PLPT has failed to meet its burden of proof, and the Application was 

correctly granted. 

In addition, this Court's statement in Alpine V regarding the clear and 

convincing standard of proof was based in large part on the perception that there 

was no evidence in the record contradicting PLPT's evidence in regard to the 

parcels at issue there. As is readily apparent here, however, there was 

contradictory evidence offered in regard to Application 49109, parcel I, showing 

use of the land as pasture and numerous years of actual irrigation. Accordingly, 

the State Engineer did not err in concluding that PLPT had failed to meet its 

burden of proof, and since the State Engineer did not find that equitable relief was 

appropriate as to this application, there is no reason to remand this application. 

In regard to Application 49110, parcel I, the State Engineer found that the 

parcel had been described at various times as bare land, trees, and partially 
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irrigated. The descriptions mention undescribed structures on the property in 1962, 

1972, and 1977 but also indicate that there were no structures in 1973, 1974, 1975, 

and 1980-1984. At the hearing in 1986 the Applicants described the 1948 use as a 

pasture and the current use as a church. FER at 128-29. The application to change 

_ the place of use was filed on June 5, 1985, however. !d. at 126. From this 

evidence the State Engineer concluded that PLPT did not prove nonuse and the 

intent to abandon with clear and convincing evidence. Id. at 128-29. This finding 

is consistent with Orr Ditch in that there is insufficient evidence of nonuse and 

improvements inconsistent with irrigation to shift the burden of proof. Likewise, 

the State Engineer cannot be said to have misinterpreted the clear and convincing 

evidentiary standard since there was contradictory evidence as to the use of the 

land. The State Engineer's findings regarding Application 49110, parcel I, must 

therefore be affirmed, and no remand of that application is necessary. 

In regard to Application 49120, Parcel 3, the State Engineer found that the 

land at issue was described from 1948 to 1977 as irrigated or partially irrigated. 

There was therefore no evidence of nonuse for those years. FER at 174. There 

was evidence that a portion of the parcel had been converted to residential use but 

where that portion was and how much land was involved was not identified in any 

way by PLPT. Id. at 174-75. The State Engineer correctly concluded as a result 

that PLPT had failed to meet its burden of showing nonuse as to those portions 
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which were not developed and that it failed to meet its burden as to the remaining 

portions of the parcel where development had occurred by failing to identify in any 

way their location or the amount ofland involved. Id. at 175. There is no dispute 

that PLPT had the burden of showing nonuse and development inconsistent with 

. irrigation, and it is likewise clear that PLPT failed to meet that burden since the 

State Engineer was unable to identify any specific piece of land whose water rights 

the State Engineer could declare forfeited. Remand of this application is therefore 

unnecessary. 

Application 49122 involved the consideration of the three parcels. In regard 

to each of these parcels, the State Engineer found that all of the evidence described 

this land as bare land, natural vegetation or irrigated. FER at 184-87. There was 

no evidence of any development inconsistent with irrigation. For purposes of 

abandonment, then, the burden did not shift and there was insufficient evidence to 

prove intent. 

The evidence presented as to Application 500 I 0, parcels I and 2, described 

the land at various times at bare land, natural vegetation road, and canal. The 

evidence gave no indication what area might be covered by the road and canal, 

however. FER at 270. Since there was inadequate evidence to allow the State 

Engineer to conclude what land had been covered by improvements and no 

evidence that the remainder of the land was used for purposes inconsistent with 
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irrigation, the State Engineer correctly concluded that PLPT had failed to meet its 

burden of proof. Id. at 27l. The State Engineer is not free to guess at the location 

and amount of land that may have been used for improvements and refusing to do 

so does not mean that he has misapplied the clear and convincing evidence 

standard. 

Similarly, Application 51738, parcel 4, was described as farm yard, road, 

and partially irrigated. FER at 364. Most importantly, PLPT's own witnesses 

testified that 0.45 of an acre was irrigated out of the total parcel of 0.50 of an acre. 

Id. at 365. The entire parcel became a city lot after the Change Application was 

filed. Id. at 365. As to parcel 6 of Application 51738, the State Engineer found 

that the land use description over the years was irrigated land or partially irrigated 

land, with a structure appearing in an undisclosed location in 1980. Id. at 365. 

Since PLPT had not proved nonuse for any specifically identifiable portion of the 

parcel, the State Engineer correctly concluded that PLPT had failed to meet its 

burden of showing nonuse and the intent to abandon. Id. 

The contention of PLPT that the State Engineer misapplied the clear and 

convincing evidence standard is not supported by the record here. Unlike the 

applications referred by this Court in Alpine V, there is disputed evidence in regard 

to many of these applications. As to the remainder of the applications, PLPT has 

failed to show that there were any improvements inconsistent with irrigation. The 
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State Engineer was therefore correct to conclude that PLPT had failed to meet its 

burden of proof under the holding of Orr Ditch. The decision of the State 

Engineer as to these applications should therefore be affirmed. 

Unlike the Change Applications addressed by the 0,.,. Ditch Court, the 

_ evidence presented by PLPT as to the nonuse of water is disputed and contradicted 

by other evidence. As the finder of fact, the State Engineer is required to consider 

all of the evidence and give it the weight he deems appropriate. In light of the 

contradictory evidence presented as to these applications, the State Engineer 

correctly concluded that PLPT had failed to show forfeiture or abandonment by 

clear and convincing evidence. The circumstances that caused the Orr Ditch Court 

to comment on the standard of proof are simply not present in this Ruling, and no 

remand is necessary to address the burden of proof. 

F. There Is Substantial Evidence in the Record to Support the State 
Engineer's Finding of Abandonment as to Applications 47809, 
49111, and 49285. 

In Ruling 4798 the State Engineer found that the water rights associated with 

Application 47809, parcels 4 and 5 (Louis A. Guazzini, Jr.); Application 49111, 

parcell (Isabelle E. Winder); and Application 49285, parcell (Darrel W. and 

Patricia A. Norman) have been abandoned.5 FER at 85, 135, and 202. The finding 

5 These appellants will be cumulatively referred to hereafter as the 
"Applicants," and will be referred to individually as "Applicant." 
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of abandonment has been appealed by each of the Applicants above. The primary 

question on review of these applications is whether there was substantial evidence 

in the record to support the State Engineer's finding of abandonment. State 

Engineer v. Morris, 107 Nev. 699, 701, 819 P.2d 203, 205 (1991). A review of the 

_ record indicates that the State Engineer did in fact rely on substantial evidence in 

finding that these rights have been abandoned. The State Engineer's decision must 

therefore be affirmed. 

In regard to Application 47809, parcels 4 and 5, the State Engineer 

specifically found the land at issue had been described as bare land and large 

structures from 1962 through 1984. FER at 84. Furthermore, at the 1985 

administrative hearing, the Applicant described the land use of both parcels as a 

school. Id. at 84-85. Based on the Applicant's own evidence that the parcels were 

now occupied by a school, the State Engineer was correct in concluding that this 

was a use incompatible with irrigation and that the burden of proof therefore 

shifted to the Applicants to show facts that would indicate that they did not have 

the intent to abandon the water rights appurtenant to those parcels. Alpine V, 279 

F.3d at 1198-99. Since no evidence was offered by the Applicant that would 

indicate that they did not intend to abandon the water appurtenant to these parcels, 

the State Engineer correctly concluded that PLPT had made a sufficient showing of 

abandonment. 
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The Applicants have argued, however, that the transfer moratorium put in 

place by the United States from 1973 to 1984 precluded the Applicants from 

forming the intent to abandon their water rights. Although the State Engineer does 

not necessarily disagree that the moratorium has a significant bearing on the issue 

_ of intent, this issue was not presented to the State Engineer in the proceedings 

below and were on that account not addressed in Ruling 4798.6 

As a consequence, there is substantial evidence to support the State 

Engineer's determination that the water rights appurtenant to parcels 4 and 5 of 

Application 47809 have been abandoned, and the State Engineer's Ruling to that 

effect should be affirmed. 

The State Engineer found that the water rights appurtenant to parcell of 

Application 49111 had been abandoned based on evidence that showed that no 

water had been placed on the land for 22 years and that the land use is inconsistent 

with irrigated agriculture. FER at 134. The Applicant argues that the State 

Engineer erred in refusing to admit certain documents that would have indicated 

that the water rights at issue here were subject to the intrafarm transfer rule. 

Although the State Engineer asserts that it is well within his right as the finder of 

6 The Applicants likewise argue that 43 C.F.R. § 426.4 defines irrigable 
acreage and that certain of the uses described therein supports their contention that 
water rights have not been abandoned. The State Engineer admits that he did not 
address the import of that regulation below since it was not presented to him for 
consideration. 
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fact to exclude documents from evidence that were not produced to opposing 

counsel in a timely fashion as required by hearing procedures, that issue has since 

become moot in light of this Court's ruling in A/pine V that there can be no blanket 

application of an equitable remedy and that equity does not apply to abandonment. 

.A/pine V, 279 F.3d at 1202-1204. 

As to Application 49285, parcell, the State Engineer found that no water 

had been applied to the parcel for at least seven years and that it was occupied by a 

church and an adjacent dirt parking lot. FER at 201. The State Engineer 

concluded that these uses constituted improvements inconsistent with irrigation 

and that the Applicants failed to show a lack of intent to abandon the water right. 

Based on these facts there can be little argument that there is substantial evidence 

to support the State Engineer's conclusion. 

There is substantial evidence supporting the State Engineer's findings of 

abandonment as to Application 47809, parcels 4 and 5, Application 49111, and 

Application 49285, parcell, and Ruling 4798 should be affirmed in regard thereto. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The A/pine V decision, which was decided since the entry of Ruling 4798, 

overruled the District Court's conclusion that equity could be applied to all 

intrafarm transfers. Where the intrafarm transfer rule was the sole basis for 

granting the application, it is therefore necessary to remand such applications to 
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determine whether the facts of each individual case justify the invocation of 

equitable relief. Likewise, Alpine V mandates the remand of these applications for 

a factual determination of intent. However, Nevada law does not limit the facts 

that may be considered by the State Engineer to determine intent. Finally, the 

_ State Engineer correctly concluded that on-farm dirt-lined ditches do have 

appurtenant water rights as they do throughout the State of Nevada. Ruling 4798 

should therefore be sustained as to its holding related to on-farm dirt-lined ditches 

and be remanded for determinations regarding equity and abandonment consistent 

with the holding of Alpine V. 

,-. ~ 
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ST A TEMENT OF RELATED CASES 

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28-2.6, the parties are directed to list related cases 

now pending before the Ninth Circuit. Cases related to this matter include: United 

States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., Case Nos. 01-16224 and 01-16241; and 

_ United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., Case Nos. 01-16694 and 01-16789. 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION 53662) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING ON REMAND 

#5464-K 
By order of remand, the State Engineer again has the 

responsibility to address the IITCID Transfer Cases. II This is the 

result of the Federal District Court's decision in what is commonly 

known as Alpine IV and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals' 

decisions in what are commonly known as Alpine V291 and Alpine 

VI292 and the Federal District Court's Order of February 25, 

2004,293 which provided that the pending applications in State 

Engineer's Ruling Nos. 4750, 4798, 4825, 5005 and 5047 were 

remanded to the State Engineer for express findings and 

recommendations on the issues of abandonment and forfeiture. The 

State Engineer was given discretionary authority to reopen any 

hearings he deemed appropriate to permit the applicants and the 

United States and the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe to present 

additional evidence limited solely on the issues of forfeiture and 

abandonment: [Forfeiture - whether the applicant was thwarted by 

the government in efforts to transfer; Abandonment - whether the 

applicant attempted unsuccessfully to file for a change in place of 

use or at least inquired about the possibility.] The State 

Engineer was given the discretion to affirm his prior rulings if 

appropriate. The State Engineer was ordered to apply the standards 

set forth by the court consistent with the holdings in Alpine IV, 

V and VI and make explicit findings by applying clear and 

convincing standards, balancing the interests of the applicant with 

the potential negative consequences to the Tribe. The State 

Engineer was also provided the discretion to consider evidence that 

291 291 F.3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2002). 

292 340 F.3d 903 (9th Cir. 2003). 

293 U.S. v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., D-184-HDM (D. Nev. 
Feb. 25, 2004) (Minutes of the Court) . 
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Ruling 
Page 2 

( 

an applicant relied on the Federal District Court's prior order to 

his detriment, that is whether an applicant relied on the exception 

for intrafarm transfers. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

After reviewing Alpine IV, V and VI together, the State 

Engineer finds the law of the case provides the following: 

1. The Tribe bears the burden of proving clear and convincing 

evidence of acts of non-use of the water, of abandonment and 

an intent to abandon. 

2. All transfers of water rights within the Newlands Project are 

governed by Nevada water law, and neither the U.S. Government 

nor the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District (TCID) had the 

power to transfer water rights, unless in accord with Nevada 

water law. 

3. The amalgamation of the water rights for the Newlands 

Reclamation project is not the relevant set of water rights 

when addressing the issue of forfeiture. The landowner cannot 

claim 1902 as the relevant date as to when said landowner's 

water rights were initiated. The State Engineer is to look at 

the specific water rights appurtenant to a specific tract of 

land and the landowner must demonstrate that he or she took 

affirmative steps to appropriate water prior to 1913 to be 

exempted from Nevada's forfeiture statutes. The Ninth Circuit 

Court of Appeals in Alpine VI has affirmed the State 

Engineer's determination as to the relevant contract dates. 

4. A water right holders non-use of a water right is some 

evidence of an intent to abandon the right and the longer the 

period of non-use, the greater the likelihood of abandonment. 

But said non-use is only some evidence of an intent to abandon 

the right. There is no rebuttable presumption of abandonment 

under Nevada water law, but a prolonged period of non-use may 

raise an inference of an intent to abandon. 

5. Abandonment is a question of fact to be determined from all 
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a drain ditch, that no water was placed to beneficial use on that 

parcel from 1948 to 1989, and the land use is inconsistent with 

irrigation. 

At the hearing on remand, the new holder of the water rights 

argued that drain ditches should fall under the category of on

farm, dirt-lined ditches; therefore, the State Engineer should 

allow the Applicant to show beneficial use of water on the drain 

di tch. However, the Applicant did not provide any evidence to 

support its contention that drain ditches were considered a water

righted area. The State Engineer refers to the General Findings of 

Fact Applicable to All Applications Under Consideration in State 

Engineer's Ruling No. 5005 and specifically Finding X in which the 

State Engineer notes that waste ditches and drains were not 

considered part of the irrigable acreage. The State Engineer never 

made a finding that drain ditches were considered irrigable areas, 

and the matter was not remanded or the hearings reopened to raise 

new arguments this far into the cases. Further, the purpose of the 

remand was not to revisit the State Engineer's land use 

determinations. The State Engineer affirms his original findings 

and recommends the Federal District Court also affirm those 

findings, and not accept the new issue that drain ditches are 

irrigated or irrigable areas. 

The State Engineer finds the Applicant did not present any 

evidence addressing the standards required by the Ninth Circuit 

Court of Appeals or by the Federal District Court on remand to the 

State Engineer. The State Engineer recommends the Federal District 
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Ruling 
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( ( 

Court find the water rights appurtenant to Parcels 1 and 3 and a 

portion of Parcel 2 be 

HR/SJT 

Dated this 14th day of 

~D~e~c~em~b~e~r~ __________ , 2004. 
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I. STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

The District Court maintains ongoing jurisdiction of United States v. Alpine 

Land & Reservoir Co., Case No. D-184-LDG, of which this case is a part, under 

28 U.S.C. § 1345. See United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 503 F. Supp. 

877, 879 (D. Nev. 1980), substantially aff'd, 697 F.2d 851 (9th Cir. 1983), cert. 

denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983); United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 878 

F.2d 1217, 1219 n.2 (9th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 498 U.S. 817 (1990) (Alpine II). 

This Court has jurisdiction of this appeal under 28 U.S.C. § 1291. 

II. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

A. Whether the PyraIllid Lake Paiute Tribe's sovereign immunity has 

been waived for purposes of the administration of the Alpine Decree by the 

McCarran Amendment and by the Tribe's involvement in this litigation. 

B. Whether the District Court has continuing jurisdiction over the water 

rights at issue in this case and properly exercised that jurisdiction. 

C. Whether the Carson Water Subconservancy District's detennination 

that the proposed match transaction met the criteria for the A.B. 380 settlement 

program is final and therefore binding on the District Court and other agencies 

dealing with those water rights. 

IIII 

IIII 
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III. STATEMENT OF THE CASE, COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS, AND 
DISPOSITION BELOW 

This case presents an appeal of the Order of the District Court for the 

District of Nevada (District Court) entered March 30, 2006. That Order held that 

respondent Richard Bass (Bass), the owner of water rights that are the subject 

matter of Nevada State Engineer's Change Application 51060 (the Application or 

Application 51060), could participate in Nevada's A.B. 380 program and required 

the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians (the Tribe) to withdraw its protests to the 

Application. Excerpt of Record of Appellants Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of 

Indians (EOR) at 97-101. 

Application 51060 is one of several applications in what has been referred to 

by the Nevada State Engineer (State Engineer) as "Group 6" in this transfer 

litigation. A public administrative hearing was held on Application 51060 on 

February 16 and 22, 1989, in Reno, and Carson City, Nevada. Supplemental 

Excerpts of Record of the Nevada State Engineer (SEOR) at 2-3. As part of those 

proceedings the parties stipulated to incorporate the record of previous 

administrative hearings in regard to other change applications into the record of 

this matter. SEOR at 3. The application was originally approved by State 

Engineer's Ruling No. 3598. SEOR at 4. On July 7, 1989, the Ninth Circuit Court 

of Appeals addressed an appeal of related change applications in United States v. 

Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 878 F.2d 1217 (9th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 498 
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u.s. 817 (1990) (Alpine II). As a result of that decision Application 51060 was 

remanded to the State Engineer by the District Court on July 25, 1990. SEOR at 4. 

Following a hearing at which no additional evidence was taken the State Engineer 

issued Ruling on Remand 3778 on February 8, 1991, SEOR at 4 n.12, and once 

again granted the Application. Other change applications were similarly affimled 

by the State Engineer in Ruling 3868 on January 30, 1992. SEOR at 5. 

,. •. . 

The Tribe and the United States appealed both Ruling 3778 and Ruling 3868 

to the District COUli. On April 20, 1992, the District Court issued a minute order 

granting a joint motion by The Tribe, the United States, the State Engineer, and the 

Truckee-Carson Irrigation District to stay the appeal pending the consideration of 

other rulings of the State Engineer that were on appeal to the Ninth Circuit Court 

of Appeals. SEOR at 5. 

During the pendency of the stay the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decided 

United States v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 983 F.2d 1487 (9th Cir. 1993) 

(Alpine III). In light of that decision, the District Court remanded both Ruling 

3778 and Ruling 3868 to the State Engineer together with all other pending Change 

Application appeals on October 4, 1995, for consideration of the issues of 

perfection, abandomnent, and forfeiture. SEOR at 8. In response to the District 

Court's remand, the State Engineer conducted further hearings on various dates 

between October 1996 and January 1999. SEOR at 13-15. As a result of an appeal 

~ ... -
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of State Engineer's Ruling No. 4591, which dealt with related change applications, 

the District Court entered an order on September 3, 1998, United States v. Alpine 

Land and Reservoir Co., 27 F. Supp. 2d 1230 (D. Nev. 1999) (Alpine IV), 

addressing the issues of abandonment, forfeiture, and equity, as well as other 

issues. SEaR at 16-18. As a result of that Order the State Engineer reopened the 

proceedings on celiain change applications and entered Ruling on Remand 4798 on 

September 24, 1999. Id. The Tribe and the United States appealed Ruling 4798 to 

the District COUli which affirmed the Nevada State Engineer's Ruling by order 

entered February 22, 2001. The State Engineer reopened proceedings on other 

change applications and entered Ruling on Remand 4825 on December 21, 1999. 

Id. The District Court affinned Ruling 4825 by order entered on April 18, 2001, 

which the Tribe then appealed. The State Engineer specifically addressed 

Application 51060 as part of Ruling on Remand 5047 entered on August 9, 2001. 

SEaR at 21-3l. 

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed Ruling 4798 in part and 

remanded for further proceedings in United States v. Alpine Land and Reservoir 

Co., 291 F.3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2002) (Alpine V). Ruling 4825 was reversed in part 

and remanded by the Ninth Circuit in United States v. Alpine Land and Reservoir 

Co., 340 F.3d 903 (9th Cir. 2003) (Alpine VI). Following the remands in Alpine V 

and Alpine VI the District Court entered an Order on February 25, 2004, relnanding 
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to the Nevada State Engineer all applications pending as paIi of State Engineer's 

Ruling Nos. 4591,4750,4798,4825,5005, and 5047. EaR at 27. 

On Decenlber 14,2004, the State Engineer entered Ruling on Remand 5464-

E and recommended to the District Court that it declare the water rights at issue in 

Application 51060 to be abandoned. EaR at 34. That same month, following the 

ently of Ruling on Remand 5464-E, Bass elected to participate in the A.B. 380 

settlement program. On September 9, 2005, Bass filed a Motion to Enforce 

Settlement Agreement and Enter Judgment Thereon Consistent with NRS Chapter 

533,533.040, 533.060 as Amended in 1999, or in the Alternative, for Leave to File 

Late Objection (Appeal) to Ruling 5464-E (Motion to Enforce Settlement). EOR 

at 97. On March 10, 2006, the District Court affirmed Ruling on Remand 5464-E. 

EOR 53-97. On March 30, 2006, the District Court granted the Bass Motion to 

Enforce Settlement and ordered the Tribe to withdraw its protest to Application 

51060. EOR at 101. The Tribe appealed the March 29, 2006, Order by Notice of 

Appeal filed April 10, 2006. 

IV. STATEMENT OF FACTS AND SUMMARY OF HISTORY OF THE 
NEWLANDS PROJECT AND THE ALPINE LITIGATION 

The water rights at issue in Application 51060 are appurtenant to lands 

irrigated in the Newlands Project, a federal reclamation project in Nevada. The 

Newlands Project is supplied with water from both the Truckee River and Carson 

River, although only the Carson River flows directly into the Newlands Project. 
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Water is diverted from the Truckee River at the Derby Dam, where it flows 

through the Truckee Canal to Lahontan for Newlands Project use. Nevada v. 

United States, 463 U.S. 110, 115-16 (1983). 

Upon passage of the Reclamation Act of 1902, the Secretary of the Interior 

withdrew 232,800 acres in westenl Nevada, which ultimately became the 

Newlands Project. The Newlands Project's goal was to tum wasteland into 

farmland with irrigation water supplied from the Carson and Truckee Rivers. Id. 

In 1913 the United States initiated United States v. Orr Water Ditch Co., 

Equity No. A-3 (D. Nev. Sept. 4, 1944), in an attempt to settle the competing 

claims to the waters of the Truckee River. The United States initiated separate 

litigation to adjudicate claims to the water of the Carson River, which concluded 

with the entry of a final ~ecree in 1980. See United States v. Alpine Land & 

Reservoir Co., 503 F. Supp. 877 (D. Nev. 1980), substantially aff'd, 697 F.2d 851 

(9th Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983). 

This appeal is the result of protracted litigation and administrative hearings 

before the Nevada State Engineer beginning in the mid-1980s with respect to 

applications for the transfer of water rights from existing places of use to proposed 

places of use by famlers within the Newlands Project. This litigation has primarily 

addressed questions of whether and how the State Engineer and the federal courts 

are to detennine when a water right proposed for transfer was perfected by placing 
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that water to a beneficial use, the date on which the water right was considered to 

be initiated for purposes of forfeiture, and whether or not the water rights have 

been forfeited or abandoned as those doctrines are applied under Nevada law. 

In United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 697 F.2d 851 (9th Cir. 

1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983) (Alpine J), the Ninth Circuit Court of 

Appeals confirmed in accordance with the Alpine Decree and the Reclamation Act 

of 1902, 43 U.S.C. §§ 371-390, that Nevada law governed the transfer of water 

rights within the Newlands Project. Then, as a result of a collateral attack on the 

Orr Ditch Decree, the United States Supreme Court in Nevada v. United States, 

463 U.S. 110 (1983), rejected the contention that the United States is the owner of 

the water rights in the Newlands Project or that the Orr Ditch Decree could be 

reopened to allow the Tribe to make claims for additional water. 

As a result of the decisions in Alpine I and Nevada v. United States, and at 

the advice of the United States, numerous project farmers began filing applications 

with the State Engineer consistent with the laws of Nevada to transfer those water 

rights from the historic places of use to proposed places of use. Many of the 

applications were protested pursuant to Nevada law by the Tribe. 

The first challenges to the change applications resulted in Alpine II, 878 F.2d ,. 

1217. Of 129 transfer applications that were considered by the Nevada State 

Engineer, 25 were validly challenged by the Tribe and the United States on the 
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grounds of forfeiture and/or abandonment. In Alpine II this Court reaffimled that 

Nevada law applied to the transfer applications and held that it was appropriate for 

the State Engineer to adjudicate the issues of perfection, abandonment, and 

forfeiture. The Ninth Circuit also held that water rights that have not been put to 

beneficial use may not be trans felTed and that issues of forfeiture and abandonment 

could not be raised on appeal if the change application was not protested on those 

grounds before the State Engineer. 

On the remand of Alpine II the District Court upheld the State Engineer's 

pnor detenninations with respect to the forfeiture and abandonment of water 

rights. Alpine III, 983 F.2d at 1491. That ruling was appealed, resulting in the 

Alpine III decision. In Alpine III this Court held that the State Engineer and the 

District Court abused their discretion by failing to make proper factual findings 

with respect to the issues of forfeiture and abandonment. Id. at 1496-97. With 

respect to abandonment, the Alpine III Court held that the decision of the State 

Engineer shall be prima facie COlTect and the burden of proof shall be on the party 

challenging the decision but concluded that the proper inquiry was not as to the 

intent of the project water users as a whole, but rather the intent of the specific 

applicant. The Alpine III Court also rejected the Tribe's argument that nonuse of 

water by the owner of a water right gives rise to a rebuttable presumption of intent 

to abandon under Nevada law. Id. at 1494 n.8. As to forfeiture, the Court held that 
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under Nevada law the forfeiture statute does not apply to water rights that vested or 

were initiated prior to the statute's enactment on March 22, 1913. Id. at 1495-96. 

On remand the Nevada State Engineer issued Interim Ruling Nos. 4411 and 

4591, concluding therein that an extended period of nonuse of water does not by 

itself create a rebuttable presumption of abandonment under Nevada law. SEOR 

11-13. Also, the State Engineer held that, since it was universally believed within 

the Newlands Project that the United States owned the water rights until 1983 and 

the United States at all times prior to 1983 had conducted itself and held itself out 

as the owner of the water rights, no one within the proj ect could fOlmulate an 

intent to abandon a water right he or she did not believe they owned. SEOR 16-18. 

Finally, the State Engineer found that if the lands being stripped of water rights 

were simultaneously replaced by" irrigated lands within the same farm unit or 

contract area there could not be a forfeiture or abandonment. Id. 

The District Court affim1ed Ruling 4591 and, consistent with Alpine II, held 

that traditional equitable principles govern whether the strict requirements of 

Nevada water law are to be relaxed. The District Court found that "intrafarm 

transfers within the Newlands Reclamation Project should be upheld as a matter of 

equity," Alpine IV, 27 F. Supp. 2d at 1244, and remanded several of the 

applications to the State Engineer for additional consideration regarding 

abandonment and forfeiture. This Court specifically directed the State Engineer to 
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identify any other applications that involve intrafarm transfers so the court could 

affinn those transfers. Id. at 1245 n.l3. 

On remand the Nevada State Engineer issued Supplemental Ruling on 

Remand 4750 (Ruling 4750). That ruling confimled that three of the applications 

involved intrafarm transfers and as such the law of forfeiture and abandonment did 

not apply. The State Engineer identified intrafarm transfers as those in which the 

existing place of use and proposed place of use were owned by the same person. 

Ruling 4750 was affimled by order of the District Court on February 14, 2000. 

The District Court's order affirming Ruling 4750 was appealed and sustained in 

part and reversed in part by this Court in Alpine V, 291 F.3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2002). 

In Alpine V this Court upheld the District Court's findings as to the 

evidentiary standards to be applied to abandonment, citing to the then recently 

decided opinion United States v. Orr Water Ditch Co., 256 F.3d 935 (9th Cir. 

2001) (Orr Ditch). The Alpine V Court specifically noted that (1) a prolonged 

period of nonuse does not create a rebuttable presumption of abandonment, (2) that 

abandonment is to be detennined from all of the surrounding circumstances, and 

(3) where there is evidence of a substantial period of nonuse and evidence of 

improvements inconsis.t~nt with irrigation, the payment of assessments and taxes 

alone will not defeat a claim of abandonment. Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1072-73. The 

Alpine V Court also held that a blanket equitable exemption was contrary to Alpine 
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prevent individual transfer applicants from losing their water rights." Alpine V, 

291 F.3d at 1076. Finally, the Alpine V Court concluded that equitable relief was 

unavailable to avoid abandonment since a showing of a lack of intent would avoid 

abandomnent as a matter of law. Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1077. 

The Nevada State Engineer entered Ruling 4825 on December 21, 1999, 

SEOR at 18, prior to both the Orr Ditch and Alpine V decisions. In that Ruling the 

State Engineer determined that some additional applications were subject to the 

"intrafann" exenlption to forfeiture and abandomnent. The State Engineer also 

found that celiain of the parcels at issue in that ruling were on-farm dirt-lined 

ditches and were therefore not subject to forfeiture or abandonment. Alpine VI, 

340 F.3d at 907. The District Court affirmed Ruling 4825 in its entirety. Id. The 

District Court's order affirming Ruling 4825 was appealed to the Ninth Circuit by 

the United States and the Tribe. 

In Alpine VI the Ninth Circuit affilTIled its findings in Alpine V in regard to 

equitable relief from forfeiture and the evidence necessary to show an intent to 

abandon and remanded so that findings of fact could be made on a case-by-case 

basis. Alpine VI, 340 F.3d at 908, 914, 916-19. The Ninth Circuit likewise 

overruled the State Engineer's finding that on-fann dirt-lined ditches within the 

irrigable area of an existing place of use are a per se beneficial use of water on the 
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parcel covered by the ditch. The Ninth Circuit remanded for detennination on an 

individual basis as to whether there had been "beneficial use of the water as it 

relates to all parcels claiming an appurtenant right due to the transfer of the water 

through a diIi lined ditch." Alpine VI, 340 F.3d at 925. 

In response to the holdings of Alpine V and Alpine VI the District Court 

remanded all of the pending applications to the Nevada State Engineer for further 

findings, which resulted in entry of State Engineer's Ruling 5464 and Rulings 

5464-A through 5464-K. Ruling 5464-E specifically addressed Application 51060, 

and the State Engineer found in regard to that Application that "no evidence was 

presented as to continuous use of the water rights. Therefore, the State Engineer 

finds the Application did not meet the standards required by the court and must 

reconmlend the District Court declare the water rights abandoned." EaR at 34. 

Following the entry of Ruling 5464-E, Bass elected to participate in the 

A.B. 380 Settlement Program. EaR at 98. That program is administered by the 

Carson Water Subconservancy District (CWSD) and not by the Nevada State 

Engineer. Assenlbly Bill No. 380, Section 4(2) and Section 5. EaR 14, 98. On 

July 20, 2005, CWSD held a meeting to consider the Bass request to participate in 

the A.B. 380 Settlement Program. CWSD voted to consider the State Engineer's 

conclusions as "recommendations" since they were referred to as such by the 
... ---

District COUli and .. R~ling 5464-E, and to allow Bass to paIiicipate in the settlement 
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program. EOR at 48. No appeal was taken from that decision of CWSD. The 

Tribe refused, however, to "sign off' on the proposed A.B. 380 match that would 

have allowed the State Engineer to approve the change in place of use proposed by 

Application 51060. EOR at 52. 

In response to the Tribe's refusal to SIgn off on the Bass request to 

participate in the A.B. 380 program, Bass filed his Motion to Enforce Settlement 

on September 9, 2005. EOR at 97. On March 10, 2006, the District Court 

affimled Ruling on Remand 5464-E. EOR 53-97. On March 30, 2006, however, 

the District Court granted the Bass Motion to Enforce Settlement and ordered the 

Tribe to withdraw its protest to Application 51060. EOR at 101. 

V. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

Although it is generally true that Indian tribes enjoy in1ll1unity from suit in 

state or federal court, that immunity exists at the sufferance of Congress and may 

be waived. In addition, an Indian tribe may itself consent to suit. 

Congress has expressly waived tribal inmlunity under the circumstances of 

this case by passage of the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666. The 

McCarran Amendment expressly waives the United States' and Indian tribes' 

_ sovereign inmlunity for purposes of administration of general streani~djudications 

such as the Alpine Decree. The actions taken by the District Court in its Order of 

March 30, 2006, constituted administration of the Alpine Decree since they were 
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necessary to the detennination of whether certain water rights were valid and water 

could be delivered to the proposed places of use. The Tribe therefore incorrectly 

asserts that its sovereign immunity was violated by the District COUli's March 30, 

2006, Order which was entered as part of its administration of the Alpine Decree. 

The Tribe has similarly waived its immunity by participating for over twenty 

years in the administrative and judicial proceedings addressing the validity of the 

water rights at issue in Application 51060 and over 300 other change applications. 

The District COUli's interpretation of A.B. 380 was a necessary part of detennining 

the validity of the Application 51060 water rights and whether water may be 

delivered to the proposed places of use. The Tribe cannot waive its inmlunity for 

the purposes of challenging a proposed change in place of use based on the state 

law principle of abandollinent but then assert in the same proceedings that it has 

not waived its inullunity for purposes of the interpretation of another principle of 

state law that also directly bears on the validity of those rights. 

The Tribe has likewise asselied that the District Court was without 

jurisdiction to interpret A.B. 380. The argument may not be accepted. It is a well 

established principle that the District Court has continuing jurisdiction over the 

Alpine Decree and that such jurisdictiQn is not limited therely to the review of 

decisions of the Nevada State Engineer on change applications, but extends to 

administration of all provisions of the Alpine Decree and interpretation of 
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applicable Nevada law. To conclude otherwise would be to render express 

provisions of the Alpine Decree null and unenforceable and would restrict the 

District COUli from making the most basic of determinations under the Decree: 

may water be delivered to the original or new places of use for the Application 

51060 water rights? 

Even if it is assumed for the sake of argument that the District Court was 

without jurisdiction to interpret A.B. 380 or that the Tribe was immune from suit, 

CWSD, the sole entity granted authority to administer the A.B. 380 program, 

detenllined that the transaction proposed by Appellee Bass complied with the 

terms of that statute, and no appeal has been taken from that decision. Since that 

decision has not been appealed to or challenged in any other forum, that decision 

must be considered final and is binding upon the District Court and any 

administrative entity that is required to address the validity or status of the water 

rights at issue under Application 51060. The District Court and the Nevada State 

Engineer would, therefore, be required to take action consistent with CWSD's 

decision in dealing with the Application 51060 water rights. 

The District Court's Order of March 30, 2006, must, as a consequence of the 

above, be affimled in its entirety. 

IIII 

IIII 
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VI. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

Nevada law governs the issues presented by this case. "The Supreme Court 

has held, in California v. United States, 438 U.S. 645, 57 L. Ed. 2d 1018,98 S. Ct. 

2985 (1978), that state law will control the distribution of water rights to the extent 

there is no preen1pting federal directive." Alpine I, 697 F.2d at 858. 

State law controls as to procedure as well as to substantive issues. "The 

Alpine decision necessarily contemplated that state law would control both the 

process and the substance of a proposed transfer of water rights." Alpine II, 878 

F.2d at 1223. As a consequence, "all Nevada change applications will be directed 

to the State Engineer and will be governed by Nevada law." United States v. 

Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 503 F. Supp. 877, 893 (D. Nev. 1980), substantially 

ajf'd, 697 F.2d 851,858 (9th Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 863 (1983). "We 

agree with the district judge that the notice and protest procedures of Nevada law 

are adequate to allow exploration of these issues, when they arise, before the state 

engineer." Alpine I, 697 F.2d at 863. 

Determinations regarding personal jurisdiction are reviewed de novo. 

Schwartzenegger v. Fred Martin Motor Co., 374 F.3d 797, 800 (9th Cir. 2004); 

Peterson v. Highland Music, Inc., 140 F.3d 1313, 1317 (9th Cir. 1998). Whether a 

district court has subject matter jurisdiction is similarly reviewed de novo. Coyle v. 

P.T Garuda Indonesia, 363 F.3d 979, 984 n.7 (9th Cir. 2004). However, factual 
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findings on jurisdictional questions are reviewed for clear error. Id. Questions of 

tribal sovereign immunity are reviewed de novo. Linneen v. Gila River Indian 

Community, 276 F.3d 489,492 (9th Cir. 2002). 

A district court's interpretation of state law is reviewed de novo. Rabkin v. 

Oregon Health Sciences Univ., 350 F.3d 967, 970 (9th Cir. 2003). In reviewing 

questions of state law, this COUli must detenlline what meaning the state's highest 

court would give the statute in question. Goldman v. Standard Insurance Co., 341 

F.3d 1023, 1026 (9th Cir. 2003). 

A district court's interpretation of the meaning of contract provisions are 

questions of law reviewed de novo. United States v. 1.377 Acres of Land, 352 F.3d 

1259, 1264 (9th Cir. 2003). When an interpretation of a contract is premised upon 

extrinsic evidence, then the court's findings of fact must be upheld unless clearly 

erroneous. Id. See also DP Aviation v. Smiths Industries Aerospace and Defense 

Systems Ltd., 268 F.3d 829, 836 (9th Cir. 2001). 

To the extent that this appeal may involve the review of an order or decision 

of the Nevada State Engineer, the Alpine Decree and Nevada law provide, "that the 

decision of the Engineer' shall be prima facie correct, and the burden of proof shall 

be upon the party challenging the Engineer's decisions.' Alpine Decree, 

Administrative Provisions Par. 7; See also NRS 533.450(9) (same)." Alpine IlL . -
983 F.2d at 1494. The function of this Court is to review the evidence on which 
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the Nevada State Engineer based his decision to ascertain whether the evidence 

supports the decision, and if so, the Court is bound to sustain the Nevada State 

Engineer's decision. State Engineer v. Curtis Park, 101 Nev. 30, 32, 692 P.2d 

495,497 (1985). 

Review of a decision of the Nevada State Engineer is in the nature of an 

appeal. NRS 533.450(1). The Nevada Supreme COUl1 has interpreted NRS 

533.450 to mean that a petitioner does not have a right to de novo review or to 

offer additional evidence at the District COUl1. Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 786, 

603 P.2d 262, 264 (1979). See also Kent v. Smith, 62 Nev. 30, 32, 140 P.2d 357, 

358 (1943); State Engineer v. Curtis Park, 101 Nev. at 32,692 P.2d at 497; State 

Engineer v. Morris, 107 Nev. 699, 701, 819 P.2d 203,205 (1991); Town of Eureka 

v. State Engineer, 108 Nev. 163, 165, 826 P.2d 948, 949 (1992); United States v. 

Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 919 F. Supp. 1470, 1474 (D. Nev. 1996). 

VII. ARGUMENT 

The Tribe has asserted that the District Court erred in entering its Order of 

March 30, 2006, both because the Tribe was immune from suit and because the 

District Court did not have jurisdiction over the question presented by the Bass 

Motion to Enforce Settlement. 1 The Tribe's arguments regarding inllTIunity and 

The Tribe has likewise raised issues regarding the interpretation of 
A.B. 380. Because the State Engineer is not charged with the administration of the 
A.B. 380 water settlement program, he takes no position in regard to that statute's 
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jurisdiction are incorrect and must be rejected. First, Congress has by passage of 

the McCarran Amendment expressly waived tribal immunity for the purposes of 

the general adjudication of water rights and their subsequent administration. The 

Tribe has also waived its imnmnity to suit by participating in this litigation for over 

20 years. Likewise, the District Court maintains ongoing jurisdiction over the 

water rights at issue here and did not err in interpreting and applying state law that 

will affect the status and use of those rights and, therefore, the administration of 

the Alpine Decree. Finally, the decision of CWSD has not been appealed by any 

party and, as a final decision of the agency charged with the administration of A.B. 

380, may be relied upon by the District Court and other agencies. 

A. Tribal Immunity Has Been Waived for the Administration of the 
Alpine Decree by the McCarran Amendment and by the Tribe's 
Own Actions. 

Although it is true that as "a general proposition, Indian tribes are immune 

from suit in state or federal court," United States v. State of Oregon, 657 F.2d 

1009, 1012 (9th Cir. 1982), that immunity "exists only at the sufferance of 

Congress and is subject to complete defeasance." Id. at 1013. In addition, Indian 

tribes may themselves consent to suit without express Congressional authority. Id. 

Here Congress has expressly waived the Tribe's inm1unity for plJ.rposes of the 

interpretation or administration, except as to limitec!. issues set forth below. By 
doing so the State Engineer does not impliedly agree with or acquiesce to the 
interpretation advocated by any party. 
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administration of the Alpine Decree. Likewise, the Tribe's actions in challenging 

the validity of water rights adjudicated by the Alpine Decree in the District Court, 

before the Nevada State Engineer, and before CWSD constitute a waiver of its 

immunity for purposes of the administering the Alpine Decree. 

1. The McCarran Amendment 'Vaives the Tribe's Immunity 
From Suit Under the Circumstances of This Case. 

By the passage of the McCarran Amendment, 43 U.S.C. § 666, Congress 

expressly waived the immunity of the United States for purposes of administering 

general stream adjudications such as the Alpine Decree. The McCarran 

Amendment states in relevant pati: 

Consent is hereby given to join the United States as a 
defendant in any suit (1) for the adjudication of rights to 
the use of water of a river system or other source, or (2) 
for the administration of such rights, where it appears 
that the United States is the owner of or is in the process 
of acquiring water rights. . .. The United States, when a 
party to any such suit, shall (1) be deemed to have 
waived any right to plead that the State laws are 
inapplicable .... 

43 U.S.C. § 666(a). 

By passage of the McCarran Amendment Congress not only expressly 

waived the United States' sovereign immunity but also waived the sovereign 

imnmnity of Indian tribes for purposes of the adjudication and the administration 

of water rights. 

IIII 
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United States v. District Court for Eagle County, 401 
U.S. 520 (1971), and United States v. District Court for 
Water Div. 5, 401 U.S. 527 (1971), held that the 
provisions of the McCarran Amendment, whereby 
"consent is . . . given to join the United States as a 
defendant in any suit (1) for the adjudication ... or (2) 
for the administration of [water] rights, where it appears 
that the United States is the owner ... by appropriation 
under state law, by purchase, by exchange, or otherwise . 
. . ," subject federal reserved rights to general adjudication 
in state proceedings for the detemlination of water rights. 
More specifically, the Court held that reserved rights 
were included in those rights where the United States was 
"otherwise" the owner. [Citation omitted]. Though Eagle 
County and Water Div. 5 did not involve reserved rights 
on Indian reservations, viewing the Government's 
trusteeship of Indian rights as ownership, the logic of 
those cases clearly extends to such rights. Indeed, Eagle 
County spoke of non-Indian rights and Indian rights 
without any suggestion that there was a distinction 
between them for purposes of the Amendment. 

Colorado River Water Conservation Dist. v. United States, 424 U.S. 800, 809 

(1976). The Court specifically noted: "The Government has not abdicated any 

responsibility fully to defend Indian rights in state court, and Indian interests may 

be satisfactorily protected under regimes of state law." Id. at 812. As a 

consequence, the Tribe's sovereign immunity has been waived for purposes of the 

administration of the Alpine Decree just as it has been waived for the United 

States. 

IIII 

IIII 
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This Court has also held that the waiver of immunity provided for by the 

McCarran Amendment applies to the administration of water rights and not only 

for their adjudication. 

We agree with the conclusion of United States District 
Judge Roger D. Foley expressed in United States v. 
Hennen 300 F Supp. 256 (D. Nev. 1968), that Congress 
intended a waiver of immunity under subsection (2) only 
after a general stream detennination under subsection (1) 
has been made: "to administer a decree is to execute it, 
to enforce its provisions, to resolve conflicts as to its 
meaning, to construe and to interpret its language. Once 
there has been such an adjudication and a decree entered, 
then one or more persons who hold adjudicated water 
rights can, within the framework of § 666(a)(2), 
commence among others such actions as described 
above, subjecting the United States, in a proper case, to 
the judgment, orders and decrees of the court having 
jurisdiction. " 

South Delta Water Agency v. United States, 767 F.2d 531, 541 (9th Cir. 1985). 

Likewise, this Court has held that the ternlS of the McCarran Amendment are 

retroactive in application. 

We hold that the McCarran Amendment waIves the 
United States's immunity from suit, not only for the 
administration of water rights acquired after the statute's 
enactment, but also for the administration of water rights 
acquired before the law came into effect. Hence, even 
though the Humboldt Decree predates the Amendment by 
nearly two decades, the Amendment governs this case. . 

State Engineer v. South Fork Band of the Te-Moak Tribe of Western Shoshone .-.--

Indial1S of Nevada , 339 F.3d 804,813 (9th Cir. 2003). The tenns of the McCarran 
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Amendlllent therefore apply to the Alpine Decree and to all paliies to the Decree, 

including the Tribe. 

The actions taken by the District Court as part of its Order of March 30, 

2006, constitute the administration of rights adjudicated as part of a general stream 

adjudication and, therefore, fall under the provisions of the McCan-an Amendment. 

The cen~ral issue of all of the litigation involving the changes in place of use of 

water rights within the Newlands Project, frOlll Alpine II to Alpine VI, is whether 

the applicants have valid water rights under Nevada law and whether, as a 

consequence, water may be delivered for the irrigation of the lands to which those 

rights are appurtenant. Detenllining whether water may be delivered to a specific 

parcel of land is the basic act in executing a decree, and detemlining that water 

may not properly be delivered to a parcel of land is the basic act in enforcing the 

provisions of a decree. By detemlining that Application 51060 could be granted 

pursuant to Nevada law and water delivered to the identified land, the District 

Court was administering the Alpine Decree. "[T]o administer a decree is to 

execute it, to enforce its provisions, to resolve conflicts as to its meaning, to 

construe and to interpret its language." South Delta Water Agency, 767 F.2d at 

541. The District Court's determination that Apl?lication 51060 could be granted 

because the application_orad complied with the matching provisions of A.B. 380 

was an act of administering the Alpine Decree, making the McCan-an Amendment; 
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and its waiver of tribal inllTIunity, applicable to this case. The Tribe's contention 

that it is inmlune from the Court's Order of March 30, 2006, must be rejected as a 

consequence. 

2. The Tribe Has Waived Its Sovereign Immunitv Bv 
Challenging the Validity of the Water Rights At Issue Here 
in Administrative Forums and the District Court. 

Not only has Congress expressly waived the Tribe's sovereign immunity for 

purposes of the administration of the Alpine Decree, but the Tribe has by its 

participation in the change application proceedings and all of the subsequent 

appeals waived its immunity for purposes of detenllining the validity of those 

rights. 

The Tribe's involvement in the enforcement and administration of the Alpine 

Decree dates from the very beginning of what is sometimes referred to as the 

~""'transfer cases." The Tribe first appeared as an amicus curiae in the Alpine I 

appeal, where it was established that change applications for water rights within 

the Newlands Reclamation Project should be filed with and addressed by the 

Nevada State Engineer pursuant to Nevada law. Alpine 1,697 F.2d at 857. Shortly 

after that decision, water right holders began filing change applications with the 

State Engineer, and the Tribe filed protests to those change applications pursuant to 
- ~~ . 

Nevada law. The first of these applications, ~hange Application 47797, was filed 

March 14, 1984. The Tribe protested that application, and since the last day of 
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publication of notice for that application was June 3, 1984, and the last day on 

which protests could be filed with the State Engineer was July 3, 1984, 

NRS 533.365(1), the Tribe's first involvement in the administrative consideration 

of the change proceedings for Newlands' water rights was at the very latest July 3, 

1984. SEOR at 32. 

TI~e Tribe has been directly involved in all of the administrative and review 

proceedings for the approximately 317 change applications at issue in the Alpine 

transfer proceedings. This has involved numerous adlninistrative hearings, as well 

as appellate arguments before the District Court and this Court, and resulted in this 

Court's Alpine II, Alpine III, Alpine V, and Alpine VI decisions. As this Court has 

held, "Indian Tribes may, in certain circumstances, consent to suit by participation 

in litigation." McClendon v. Unites States, 885 F.2d 627, 630 n.2 (9th Cir. 1989). 

The Tribe has directly and intentionally interposed itself and participated in the 

change application proceedings for over 20 years and has therefore waived its 

immunity for purposes of the proceedings seeking the changes in place or manner 

of use of those rights and the detennination of their ongoing validity. 

The Tribe contends, however, that the District Court's interpretation of 

A.B. 380 is in some way unrelated to the consideration of Applicatio_~ 51060 or the 

IIII 

IIII 
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administration of the Alpine Decree and is therefore not included within the 

Tribe's waiver of immunity in those proceedings. The Tribe's contention is 

incorrect and cannot be accepted. 

First, a major purpose of the transfer proceedings, and the primary purpose 

of the Tribe's protests and involvement in the litigation, is to determine whether 

the water rights at issue are valid pursuant to Nevada law. Although the focus of 

that question has been on the doctrines of perfection, forfeiture, and abandonment, 

A.B. 380 also has direct bearing on that question, since a right that has complied 

with the matching provisions of that statute will be entitled to the requested change 

in place of use and to the delivery of water at that new place of use. The District 

Court did not merely interpret and enforce the provisions of A.B. 380, but applied 

that law to the administration of Alpine Decree water rights, and the Tribe has 

waived its inmlunity for purposes of enforcing the Alpine Decree in these 

proceedings. 

In addition, this Court has consistently held that Alpine Decree and Orr 

Ditch Decree water rights are to be administered pursuant to Nevada law. "The 

Supreme Court has held, in California v. United States, 438 U.S. 645, 57 L. Ed. 2d 

1018, 98 S. Ct. 2985 (1978), that state law will control the distribution of water 

rights to the extent there is no preempting federal directive." Alpine I, 697 F.2d 

851, 858. "The Alpine decision necessarily contemplated that state law would 
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control both the process and the substance of a proposed transfer of water rights." 

Alpine II, 878 F.2d at 1223. State law has been applied to the adnlinistration of the 

Tribe's Truckee River water rights as well. United States v. Orr Water Ditch Co., 

391 F.3d 1077, 1081-82 (9th Cir. 2004). This Court has not placed any limitation 

on what Nevada water laws are to be considered in the administration of Alpine 

Decree water rights. As a consequence, since A.B. 380 directly applies to Alpine 

Decree water rights and has a direct impact on the administration of the rights at 

issue in this appeal, the District Court properly applied and interpreted its 

provisions as part of these change proceedings. The Tribe's contention that it has 

not waived its sovereign inmlUnity for purposes of interpreting and enforcing 

A.B. 380 must be rejected since the District Court properly looked to all applicable 

laws bearing on the question of the validity of the subject water rights and the 

delivery of water to the proposed places of use as part of its authority to administer 

the Alpine Decree. 

Furthermore, the Tribe's reliance on this Court's decision in McClendon v. 

Unites States, 885 F.2d 627 (9th Cir. 1989), is misplaced. In that case the United 

States sought to establish permanent title in trust for the Colorado River Indian 

Tribal Council to certain lands in California. That case was settled with title 

passing to the United States and the tribe and the defendants obtaining a long-term 

lease of the land. Id. at 628. The lawsuit was then dismissed, and no waiver of 
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immunity was found in the stipulated judgment. This Court found under the facts 

of that case that there was no waiver of inmlunity in a later action to enforce the 

terms of the lease agreement. McClendon differs from the case at hand in several 

important aspects. In McClendon the original lawsuit had been terminated and 

dealt with the title to land and not with the temlS of the lease at issue in the 

subsequent lawsuit. This is, of course, not the case here. In the case at hand the 

District COUli maintains ongoing jurisdiction over the water rights at issue, and the 

validity of those rights is the very issue raised by the filing of the Tribe's protests 

as well as the District Court's interpretation of A.B. 380. Consequently, the 

interpretation of A.B. 380 is a necessary issue "to decide the action brought by the 

tribe." Id. at 630. 

The facts of this case are, rather, much more akin to those of United States v. 

State of Oregon, 657 F.2d 1009 (9th Cir. 1982), which was discussed at some 

length by the McClendon court. In that case the United States initiated an action to 

establish and protect fishing rights for Indian tribes in the Columbia River basin. 

As a result of sharp declines in the number of spawning salmon the State of 

Washington sought an injunction against Yakima tribal fishing of spring Chinook 

salmon. Id. at 1011. The District Court granted that injunction. Id. at 1012. The 

Yakima Tribe appealed that decision asserting, among other things, that it was 

in1l11Une from suit and the district court lacked subject matter jurisdiction. Id. In 
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response to these arguments this COUli held that an Indian tribe may consent to suit 

even without explicit Congressional authority. Id. at 1013. This Court then held 

that the Tribe had waived its sovereign immunity by intervening in the lawsuit and 

that its waiver of immunity included the later action taken by the district court in 

issuing the preliminary injunction. This COUli noted several facts justifying the 

finding of waiver of tribal immunity that apply directly to the case at hand. 

First, it noted that the district court had retained jurisdiction to modify its 

decree. Id. at 1015. Similarly, in this case the District Court, as the Alpine Decree 

court, has retained jurisdiction to administer and interpret the Alpine Decree. 

Alpine 11,878 F.2d at 1219 n.2. 

Second, the COUli noted that equitable decrees particularly require flexibility 

III their enforcement. "To hold at this stage that tribal immunity blocks 

modification of an equitable decree would impelTIlissibly violate a central tenet of 

equity jurisprudence, that of flexible decrees. By seeking equity, this Tribe 

assumed the risk that any equitable judgment secured could be modified if 

warranted by changed circumstances." State of Oregon, 657 F.2d at 1015. The 

Alpine Decree is, like the decree in State of Oregon, an equitable decree, Nevada v. 

United States, 463 U.S. 110, 143 (1983);.<~nd the Tribe's claim of immunity will 

interfere with the operation of that Decree. By challenging the validity of water 

rights in this case the Tribe similarly assumed the risk that certain of those rights 
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would be declared valid pursuant to Nevada law, whatever the source of that law 

might be. 

Third, the State of Oregon COUli found the fact that the decree involved in 

rem jurisdiction to be significant in concluding that the tribe had waived its 

immunity. This Court stated: 

In such an action, a "court possessed of the res in a 
proceeding in rem, such as one to apportion a fishery, 
may enjoin those who would interfere with the custody." 
[Citations omitted]. Here, Washington alleged that the 
very resource sought to be protected, the anadromous 
fishery, was in jeopardy. Since the existence of the 
salnlon was inextricably linked to the res in the court's 
constluctive custody, the court was empowered to enjoin 
interference with that custody. 

State of Oregon, 657 F.2d at 1015-16. In this fact the State of Oregon decision is 

also similar to the case at hand. Just as the district court in State of Oregon 

maintained in rem jurisdiction over fishing rights, here the District Court maintains 

in rem jurisdiction over rights to the Carson River. As this Court has noted, the 

District Court's jurisdiction over the Alpine and Orr Ditch Decrees is, "best 

characterized as in rem jurisdiction." United Stqtes v. Alpine Land Reservoir Co., 

174 F.3d 1007, 1013 (9th Cir. 1999). This Court stated further: "the Supreme 

COUli has noted that, although equitable actions to quiet title are technically in 

personam actions, 'water adjudications are more in the nature of in rem 

proceedings.'" Id. at 1014, quoting Nevada v. United States, 463 U.S. 110, 143-44 
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(1983). The District COUli's in rem jurisdiction over the water rights at issue and 

the validity of those water rights is "inextricably linked" to the District Court's 

custody over and administration of the waters of the Carson River. There was, in 

fact, no way for the Court to avoid the question of the application and 

interpretation of A.B. 380. If Bass is allowed to pmiicipate in the settlement 

progral~l~ then water will be delivered under the Alpine Decree to the land to which 

those rights will be appurtenant under Application 51060. If Bass cannot 

participate in the settlement program, then the rights at issue in Application 51060 

are abandoned and no water may be delivered. In order for the District Court to 

administer the Alpine Decree, the status of those rights, which is the basis of the 

Tribe's participation in the transfer cases, must be decided. 

Given the Tribe's waiver of its sovereign immunity for purposes of 

determining the validity of these water rights under the transfer proceedings, and 

the inextricable connection A.B. 380 has in relation to the validity of those rights, 

the Tribe must be considered to have waived its sovereign immunity for purposes 

of interpreting that provision of Nevada law as it applies to these Alpine Decree 

water rights. 

IIII 

7771 

IIII 
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B. The District Court Has Continuing Jurisdiction Over the Water 
Rights at Issue in This Case and Did Not Err in Exercising That 
Jurisdiction. 

This Court has repeatedly and continually held that the District Court 

maintains continuing jurisdiction over the administration of the Alpine Decree. 

This was first recognized in the initial appeal approving the Decree. "The district 

court maintains jurisdiction over this matter." Alpine I, 697 F.2d at 860. This 

Court restated the point some six years later: "The district court's jurisdiction is 

established as an adjunct to its jurisdiction over the quiet title action originally filed 

by the United States. We noted in our earlier decision affirming the Alpine decree 

that 'the district court maintains jurisdiction over this matter. '" Alpine II, 878 F.2d 

at 1219 n.2. 

The Tribe contends, however, that the District Court's ongoing jurisdiction 

IS limited to appeals of orders or decisions of the Nevada State Engineer on 

applications for changes in the place of use, point of diversion, or manner of use of 

Alpine Decree water rights. Opening Brief of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of 

Indians (Opening Brief) at 30. This argument must be rejected since no authority 

supports such limited jurisdiction on the part of the Distric.t Court. Furthermore, 

the Tribe's position is inconsistent with this Court's precedents and the terms of 

the Alpine Decree. 

IIII 
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Administrative Provision VII of the Alpine Decree is the only authority 

discussed by the Tribe to support its contention that the District Court's 

jurisdiction is limited to review of rulings of the Nevada State Engineer on change 

applications. Administrative Provision VII does not state, however, that District 

COUli jurisdiction is limited by its provisions and does no more than provide the 

procedu~es for dealing with change applications. "Applications for changes in the 

place of diversion, place of use or maImer of use as to Nevada shall be directed to 

the State Engineer." Alpine Decree at 161, SEOR at 37. This provision in no way 

limits the Court's jurisdiction over administration of the Decree in contexts other 

than change applications. 

This Court has in fact recognized that the District Court maintains 

jurisdiction over the allocation of water under the Decree in contexts other than the 

review of change applications. "The instant dispute arises in the context of the 

continuing proceedings in the Alpine litigation. In the Alpine Decree, the court 

retained continuing jurisdiction for water allocation and appointed a 

Watermaster." United States v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 887 F.2d 207, 209 

(9th Cir. 1989) (Bench/Bottom Decision ) (emphasis added). The Bench/Bottom 

Decision did not involve the review of change applications from the Nevada State 

Engineer, but rather -a detemlination of whether certain lands were entitleg. to the 

per acre duty of water provided for bottom lands under the Decree or the higher 
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duty of water per acre provided for bench lands. The State Engineer did not 

participate in those proceedings, since they did not involve change applications. 

This Court nonetheless detennined that the District Court retained continuing 

jurisdiction over the allocation of water. The Bench/Bottom Decision therefore 

stands for the proposition that the District Comi's continuing jurisdiction over the 

Alpine Decree applies to administration of all provisions of the Decree and not 

only the review of change applications. 

Other temlS of the Alpine Decree contradict the Tribe's narrow 

interpretation of the District Court's jurisdiction over the Decree and show that the 

Comi's jurisdiction extends to the enforcement or interpretation of all provisions of 

the Decree. For example, the Alpine Decree specifically enjoins all parties to the 

Decree, claimants, or potential claimants from asseliing any rights to the waters of 

the Carson River or from diverting or using water from the Carson River 

inconsistent with the findings of the Decree. Alpine Decree Administrative 

Provision III at 157-58. SEaR at 33-34. The Decree also provides: 

IIII 

A Water Master shall be appointed by the Court to carry 
out and enforce the provisions of this Decree and the 
instructions and orders of this Court. If any proper order, 
rule or direction of the Water Master, made in 
accordance with and for the enforcement of this Decree, 
is disobeyed or disregarded, he is empowered and 
authorized to cut off the water from the ditch or canal 
owneJiS who disobey or disregard the order, rule or 
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direction. If such a cutoff should occur the Water Master 
shall promptly report to the Court his actions and the 
circumstances surrounding the case. 

Alpine Decree Administrative Provision VI at 159, SEOR at 35. The jurisdiction 

of the District Court clearly and necessarily extends to the enforcement or 

interpretation of any provision of the Decree and not only to review of decisions of 

the Nevada State Engineer on change applications. 

In fact, if the Tribe's argument is to be accepted, it would mean that the 

District Court would be without jurisdiction to enforce any provision of the Alpine 

Decree other than the provisions of Administrative Provision VII. This, of course, 

camlot be the case and is not only inconsistent with the injunction issued as part of 

the Alpine Decree and with the Court's authority to appoint a Water Master, but 

with the obvious necessity of having some means of ensuring that water is 

distributed in an orderly malliler and consistent with the findings and terms of the 

Decree. Contrary to the contentions of the Tribe, the District Court has ongoing 

jurisdiction over enforcement of all provisions of the Alpine Decree and not merely 

the provisions related to change applications. 

In light of the District Court's continuing jurisdiction over the Alpine 

Decree, the District Court cannot be said to have exceeded its jurisdiction in 

interpreting A.B. 380 in the context of this case since interpretation of that statute 

was necessary to the ongoing administration of the Alpine Decree. As was noted 
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above, if the rights at issue in Application 51060 may be matched with other 

unchallenged rights in the Newlands Project as part of the A.B. 380 settlement 

program, then Bass will be entitled to the delivery of water under the Alpine 

Decree. If, however, Bass cannot participate in the A.B. 380 settlement program, 

then the Nevada State Engineer's detenllination that the rights at issue in 

Applicat~on 51060 are abandoned stands and no water may be delivered. As a 

consequence, the District Court was required to address and interpret A.B. 380 in 

order to administer the Alpine Decree over which it has continuing jurisdiction. 

C. The Carson Water Subconservancv District Is the Agency 
Charged 'Vith the Administration and Interpretation of A.B. 380, 
and Its Decision Approving the Match for the Application 51060 
'Vater Rights Is Final. 

Even if it is assumed for the sake of argument only that the District Court 

was without jurisdiction to interpret A.B. 380 or that the Tribe is immune from suit 

in this instance, the decision of CWSD, which is the entity granted the authority to 

administer A.B. 380 and the settlement program, has already determined that the 

match proposed for the Application 51060 water rights complies with the temlS of 

the statute. Since that decision has not been challenged in any other forum, if it 

was not properly reviewed as part of these proceedings then that decision is final --
and is binding upon the District Court and any other entity required to deal with the 

Application 51060 water rights. 

IIII 
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The Nevada Legislature gave authority over the administration and 

interpretation of the A.B. 380 Settlement Program exclusively to CWSD. A.B. 380 

states: 

The Carson Water Subconservancy District shall not 
conmlit for expenditure any amount of the appropriation 
made by subsection 1 until the District determines that: 
(a) There is and will continue to be substantial 
compliance with the "Joint Testimony of Truckee-Carson 
Irrigation District, Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians, 
City of Fallon, Churchill County and Sierra Pacific 
Power Company." 

A.B. 380, Sec. 4(2), EOR at 13. A.B. 380 provides further: "[t]he Newlands 

Project Water Rights Fund is hereby established to be administered by the Carson 

Water Sub conservancy District." A.B. 380, Sec. 5(2), EOR at 14. In addition, 

A.B. 380 provides: "[t]he Carson Water Subconservancy District shall establish a 

program for the acquisition of surface water rights to assist in the resolution of 

legal and administrative challenges ... The District shall (a) Adopt criteria for the 

administration of the program .... " A.B. 380, Sec 5(4), EOR at 14. CWSD is the 

only agency granted the authority to administer A.B. 380. 

It was pursuant to that authority that CWSD met on July 20, 2005, and acted 

on the water rights at issue here. EOR 46-48. It was noted at that meeting that 

CWSD had "sent a letter to the Tribe with copies to the State that the match has 
. 

met all the criteria of our purchase procedures" and that the Tribe refused to 

withdraw its protest. EOR at 47. CWSD then voted, "to affirm the existing 
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policies toward the A.B. 380 program with regard to eligibility of participation in 

the program and that a State Engineer's 'recommendation' be treated as a 

recommendation." EOR at 48. No appeal has been taken from the CWSD 

decision, under the provisions of the Nevada Administration Procedures Act, NRS 

233B.OI0-.150, by Petition for Writ of Mandamus, or othelwise, and over 16 

months have passed since that decision was taken. As a consequence, CWSD's 

actions on July 20, 2005, are now final, and the District Court, if it is not 

authorized to independently interpret A.B. 380 as part of these proceedings, is 

nonetheless bound by that decision. The Nevada State Engineer would likewise be 

required to rely upon CWSD's decision in taking action on the Application 51060 

water rights, even over the Tribe's objections. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The District Court did not err in exercising its jurisdiction in this case. 

Congress waived tribal immunity for purposes of administration of general stream 

adjudications such as the Alpine Decree by passage of the McCarran Amendment. 

In addition, the Tribe has waived its inmmnity from suit by challenging the validity 

of the Application 51060 water rights in proceedings before the Nevada State 

Engineer, the District Court, and this Court. Further, the District Court has 

continuing jurisdiction over the Alpine Decree and the rights adjudicated therein, 

and that jurisdiction is not limited to the review of decisions of the Nevada State 
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Engineer on change applications, but extends to all issues of administration of the 

Alpine Decree. Finally, CWSD is the agency charged with the administration of 

the A.B. 380 settlement program, and its decision that the water match proposed by 

Bass complies with that statute is a final decision that may be relied upon by the 

District COUli and the Nevada State Engineer. 

D~ TED this;;J2/lcjJday of November, 2006. 

GEORGE 1. CHANOS 
Attorney General 

By: ~&fiil: 
MlcCHAIfL L. OLi ~ 
NJrada State Bar #~801 
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE PURSUANT TO CIRCUIT RULE 32-1 

or IS 

Pursuant to Ninth Circuit Rule 32-1, I certify that 

xx 1. Pursuant to Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(7)(C) and Ninth Circuit Rule 
32-1, the attached answering brief is 

xx PropOliionately spaced, has a typeface of 14 points or 
more and contains 10,860 words, 

Monospaced, has 10.5 or fewer characters per inch and 
contains words or lines 
of text. 

DATED this))nc/ day of November, 2006. 

GEORGE 1. CHANOS 

By: 
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S~nior Deputy A 0 y General 
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(775) 688-1822 (fax) 
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STATEl\1ENT OF RELATED CASES 

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28-2.6, the parties are directed to list related cases 

now pending before the Ninth Circuit. There are no cases now pending that are 

related to this appeal. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I ce11ify that I am an employee of the Office of the AttOTIley General of the 
State of Nevada and on thisJ~/'I'I.L-lday of November, 2006, I served two copies of 
the foregoing NEVADA STATE ENGINEER'S ANSWERING BRIEF by 
mailing true and conect copies, first class mail, postage prepaid, to the following 
persons: 

Don Springmeyer, Esq. Stephanie Zehren-Thomas, Esq. 
Robert C. Maddox & Associates Fredericks, Pe1cyger & Hester, LLC 
3811 West Charleston Boulevard, Suite 110 1900 Plaza Drive 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 Louisville, Colorado 80027 

Craig Pridgen, Esq. 
Michael J. Van Zandt, Esq. 
McQuaid Bedford & Van Zandt 
221 Main Street, 16th Floor 
San Francisco, California 94105-1936 

Stephen M. Macfarlane 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Environment & Natural Resources Division 
501 I Street, Suite 9-700 
Sacramento, California 95814-2322 

Paul G. Taggart, Esq. 
King & Taggart 
108 N0l1h Minnesota Street 
Carson City, Nevada 89703 

I also certify that on this date I mailed the foregoing NEVADA STATE 
ENGINEER'S ANSWERING BRIEF by first class mail, postage prepaid, to the 
Clerk of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. 

Pamela Youn 
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DECLARATION OF RACHEL L. WISE, ESQ. 

I, Rachel L. Wise, Esq., declare as follows: 

1. I am an attorney at law duly licensed to practice before all the courts of the State of 

Nevada. I am an associate attorney with Taggart & Taggart, Ltd., counsel for Petitioner in this 

matter. 

2. I have personal knowledge of the following facts. If called upon as a witness, I could and 

would testify competently as to the contents of this declaration. 

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of State Engineer's July 24,2002 

Appellee Nevada State Engineer's Answering Briefin Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals Case Nos.: 01-

15665; 01-15814; 01-15816; of the case United States of America, and Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of 

Indians v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Company, et. aI., Defendants, and Nevada State Engineer 

("Alpine V"), Real-Party-in-Interest/Appellee. 

4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the State Engineer's Ruling on 

Remand #5464-K applicable to the Alpine Decrees. 

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Nevada State Engineer's 

Answering Brief filed in the Ninth Circuit District Court of Appeals, Case No.: 06-15738, filed on or 

around November 22,2006 relating to the Alpine Decrees. 

Executed thisD2f1& day of June, 2015. 

TAGGART & TAGGART, LTD. 
108 North Minnesota Street 
Carson City, Nevada 89703 
(775) 882-9900 - Telephone 
(775) 883-9900 - Facsimile 

~~~ By: 
. HErrlSiESQ. 
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Nevada State Bar No. 12303 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
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PAUL G. TAGGART, ESQ. 
Nevada State Bar No. 6136 
RACHEL L. WISE, ESQ. 
Nevada State Bar No. 12303 
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108 North Minnesota Street 
Carson City, Nevada 89703 
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IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF HUMBOLDT 

RODNEY ST. CLAIR, an individual 

Petitioner, 

vs. 

JASON KING, P.E., Nevada State 
Engineer, DIVISION OF WATER 
RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF 
CONSERVATION AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES, 

Respondent. 

* * * 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CASE NO.: CV20-112 

DEPT. NO.: II 

PETITIONER'S OPENING BRIEF 
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I. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

2 The State Engineer denied Application 83246T which was filed by Petitioner Rodney St. Clai 

3 (the "Petitioner"). Without an evidentiary proceeding, the State Engineer issued Ruling 6287 and rule 

4 that Petitioner owns a vested water right. The State Engineer then erroneously declared that the veste 

5 water right was abandoned. He applied the wrong legal standard for detennining abandonment and th 

6 evidence in the record does not support a declaration of abandonment under the proper legal test. H 

7 failed to complete an adjudication of Petitioner's vested rights and, therefore, was constitutionall 

8 barred from make a declaration of abandonment. The State Engineer improperly relied on evidenc 

9 that Petitioner did not have an opportunity to review. This appeal followed. 

10 II. JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

11 

16 

17 

18 

Application 83246T which was filed by Petitioner to change the point of diversion of a wate 

right identified as Vested Claim 010493. The application was filed on November 8, 2013, and wa 

later amended on December 6, 2013. On July 25, 2014, the State Engineer of Nevada ("Stat 

Engineer") issued Ruling 6287 and denied Application 83264T. Due to the State Engineer's denial 0 

application, Petitioner filed a petition for review of the State Engineer's decision in this Court 0 

August 22, 2014. Petitioner noticed the State Engineer of the petition on August 22, 2014. Th 

petition and notices are timely, and this Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Sectio 

544.450(3) of the Nevada Revised Statutes ("NRS"). 

19 III. STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

20 1. Whether the State Engineer incorrectly found that Vested Claim 010493 was abandone 

21 despite the fact that nonuse alone is not enough to constitute the intent to abandon one's right to us 

22 water under Nevada law. 

23 2. Whether the State Engineer improperly took action to regulate a vested water righ 

24 before fully adjudicating that water right. 

25 3. Whether the State Engineer improperly relied on certain evidence without 

26 Petitioner a full and fair opportunity to review and address that evidence. 

27 

28 
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IV. BACKGROUND 

This case involves a 160 acre property that was irrigated under a water right that is identified 

as Vested Claim 010493. Vested Claim 010493 is a water right that was established under Nevada's 

prior appropriation system prior to the adoption of Nevada's statutory groundwater appropriation 

system. The water right was pumped from a well on Petitioner's property and was used for 

irrigation on that property. 

A. Petitioner's Acquisition of the Property 

Petitioner's property was originally acquired by George J. Crossley ("Crossley") in 1924 

through federal Homestead Act of 1862. SE ROA 0037-0043. The same well that was documented 

in Vested Claim 010493 was documented by Crossley in his affidavit in support of his land patent 

application. SE ROA 0004; 00037-43. 

After receiving a federal land patent, Crossley deeded the land with appurtenances to Albert 

H. Trathen on June 19, 1924. SE ROA 0044-048. Albert Trathen conveyed the property with 

appurtenances to Frank Trathen on June 26, 1927. SE ROA 0049-0051. Frank Trathen owned the 

property and water until his death. SE ROA 0052-0054. His estate consisting of Petitioner's 160 

acre property and on May 22, 1973 it was distributed to his four heirs : Florence Trathen, Grace 

Trathen, Harold Trathen, and Albert Trathen. !d. The property and appurtenant water rights 

remained in the Trathen family until 2013 . SE ROA 0055-0062. Ultimately John Methvan and 

Albert Trathen were the last decedents of the Trathens, and they sold the property with 

appurtenances to the Petitioner on August 12, 2013. SE ROA 0063-0066. Each of the deeds in the 

chain of title for the property contained a general appurtenance clause that conveyed the property 

with all water rights. SE ROA 0044-0066. There is no evidence in the chain of title of an intent to 

abandon the water rights or an intention to exclude appurtenant water rights from the conveyances of 

24 the real property. 

25 B. Vested Claim 010493 

26 Upon purchasing the property, the Petitioner filed Vested Claim 010493. A vested claim is a 

27 claim for a water right that came into being prior to the adoption of a statutory process for acquiring 

28 a water right. Nevada's groundwater appropriation statutes were adopted in 1939. Petitioner's 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

vested claim focused on evidence that documented pre-1939 use of water from the well on 

Petitioner's property. 

Petitioner's claim documented the current existence of the same well that was mentioned in 

the federal Homestead application. The well has an 8-inch casing made of rolled thin metal, with 

horizontal riveted seams. The casing was in short sections and connected with riveted collars. SE 

ROA 0005-06; 0074-77. This type of well construction was used until the mid-1930s. SE ROA 

0074-0102. 

Other evidence from the federal land patent file was also submitted to support the Vested 

Claim 010493. That evidence showed the United States of America granted Crossley the property in 

1924 for the purpose of actual settlement and cultivation. Crossley beneficially used water from the 

well by irrigating his property in the 1920s. SE ROA 0071-0102. Crossley wrote several newspaper 

articles for the Orovada Weekly J oumal in 1924 regarding irrigation and the irrigation practices in 

Orovada in the 1920s. SE ROA 0071. 

c. Application 83246T 

Petitioner also filed Application 83246T to change the use of water identified in Vested 

Claim 010493. SE ROA 0005. Application 83246T was filed on November 8,2013 to change the 

point of diversion of 1.57 cubic feet per second ("cfs") from Vested Claim 010493 to a different 

well. SE ROA 0027-0029. Petitioner intends to use the water for irrigation and domestic purposes. 

SE ROA 0023, 0027-0029. The point of diversion and place of use for Application 83246T and 

Vested Claim 010493 are within the Quinn River Valley Orovada Hydrographic Basin. SE ROA 

0027-0029. No protests were filed against Application 83246T. 

D. State Engineer Ruling Number 6287 

23 The State Engineer reviewed the evidence that was submitted in Vested Claim 010493 and 

24 found that the Petitioner established that a vested water right existed on their property prior to 1939. 

25 Based on the Homestead Act evidence, the State Engineer concluded Crossley utilized groundwater 

26 on Petitioner's property for irrigation prior to 1939 and Crossley successfully obtained a vested 

27 water right. SE ROA 0007-10, 0038-0043, 0068-0069. Specifically, the State Engineer conceded 

28 that "there is sufficient evidence to prove that a vested right to underground waters was established 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

16 

17 

prior to March 25, 1939." SE ROA 0006. The State Engineer further stated these "facts evidence 

that underground waters were appropriated by the drilled well and used for beneficial irrigation prior 

to March 25, 1939." Id. 

The State Engineer then found that Vested Claim 010493 was abandoned based on nonuse. 

SE ROA 0004-0010. Abandonment is a legal concept that results in the nullification of an otherwise 

valid water right. To prove abandonment, it is necessary to show that a water right owner intended 

to abandon a water right. 

No claim of abandomnent was made against Vested Claim 010493 and the State Engineer 

raised the issue sua sponta. The State Engineer did not hold a hearing to give Petitioner an 

opportunity to be heard regarding the abandomnent claim. The State Engineer relied solely on one 

factor - nonuse - to prove the owner of Vested Claim 010493 had the intent to abandon the water 

rights located on Petitioner's property. SE ROA 0004-0010. The State Engineer also shifted the 

burden of proof to Petitioner to prove actual use of the water, and then found Petitioner failed show 

evidence of when the water rights were actually used to support his finding of abandomnent. SE 

ROA 0008. Since the State Engineer determining Vested Claim 010493 was abandoned, he denied 

Application 83246T which sought to change the use of that vested right. SE ROA 0004-0010. 

On August 22, 2014, Petitioner filed this timely petition for judicial review. 

18 V. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

19 The State Engineer is responsible for administering the appropriation and management of 

20 Nevada's public waters pursuant to the provisions of Nevada Revised Statutes ("NRS") chapter 533. 

21 As part of that responsibility, the State Engineer must approve water right applications that are 

22 submitted in proper form if the statutory criteria in the Nevada water law are satisfied. NRS 

23 533.370(1) ("the State Engineer shall approve an application ... if... "). 

24 A party aggrieved by an order or decision of the State Engineer is entitled to have the order 

25 or decision reviewed, in the nature of an appeal, pursuant to NRS 533.450(1). Judicial review is "in 

26 the nature of an appeal," and review is generally confined to the administrative record. NRS 

27 533.450(1), (2); Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 786, 603 P.2d 262, 264 (1979). 

28 The role of the reviewing court is to determine if the decision was arbitrary or capricious and 
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thus an abuse of discretion, or if it was otherwise affected by prejudicial legal error. Pyramid Lake 

2 Paiute Tribe of Indians v. Washoe COllnty, 112 Nev. 743,751,918 P.2d 667, 702 (1996), citing 

3 Shetakis Dist. l'. State, Dep't Taxation, 108 Nev. 901,903,839 P.2d 1315, 1317 (1992). A decision 

4 is arbitrary and capricious if it is contrary to the evidence or established rules of law. State Engineer 

5 v. Morris, 107 Nev. 699, 701,819 P.2d 203, 204 (1991). With regard to factual findings, the court 

6 must determine whether substantial evidence exists in the record to support the State Engineer's 

7 decision. Id., Revert v Ray, 95 Nev. at 786, 603 P .2d at 264. With regard to purely legal questions, 

8 such as the definition of abandonment, the standard of review is de novo. In re Nevada State Eng'r 

9 Ruling No. 5823,277 P.3d 449,453,128 Nev. Adv. Op. 22 (2012). 

10 VI. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

11 

16 

17 

18 

The State Engineer's abandonment conclusion is contrary to long-held Nevada Supreme 

Court precedent. Abandonment requires evidence of intent to abandon and such intend cannot be 

based on only evidence of nonuse of the water right. Also, the proponent of abandonment, not the 

water right owner, has the burden to proof the intent to abandon. The State Engineer improperly 

relied on nonuse evidence only and shifted the burden to the Petitioner's to show actual use of 

Vested Claim 010493. The State Engineer also improperly impaired a pre-statutory water right 

without first completing an adjudication of that right and denied Petitioner the right to be fully and 

fairly heard regarding all the evidence the State Engineer relied on. 

19 VII. ARGUMENT 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

A. The State Engineer Erred By Finding that Petitioner's Vested Water Rights Are 
Abandoned 

1. Abandonment Cannot Be Proven By Nonuse Alone 

The definition of "abandonment" is hardly an issue of first impression. The question has been 

encountered by Nevada courts so often that clear cut rules exist for detennining and analyzing 

abandonment of water rights. Abandonment is the relinquishment of a right by the owner with the 

intent to "forsake and desert it" forever. In re Manse Spring, 60 Nev. 280, 288, 108 P .2d 311, 315 

(1940) (emphasis added). Abandonment requires a union of acts and intent. Revert, 95 Nev. at 786. 

As intent to abandon is a subjective element, the courts utilize surrounding circumstances to 
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detennine the intent. United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 291 F.3d 1062, 1072 (2002). 

2 But a consistent holding throughout the Nevada case law is that nonuse evidence is not enough to 

3 constitute the intent to abandon a water right. Manse, 60 Nev. at 288; United States oj America v. 

4 Orr Water Ditch Co, et. al., 256 F.3d 935, 941 (2001); Alpine v., 391 F.3d at 1072; Franktown 

5 Creek et. al. v. Marlette Lake Co., 77 Nev. 348, 354, 364 P.2d 1069, 1072 (1961); Revert, 291 F.3d 

6 at 786. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

a. The Ninth Circuit Agrees that Nonuse Evidence is Not Sufficient 
for Abandonment 

Federal courts have analyzed Nevada case law and detennined nonuse alone is not enough to 

constitute abandonment. Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 945; Alpine V. 391 F.3dat 1072. The Ninth Circui 

Court of Appeal in Orr Ditch considered the application of abandonment and forfeiture in reference t 

the water rights in the Newlands Reclamation Project. i Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 937. 

The Ninth Circuit first analyzed forfeiture of a water right in comparison to abandonment of 

water right. After analysis of prior case law and statutory language, the Ninth Circuit stated that "it i 

easier to establish forfeiture than abandonment." !d. at 941. The Ninth Circuit explained the threshol 

to show forfeiture requires "only a showing of non-use for five successive years," while abandonmen 

is the "relinquishment of the right by the owner with the intent to forsake and desert it." 

Manse, 60 Nev. at 315. 

Second, the Ninth Circuit reviewed whether nonuse evidence alone is enough to create 

rebuttable presumption of abandonment. The Ninth Circuit unifonnly rejected the assertion tha 

Nevada law includes such a rebuttable presumption. Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 945-946. The Nint 

Circuit analyzed the Nevada Supreme Court's decisions and held that abandonment is detennine 

"from all surrounding circumstances." [d. at 946 (quoting Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 603 P.2d 262, 

23 264 (1979» (further citations omitted). The Ninth Circuit concluded the factors that should b 

analyzed to detennine abandonment are: (1) a substantial period of nonuse; (2) the construction 0 24 

25 structures incompatible with irrigation; and (3) payment of taxes or assessments. Orr Ditch, 256 F.3 

26 at 945-46. 

27 

28 I The Orr Ditch Decree is a federal court decree that adjudicated the water rights to the Truckee River. 
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The Ninth Circuit found that while Nevada is the only western state to maintain the positio 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2 that there is no rebuttable presumption regarding the intent to abandon a vested right, this wa 

Nevada's right under the federal system. !d. The Ninth Circuit reviewed Nevada's 1999 amendmen 

to NRS 533.060(4) and stated, "Nevada has recently reaffinned its commitment to a limited view 0 

the law of abandonment." Jd. Nevada's statutes coupled with long standing case law led the Nint 

Circuit to hold that nonuse evidence alone cannot prove abandonment or shift the burden of disprovin 

abandonment to a water right owner. Jd. See also Manse, 60 Nev. at 316; Franktown Creek 364 P.2 

at 1072; See United States v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 27 F.Supp.2d 1230,1239-1241 (D.Nev. 

1998) (a protestant alleging forfeiture or abandonment "bears the burden of proving clear an 

convincing evidence" to establish that fact); see also Town of Eureka v. State Engineer, 108 Nev. 163, 
10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

169,826 P.2d 948, 951 (1992). 

b. In Alpille V the State Engineer Properly Found Nonuse Evidence 
Is Not Enough to Find Abandonment 

In Alpine V, the Ninth Circuit upheld the ruling in Orr Ditch, reasserting, "although 

prolonged period of nonuse may raise an inference of intent to abandon, it does not create a rebuttabl 

presumption." 2 Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1072-73, see also Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 945 . The Nint 

Circuit further upheld and endorsed the rulings in the Orr Ditch requiring abandonment be show 

"from all surrounding circumstances," and not only nonuse. Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1072-73 . Alpin 

V's surrounding circumstances test also requires the State Engineer to analyze substantial periods 0 

nonuse, evidence of improvements inconsistent with irrigation, and payment of taxes and assessments. 

!d. 

The Alpine V court explained that nonuse of water rights coupled with evidence 0 

improvements inconsistent with irrigation could establish abandonment. !d. In Alpine V. the cou 

2 The Alpine Decree resulted from a quiet title action brought by the United States to adjudicate 
competing claims to the waters of the Carson River. United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 
697 F .2d 851, 852-53 (9th Cir. 1983) ("Alpine "1). The initial Alpine adjUdication dealt with relative 
water rights on the Carson River which is the primary regulatory control of Carson operations today. 
The adjudication was initiated in 1925 by the U.S. Department of the Interior through U.S. v. Alpine 
Land and Reservoir Co., et. al. and was not entered until fifty five years later in 1980. The decree 
itself established the respective surface water rights of the parties to the original law suit. 
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16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

reviewed a decision of the State Engineer that did not find abandonment despite evidence of prolonge 

periods of nonuse. The court found that intent to abandon is not present if evidence also exists that n 

improvements were constructed that are inconsistent with irrigation and evidence exists that all taxe 

and assessments were paid on the subject property. !d. The Ninth Circuit remanded to the Stat 

Engineer for a case-by-case review to determine "whether each individual landowner had the requisit 

intent to abandon" and limited the State Engineer's review to whether an extended period of nonus 

was coupled with the nonpayment of taxes and assessments and improvements on the land inconsisten 

with irrigation. Nonuse alone was not enough to show abandonment. 

The Ninth Circuit clarified that abandonment requires the showing of "subjective intent on th 

part of the holder of a water right to give up that right." Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 944-45. Pre-statutor 

vested water rights can only be lost by intentional abandonment. Manse, 60 Nev. at 313; see als 

Andersen Family Assoc. v. Ricci, 124 Nev. 182,189, 179 P.3d 1201, 1205 (2008). The Ninth Circui 

further noted the understanding that subjective intent is difficult to show, as such, indirect an 

circumstantial evidence must be used to show abandonment. !d. at 945. The Ninth Circuit furthe 

explained that Nevada law only allows nonuse to be viewed as an inference of intent to abandon rathe 

than a legal presumption. Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 945 (stating, "[i]t is only a matter of a degree, but 

legal presumption is stronger than an inference). As such, the inference of nonuse is, in and of itself, 

too weak of a standard to base an entire ruling for abandonment. 

2. The State Engineer Erred In Declaring Vested Claim 010493 Abandoned 

The State Engineer improperly concluded that evidence exists for the intent to abandon Veste 

Claim 010493. The land patent evidence and the complete chain of title fails to show an intent t 

abandon the water rights acquired by Crossley. SE ROA 0131-0148. Crossley acquired vested right 

prior to his sale of the property and included those water rights in that sale. At no point throughout th 

chain of title did any property owner construct any structure that is inconsistent with irrigation which i 

shown in the aerial photographs. SE ROA 0008, 0185-86. Owners of Vested Claim 010493 made al 

of the requisite payments toward taxes and assessments regarding the property to which the water righ 

is appurtenant. 

The State Engineer hangs his hat on a misapplication of the facts to the law. The Stat 
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15 

Engineer dismissed the value of Petitioner's aerial photographs by stating the images "showed n 

surface disturbance or development." SE ROA 0008. Pursuant to Nevada case law, no 

disturbances emphasize the fact that the Petitioner had no intent to abandon the water rights. 

The State Engineer continued the analysis regarding Vested Claim 010493 by reviewing th 

decayed state of the well and Petitioner's admitted to lack of knowledge of continuous use. He the 

stated this "evidence" compelled him to believe the water right had been abandoned. SE ROA 0008. 

As this evidence only demonstrates nonuse, it could not be sufficient for the State Engineer to declar 

this water right abandoned. Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 945-946; Manse, 60 Nev. at 291. 

All the cases cited by the State Engineer's ruling hold the water right owner had 110 intent to 

abandon their right - except one, Revert v. Ray. In Revert the origins of the water in question wer 

acquired, by squatter's possession to Montilius M. Beatty ("Beatty") in 1905. Id. at 784. Beatt 

subsequently sold those rights to Bullfrog Water, Light and Power Company ("Bullfrog"). Id. at 784 

85. On no uncertain tenns, Bullfrog "vanished" from the are~ without transferring or selling any wate 

rights. Id. at 785 . After analysis, the court detennined that Bullfrog had abandoned its water rights. 

Revert holds that short of vanishing from the property and water rights in question, the intent t 

16 abandon is not apparent. 

17 Revert is vastly different than the current case at hand. At no point did any of the owners 0 

18 Petitioner's Property vanish or forsake their vested rights. The estates of the decedents wer 

19 continually and properly adjudicated where necessary passing down the rights of the Property to th 

20 designees throughout time until Petitioner purchased the Property. SE ROA 0038-0066. Furthennore 

21 unlike Revert, Petitioner is capable of showing a complete title of the lands and water rights from 192 

22 to present. SE ROA 0038-0073, 0068-0069. In Revert, Bullfrog simply failed to transfer rights an 

23 walked away from their rights. Petitioner and prior water owners in the chain of title have shown 

24 vastly different approach through proper probate or set asides of the estate and water rights in question. 

25 The State Engineer's conclusions amount to clear legal error. 

26 

27 

28 

3. State En ineer 1m ro erl Shifted the Burden to Petitioner to Show a Lac 
oflntent to Abandoned Vested Claim 010493 

The State Engineer admits an extended period of nonuse may be used as an element to sho 

intent to abandon, "it has been held it does not create a rebuttable presumption of abandonment." S 
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10 

11 

ROA 0007, Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d. at 945. The burden of proof lies on the State Engineer to sho 

abandonment, and he cannot, under current law, shift the burden to the Petitioner. 

The State Engineer misapplied long standing Nevada law by requiring the Petitioner to prove 

lack of intent to abandon. SE ROA 0004-0010. When reviewing aerial photographs provided by th 

Petitioner, the State Engineer concluded, "[t]he State Engineer finds no evidence pointing to a lack 0 

prior owner's intent to abandon the water right." SE ROA 0008 (emphasis added) . Once the Stat 

Engineer demands proof of lack of abandonment, he has effectively shifted the burden of proo 

requirement to the Petitioner. Yet, the repeated theme in Nevada long standing case law is that th 

State Engineer may not shift the burden of proof onto the Petitioner. Orr Ditch, 256 F.3d at 945, 

Alpine V, 291 F.3d at 1072. 

In the present case, the State Engineer completely avoided requisite legal requirements b 

directing the Petitioner to prove they lacked intent to abandon the water right. SE ROA 0008. Th 

State Engineer has further misapplied the findings of Alpine V when he stated, "[a]t a minimum, then, 

proof of continuous use of the water right should be required to support a finding of lack of intent t 

abandon." Alpine Vat 1077; SE ROA 0007. In Alpine V, the Ninth Circuit held, "[w]e agree wit 

16 appellants that, with respect to abandonment, ... the factors noted by the district court mor 

17 appropriately bear on whether the landowners formed the requisite intent to abandon their rights." !d. 

18 The State Engineer's Ruling is contradicted by the same citations he uses in his ruling. SE ROA 0007. 

19 Applying the wrong standard, the State Engineer spent most of his analysis reviewing how th 

20 Petitioner failed to prove lack of intent. See SE ROA 0007 (stating, "the newspaper articles do no 

21 directly or even inferentially demonstrate continuous use of the water on the property ... [t]hus, th 

22 newspaper articles are insufficient to prove continued irrigation was occurring in the NW ~ of Sectio 

23 8"); See also SE ROA 0008 (stating, "the 1954 aerial photograph for the quarter-quarter depicted, thi 

24 singularly piece of evidence to suggest continued beneficial use of the water is insufficient to 

25 overcome a finding of abandonment ... Petitioners were informed that the evidence demonstratin 

26 continuous beneficial use to the present time was insufficient . .. "). The State Engineer continuall 

27 references Petitioner's need to "overcome" a finding of abandonment as well as prove their own "lac 

28 of intent" to abandon their water rights. This is improper. 
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B. The State Engineer Violated Nevada Water Law by Impairing an Unadjudicated 
Vested Water Right. 

1. Pre-statutory Water Rights Are Vested Water Rights. 

A vested water right is "a right to use water that has become fixed either by actual diversio 

and application to beneficial use or by appropriation, according to the manner provided by the wate 

law" prior to adoption of the statutory appropriation process. In re Filippini, 66 Nev. 17, 22,202 P.2 

535, 537 (1949). The tenn vested water rights refers to pre-statutory water rights that were perfecte 

prior to the enactment of Nevada's statutory appropriation system. Id.; NRS 533.085. 

groundwater rights, vested rights are those that were established prior to March 25, 1939. SE RO 

0005; NRS 534.090. Pre-statutory water rights could be perfected through "appropriation" defined a 

"[ a]n actual diversion of the [ water], with intent to apply it to a beneficial use, followed by a 

application to such use within a reasonable time." In re Filippini, 66 Nev at 23 (quoting Walsh v. 

Wallace, 26 Nev. 299, 567 P. 914, 917 (1902)). Pre-statutory water rights vest at the time that th 

elements of a pre-statutory "appropriation" occur. Jd at 22, 202 P .2d at 537. 

The reason pre-statutory water rights are called vested rights is because the holder of such 

right has a vested property right that is protected from governmental impainnent by the United State 

and Nevada Constitutions. Mathe),vs v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333, 96 S.Ct. 893, 901 (1976); Kings 

Castle Limited P'ship et. at. v. Washoe County Bd. Of Commissioners, 88 Nev. 557, 558, 502 P.2 

103,103 (1972); Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. County o.fClark, 125 F.Supp.2d 420, 424-26 (D. Nev. 1999). 

Vested water rights are "regarded and protected as property." In re Filippini, 66 Nev. at 23, 202 P.2 

at 537-38 (quoting Walsh v. Wallace, 26 Nev. 299, 567 P. 914, 917 (1902)). 

Nevadans acquired water rights prior to the enactment of the statutory appropriation system. 

When the statutory system was enacted, the new system was challenged in the Nevada Supreme Court. 

Ormsby County et. at. v. Kearney et. al., 37 Nev. 314, 142 P. 803 (1914). The challenge wa 

constitutionally based and claimed the State Engineer had no power to manage or administer wate 

rights that had been perfected prior to the enactment of those statutes. Id. The Supreme Court agree 

and held that only Nevada's courts can define the nature and extent of pre-statutory water right 

because a judicial adjudication of claims results in a final detennination of the relative rights of wate 
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users and the power to detennine relative rights requires the power to quiet title. !d. at 371; NRS 

533.024(2); NRS 534.090(1). Nevada statutes provide a process for adjudicating such water rights tha 

starts with a preliminary detennination by the State Engineer. NRS 533.090 et. al. But until tha 

process is followed completely and finalized by a judicial adjudication, the State Engineer is prohibite 

from taking any action that impairs a pre-statutory water right. Ormsby, 142 P. at 811-12. 

As a result of the Ormsby court's decision that the State Engineer cannot impair such veste 

water rights, the legislature adopted NRS 533.085(1) and declared "[n]othing contained in this chapte 

shall impair the vested right of any person to the use of water. ... " see also NRS 534.100. Th 

Legislature enacted NRS 533.085(1) to avoid any unconstitutional impingements on water rights tha 

were in existence at the time Nevada's statutory water law went into effect. Ricci, 124 Nev. at 187. 

Clearly, the legislature intended to protect vested rights regardless of whether they had bee 

adjudicated. Manse, 60 Nev. at 291. Accordingly, the State Engineer cannot issue water rights 0 

administer water resources in a manner that impairs vested rights and the State Engineer mus 

affinnatively protect vested water rights. 

Neither a claim of a vested right, nor an adjudication of a claim, is necessary for a pre-statutor 

water right to vest. !d.; see also Town a/Eureka v. State Engineer, 108 Nev. 163, 167,826 P.2d 948, 

951 (1992). The holders of vested rights file claims with the State Engineer to put the State Enginee 

and potential appropriators on notice that there are senior rights to the water. Claims may be amende 

at any time prior to an adjudication and the State Engineer provides fonns for claimants to fil 

statements and proofs of claims. NRS 533.115; 533.120. However, while an adjudication creates 

final detennination of a vested water right, it does not establish or create the vested water right 0 

otherwise bring it into existence. 

2. Unadjudicated Vested Groundwater Rights Cannot be Impaired by the 
State Engineer 

25 Nevada follows the prior appropriation doctrine. Water rights are entitled to protection on th 

26 basis of priority and an early appropriator's use of water is protected against a later appropriator. Se 

27 Desert Irrigation. Ltd. v. State 0/ Nevada, 113 Nev. 1049, 1051 n.l, 944 P.2d 835, 837 n.l (1997). 

28 Pre-statutory water rights are the oldest water rights in Nevada and are entitled to protection frOl 
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statutory pennits and certificates on the basis of priority. In the absence of an adjudication, the Stat 

Engineer can protect pre-statutory vested water rights but caillot cause "impainnent" of those rights. 

Pacific Live Stock Co. v. Malone, 53 Nev. 118, 119,294 P. 538, 540 (1931); Ormsby COllnty v. 

Kearney, 37 Nev. 314, 352-353,142 P. 803, 810 (1914). 

3. Petitioner Owns a Vested Groundwater Right 

In Ruling 6287, the State Engineer correctly found that Petitioner had pre-statutory vested 

rights to the underground percolating water which vested based on beneficial use prior to March 25, 

1939. SE ROA 0005. Petitioner's pre-statutory right to the underground percolating water is 

demonstrated by the land patent acquired by Mr. Crossley pursuant to the Homestead act of 1862, 

the construction of the well with technology which ceased to be utilized during the mid-1930's, 

aerial pictures from 1954, continuous payment of taxes and assessment fees for the right to use the 

water rights and newspaper articles published in the early 1920's discussing irrigation of alfalfa 

occurring by the use of drilled wells. SE ROA 0037-0104. These documents show evidence of a 

vested right and the State Engineer fully recognized that right by stating, "[t]ogether, these facts 

evidence that underground waters were appropriated by the drilled well and used beneficially ... 

prior to March 25, 1939." SE ROA 004-006, n 3. If the State Engineer had ended his analysis there, 

this petition for review would not have been necessary. 

4. The State Engineer's Declaration of Abandonment Clearly Impairs Vested 
Rights 

Indisputably, the State Engineer has not initiated an adjudication of Vested Claim 010493. Jus 

as clearly, the State Engineer impaired that water right by declaring the right abandoned. This actio 

violates the prohibition on the State Engineer's ability to impair pre-statutory vested water rights. 
C. Petitioner Was Deprived of a Full and Fair Opportunity to Address the Evidence 

the State Engineer Relied on to Determine Abandonment 

In Ruling 6287, the State Engineer makes reference to several aerial photographs from th 

years of 1968, 1975, 1986, 1999, 2006, and 2013 that he viewed as part of his detennination. SE RO 

0008. The applicant has not been provided with copies of these referenced aerials, and they do no 

appear in the Record on Appeal. The only aerial in the record and known to the Applicant is the aerial 

from 1954 that was submitted by the Applicant. SE ROA 0104, 0186. The Applicant did not receive 
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full or fair opportunity to review this additional evidence, or supply rebuttal to the conclusions base 

2 on that evidence. Revert, 95 Nev. at 786-87. 

3 VIII. .CONCLUSION 
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Petitioner respectfully requests that this Court overturn the finding of the State Engineer that 

Vested Claim 010493 is abandoned and allow the Petitioner to change the point of diversion on their 

property under Application 83246T. 

DATED thioj'1'-eay of December, 2014. 

TAGGART & TAGGART, LTD. 
108 North Minnesota Street 
Carson City, Nevada 89703 
(775) 882-9900 - Telephone 
(775) 883-9900 - Facsimile 

(20U~. 
PAUL G. TAGGART, ESQ. =-' 

Nevada State Bar No. 6136 
RACHEL L. WISE, ESQ. 
Nevada State BarNo. 12303 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Pursuant to NRCP 5(b) and NRS 533.450, I hereby certify that I am an employee of 
TAGGART & TAGGART, LTD., and that on this date I served, or caused to be served, a true and 
correct copy of the PETITIONER'S OPENING BRIEF as follows: 

._ =x _ J By U.S. Mail: I deposited for mailing in the United States Mail, with postage 
prepaid, an envelope containing the above-identified document, at Carson City, 
Nevada, in the ordinary course of business, addressed as follows: 

Jerry Snyder, Esq. 
Senior Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney General's Office 
100 North Carson Street 
Carson City, NY 89701 

DATED thi~ay of December, 2014. 
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IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION 45493 ) 
FILED BY FRANK W. LEWIS TO ) 
APPROPRIATE THE WATERS OF HORSE ) RULING 
CREEK IN DIXIE VALLEY, CHURCHILL ) 
COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

Application 45493 was filed on April 1, 1982, by Frank W. 
Lewis to appropriate 1.084 c.f.s. of water from Horse Creek for 
mining milling and domestic purposes in the Dixie Valley 
Basin. 1 The point of diversion is described as the SWI/4 SEI/4 
Section 12, T.19N., R.35E., M.D.B.&M., and the place of use is 
within the NWI/4 SWI/4 Section 17, NEI/4 SEI/4 Section 18, all in 
T.19N., R.35E., M.D.B.&M. 

In the heading of Application 45493, it states: "Application 
is made to appropriate the waters permitted under Nevada Permit 
No. 9428, Certificate No. 2566, for 1.084 c.f.s. which water 
rights have been abandoned". 

A hearing was held on April 8, 1982, before the Division of 
Water Resources in Fallon, Nevada, in the matter of protested 
Application 42972 filed by Horse Creek Ranch to appropriate 10.0 
c.f.s. of water from Horse Creek for irrigation and domestic 
purposes. 2 

Frank W. Lewis protested Application 42972 in part on the 
grounds that: 

"The waters of Horse Creek are fully appropriated. Said 
waters are the subject of existing certificated and 
permitted rights obtained on application to appropriate 
waters made to the State Engineer of Nevada." 

Two existing certificated water rights from Horse Creek were 
made part of the record at the hearing. 

1.) Permit 1510, Certificate 6, for 0.28 c.f.s. used for 
irrigation, domestic, mining, milling and power purposes 
in the ownership of Frank W. Lewis. 

1 Application 45493 is a public record on file in the office of 
the State Engineer. 

2 Transcript of hearing dated April 8, 1982, in the matter of 
protested Application 42972 is a public record on file in the 
office of the State Engineer. 

r 
\' .. 

l~ 
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2.) Permit 9428, Certificate 2566, for 1.084 c.f.s. used for 
irrigation of 108.4 acres in the ownership of Horse 
Creek Ranch. 

At the onset of the hearing, Mr. Ross deLipkau, attorney for 
the applicant Mr. Charles Chisholm, brought attention to a letter 
dated June 24, 1981, wherein he requested the State Engineer to 
declare Permit 1510, Certificate 6, abandoned, forfeited or both, 
"since the waters had not been used at the Wonder Mine for more 
than 50 years". 

The hearing officer ruled that, although the letter was 
contained in the official records brought into evidence at this 
hearing, the hearing was properly noticed only to consider the 
protest of Application 42972 as provided under NRS 533.365. 

Testimony was received by Donald E. Lewis, licensed water 
right surveyor, on behalf of Frank W. Lewis, that through a 
series of measurements, he found Horse Creek had a high flow of 
405 gallons per minute (0.9 c.f.s.) and a low of 84.5 gallons per 
minute (0.19 c.f.s). 

Ernest E. Muller, water right surveyor for Charlie Chisholm, 
testified that he measured Horse Creek (from a small dam on the 
Horse Ranch property) to be "slightly over five c.f.s. on one 
occasion and between 1 and 1. 5 c. f. s. on another". 

Charlie Chisholm, applicant, testified that he acquired the 
Horse Creek Ranch in 1976 and had been familiar with the property 
since 1972. He identified the property of the present ranch to 
be 108.4 acres as depicted in Permit 9428 and that he had applied 
for approximately 100 additional acres in adjacent land as a 
Desert Land Entry. The proposed place of use of Application 
42972 included all of the land referred to above. 

In a ruling dated June 6,1983, the State Engineer overruled 
the protest to Application 42972 and issued the permi~ for 10.0 
c. f. s. for collection of flood water s on Horse Creek. In the 
findings of fact it was noted that there were no existing surface 
water rights located downstream on Horse Creek from the proposed 
point of diversion of Application 42972. 

------------------------------
3 Ruling No. 2808 dated June 3, 1983, is a public record filed in 
the office of the State Engineer. 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

The abandonment of a water right requires an intent by the 
owner to relinquish possession. 4 Mere non-use of the water to 
which an appropriator is entitled under valid rights without 
substantial and conclusive evidence of intent to abandon and 
relinquish possession, is not sufficient. 

II. 

There is no requirement in statute or case law that 
mandates, as a condition precedent to denying an application to 
appropriate, that the State Engineer must first determine that 
prior rights have been abandoned or forfeited. 

4 McFarland v. Alaska Perseverance Min. Co., 3 Alaska 308, 337 
(1907) • 

Gila Water Co. v. Green, 29 Arizona 304, 306, 241 Pac. 307 
(1925) • 

Wood v. Etiwanda Water Co., 147 Cal. 228,: 234, 81 Pac. 512 
(1905) • 

Beaver Brook Res. and Canal Co. v. St. Vrain Res. and Fish Co., 
6 Colo. App. 130,136, 40 Pac. 1066 (1895). 

Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Co. v. wailuka Sugar Co., 
15 Haw. 675, 691 (1904). 

Union Grain and Elevator Co. v. McCammon Ditch Co., 41 Idaho 
216, 223, 240 Pac. 443 (1925). 

Atchison v. Peterson, 1 Mont. 561, 565 (1872), affirmed 
87 U.S. 507, (1874). 

State v. Nielsen, 163 Nebr. 372, 381, 79 N.W. (2d) 721 (1956). 
In re Manse Spring and its Tributaries, 60 Nev. 280, 286-287, 

289, 290, 108 Pac. (2d) 311 (1940). 
Borman v. Blackmon, 60 Oreg. 304, 308, 118 Pac. 848 (1911). 
Edgemont Improvement Co. v. N.S. Tubbs Sheep Co., 22 S. Dak. 

142, 145, 115 N.W. 1130 (1908). 
Anson v. Arnett, 250 S.W., (2d) 450, 454, (Tex. Civ. App. 1952, 

er ror refused n. r. e.) • 
Desert Live Stock Co. v. Hooppiania, 66 Utah 25, 32, 239 Pac. 

479 (1925). 
Sander v. Bull, 76 Wash. 1, 6, 135 Pac. 489 (1913). 
Campbell v. Wyoming Dev. Co., 55 Wyo. 347, 400, 100 Pac. (2d) 

124, 102 Pac. (2d) 745 (1940). 
Valcada v. Silver Peak Mines, 86 Fed. 90, 95 (9th Cir. 1898) . 
Franktown v. Marlette, 77 Nev., 354 Ped 1069 (1961). 
Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 783, 786 P2d 262 (1979). 
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III. 

The burden of proof is upon whomever seeks a declaration of 
abanondment, whether it is the State Engineer, a private party, 
protestant or an applicant, to establish by conclusive and 
substantial evidence that the act of abandonment has occurred. 5 

IV 

At the hearing on April 8, 1982, which occurred after the 
filing of Application 45493, there was no indication given by the 
owner of Permit 9428, Charles Chisholm, that said certificated 
right had been gbandoned or that the water was not being put to 
beneficial use. At the time of the ruling on Application 479~2, 
it was determined that Permit 9428 was still in good standing. 

V. 

On the basis of certificated water rights 6 and 2566 and 
Permit 42972, the total allocation exceeds the highest measured 
flows of Horse Creek on record in the office of the State 
Engineer. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction of the ~arties and the 
subject matter of this action and determination. 

II. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by law from granting a 
permit where: 

A. There is no unappropriated water in the source, or 

B. The proposed use conflicts with existing rights, or 

5 Nevada State Engineer's Ruling No. 2804, Aram and Stella 
Harootunian, p. 5, footnote 27, public record in the office of 
the State Engineer. 

6 Transcript of hearing dated April 8, 1982, in the matter of 
protested Application 42972 is a public record on file in the 
office of the State Engineer. 

7 Ruling No. 2808 dated June 3, 1983, is a public record filed in 
the office of the State Engineer • 

8 NRs 533.325. 
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C. The proposed us9 threatens to be detrimental to the 
public welfare. 

III. 

The evidence and information available indicates that filing 
of Application 45493 was a frivolous response to the request of 
counsel for Charles Chism for the State Engineer to declare 
Permit 1510 abandoned. 

IV. 

From the record of the hearing on protested Application 
42972 and records of the certificated and permitted water rights, 
it is determined that Horse Creek is fully appropriated. 

RULING 

Application 45493 is hereby denied on the grounds that there 
is no unappropriated water in the source. 

PGM/GC/bl 

Dated this 13th day of 

AUGUST , 1984 • 

9 NRS 533.370, subsection 3. 

Respectfully submitted 

Gd2.'~~TJ4 
Peter G •.. Morros 
State Engineer. 
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• 
IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS) 
47809, 47822, 47830, 47840, 48422,) 
48423, 48424, 48465, 48466, 48467,) 
48468, 48470, 48471, 48647, 48665,) 
48666, 48667, 48668, 48669, 48672,) 
48673, 48767, 48825, 48827, 48828,) 
48865 AND 48866 FILED TO CHANGE THE) 
PLACE OF USE OF WATERS HERETOFORE) 
DECREED AND SET FORTH IN THE) 
TRUCKEE RIVER AND CARSON RIVER) 
DECREES. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

The twenty-seven (27) applications to change the place of 
use of decreed rights under the Truckee River and Carson River 
decrees l are t~e subject matter of this ruling and are set forth 
in the record. The applications represent requests to change 
the place of use of decreed water on irrigated lands within the 
Newlands Reclamation Project und!r the provisions set forth in 
the Orr Ditch and Alpine decrees. 

1 Final Decree in United States v. Orr Water Ditch Co., et al., 
Equity A-3 (D. Nev. 1944), hereinafter referred to as Orr Ditch1 
and Final Decree in United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 
et al., Equity No. 0-183 BRT (D. Nev. 1980), hereinafter referred 
to as Alpine. 

2 State of Nevada Exhibits No. 11 and 12, public administrative 
hearing before the State Engineer, June 24th, 1985. 

3 Orr Ditch Final Decree, p. 88. Alpine Final Decree, pp. 161-
162. 
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e of use. 35 However, as in the past, the State Engineer has 
limi ted each application to either the acre-foot duty of the 
existing place of use or the acre-foot duty of the proposed place 
of use, which ever is lesser. When this criterion is applied to 
the subject applications, the cumulative total on the proposed 
places of use becomes less than the existing places of use. 

VII. 

With the exception of Application 47822 and 47830, the 
protests to all of the applications included a claim that the 
water rights were never perfected in accordance with federal and 
state law, or have been abandoned or forfei ted. The existing 
Newlands water rights that are the subject of the change 
applications were vested in the name of the Uni ted States when 
Congress authorized Lahontan Dam in 1902. No state law governed 
how the water was to be used nor was there any s~gtutory 
provision for loss of water by abandonment or forfeiture. Both 
the Alpine and Orr Ditch decrees recognize the Newlands rights as 
having a pr ior i ty of 1902 and Alpine specif ically recognized 
existing uses as late as 1980 and that these rights did exist in 
their entirety.37 

The record of evidence indicates that the water has been 
used continuously by project farmers. The fact that individual 
project farmers were not using the water on the exact acreage for 
which they contracted on an aCf8e-for-acre accounting was 
addressed and disposed of in Alpine. 

The Nevada Supreme Court, in Manse Spr ing, provides 
author i tive guidance on the basic and fundamental distinctions 
between abandonment and statutory forfei ture as well as 
establishing precendent for crit1~ia to be considered in making 
findings on loss of water rights. 

35 Applicant's Exhibits DO, public administrative hearing before 
the State Engineer, June 24th, 1985. 

36 NRS Chapter 533 was adopted in 1913 and, as it pertains to 
forfeiture and abandonment, NRS 533.060 in 1913 with amendments 
in 1917, 1949, and later. 

37 Orr Ditch and Alpine, supra, (See Footnote 1); Nevada v. 
united States, 463 u.S. 110 (1983). 

38 United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., supra at 853, 
856. Testimony of Dor is Mor in, public administrative hear ing 
before the State Engineer, June 24, 1985, pp. 71-73. Testimony 
of Barry Alan Fitzpatrick, public administrative hearing before 
the State Engineer, June 24, 1980, pp. 91-98; Interior's Exhibit 
10; and Applicants Exhibit "EE". 

39 In re Manse Springs and Its Tributaries, 60 Nev. 280, 286-287, 
389, 290, 108 P.2d 311 (1940). See also, NRS 533.085(1). 
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~ The court has clearly held that abandonment is a voluntary 
matter, the relinquishment of the right by the owner with the 
intention of forsaking and deserting it. Forfeiture, on the 
other hand, is the involuntary or forced loss of the right caused 
by failure of the holder of appropriation to utilize the resource 
as required by statute. 

Both the relinquishment of possession and the intent are 
essential to a finding of abandonment a~'b are well defined and 
set in case law of the Western States. The State Engineer 
finds no disparity or confusion in definition. Mere non-use of 
the water to which an appropriator is entitled under valid rights 
without substantial and conclusive evidence of intent to abandon 
and relinquish possession is not suffcient for a finding of 
abandonment. 

Based on this record of evidence, the State Eng ineer can 
make no finding that there was either intent to abandon nor 
inten~o forsake the water or the right to use it. 

40 McFarland v. Alaska Perseverance Min. Co., 3 Alaska 308, 337 
(1907) • 
Gila Water Co. v. Green, 29 Arizona 304, 306, 241 Pac. 307 
(1925) • 

Wood v. Etiwanda Water Co., 147 Cal. 228, 234, 81 Pac. 512 
(1905) • 
Beaver Brook Res. and Canal Co. v. St. Vrain Res. and Fish Co., 6 
Colo. App. 130, 136, 40 Pac. 1066 (1985). 
Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Co. v. Wailuka Sugar Co., 15 Haw. 
675, 691 (1904). 
Union Grain and Elevator Co. v. McCammon Ditch Co., 41 Idaho 216, 
223, 240 Pac. 443 (1925). 
Atchison v. Peterson, 1 Mont. 561, 565 (1872), affirmed 87 U.S. 
507 (1874). 
State v. Nielsen, 163 Nebr. 372, 381, 79 N.W. (2d) 721 (1956). 
In re Manse Spring and its Tributaries, 60 Nev. 280,286-287, 289, 
290, 108 P.2d 311 (1940). 
Borman v. Blackmon, 60 Oreg. 304, 308, 118 Pac. 848 (1911). 
Edgemont Improvement Co. v. N.S. Tubbs Sheep Co., 22 S. Dak. 142, 
145, 115 N.W. 1130 (1908). 
Anson v. Arnett, 250 S.W. (2d) 450, 454 (Tex. Civ. App. 1952, 
error refused n.r.e.). 
Desert Live Stock Co. v. Hooppiania, 66 Utah 25, 32, 239 Pac. 479 
(1925) • 
Sander v. Bull, 76 Wash. 1, 6, 135 Pac. 489 (1913). 
Campbell v. Wyoming Dev. Co., 55 Wyo. 347, 400, 100 P.2d 124, 102 
P.2d 745 (1940). 
Valcalda v. Silver Peak Mines, 86 Fed. 90, 95 (9th Cir. 1898). 
Franktown v. Marlette, 77 Nev. 354 Ped 1069 (1961). 
Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 783, 786 P.2d 262 (1979). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has 4~urisdiction of the parties and 
subject matter of this action. 

II. 

The Orr Ditch and Alpine decrees set forth the procedure and 
author i ty in the matter of applications to change the point of 
diversion, manner, purpose or place of use of decreed waters of 
the Carson and Truckee Rivers. 

III. I 

The record of evidence is sUbstan~ial 
the h istor ical uses of the water under I the 
to change. : 

and conclusive as to 
subject applications 

I 

IV. I 
The record of evidence establishes 

I which the lands under the proposed changes 

V. I 

the duty of 
are entitled. 

water to 

There is no conclusive evidence 
applications to change in this matter 
value of other existing rights set 
decrees. 

I 
~hat the approval of the 
will effect or impair the 
forth under the subject 

VI. 

There is no conclusive evidence that the approval of the 
applications to change in this matter will be detrimental to the 
public interest or welfare. 

VII. 

The record in this proceeding pl10vides no substantial or 
conclusive evidence to support a conc]usion that the rights set 
forth herein have been abandoned or for~eited. 

41 NRS Chapter 533: See Footnote 3. 
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RULING 

The protests to the granting of applications to change 
47809, 47830, 47840, 48422, 48423, 48424, 48465, 48466, 48467, 
48468, 48470, 48471, 48647, 48665, 48666, 48667, 48668, 48669, 
48672, 48673, 48767, 48825, 48827, 48828, 48865 and 48866 are 
herewith overruled and Applications 47~09, 47822, 47830, 47840, 
48422 , 48423 , 4 8 4 2 4 , 48465 , 48466 , 484/67, 48468 , 4847 0 , 48471 , 
48647,48665,48666,48667,48668,48669,48672, 48673, 48767, 
48825, 48827, 48828, 48865 and 48866 wi~l be approved subject to 
existing rights on the sources and subject to water duties 
affirmed or modified by the Federal watdr Master. 

Res~ SUbmitte.d, 

G~Ji.?M:~ 
PETER G. MORROS ~ 
State Engineer ·c 

PGM/bl 

Dated this 30th day of 

September 1985 
------~---------------------, . 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS 51603, 51608,) 
51953, 51954, 51955, 51956, 51957, 51958, ) 
51959, 51960, 51961, 51997, 52021, 52252, ) 
52335, 52361, 52542, 52543, 52544, 52545, ) 
52546, 52547, 52548, 52549, 52550, 52551, ) 
52552, 52553, 52554, 52555, 52570, 5266~, ) 
52669, 52670, 52843, 53659, 53661, 53662, ) 
53910, 54152, 54594, 54595, 54596, 547~4, ) 
54715, 54882, FILED TO CHANGE THE PLACE OF ) 
USE OF WATERS HERETOFORE DECREED AND SET ) 
FORTH IN THE TRUCKEE RIVER AND CARSON RIVER) 
DECREES AND APPLICATIONS 51383, 51733, ) 
51735,51736,51737, 5U38 FILED TO CHANGE) 
THE PLACE OF USE OF WATERS HERETOFORE ) 
DECREED AND SET FORTH IN THE TRUCKEE RIVER ) 
AND CARSON RIVER DECREES AND UNDER PERMITS ) 
47877, 50003, 48472, 47805, 47899, 47869 ) 
AND 47809 RESPECTIVELY, WITHIN THE CARSON ) 
DESERT, CHURCHILL COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

The fifty-two (52) applications to change the place of use 

of decreed water rights under the Truckee River Decree l and 

Carson River Decree,2 are the subject matter of this ruling and 

are set forth in the record. 3 The applications represent 

requests to change the place of use of a portion of decreed water 

rights on irrigated lands within the Newlands Reclamation Project 

under the provisions set forth in Orr Ditch and Alpine decrees. 4 

1 Final Decree 
Equity Docket No. 
Orr Ditch Decree. 

in United States v. Orr water Ditch Co., In 
A-3 (D. Nev. 1944), hereinafter referred to as 

2 Final Decree in United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 
Civil No. D-183 BRT (D. Nev. 1980), hereinafter referred to as 
Alpine Decree. 

3 State of Nevada Exhibit Nos. 71 and 72, public administrative 
hearing before the State Engineer, April 9, 1991. 

4 Orr Ditch Final Decree, p. 88. Alpine Final Decree, pp. 
161-162. 
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project farmers to put the land into production, then 

a water right. 27 
make 

The application 

issuance of 

right exists. 

to the federal government for 

these contracts is evidence that a perfected water 

The protestant attempted to show that some of thf, lands of 

the existing places of use were never irrigated. Citing maps 

from the early 1920's and aerial photographs taken in 1948, 1949, 

1977 and 1984,28 the protestant asserted that portions of these 

lands are covered by roads, ditches, tuildings, etc., and 

therefore, the protestant contends that the lands could not have 

been irrigated. However, these maps and photographs do not 

provide a continuous reccrd of land use and no evidence was 

submitted to invalidate the government contracts. Therefore, the 

State 

United 

Engineer- finds 

States and the 

that the original contracts between the 

project farmers are valid and each of these 

contracts establishes a perfected water right to project water. 

v. 

The amount of water allowed to be transferred shall be 

limited to the duty of the existing place of use or the proposed 

place of 

land/bottom 

use, whichever is lesser. The contested bench 

land designations have yet to be decided. The State 

Engineer reserves the right to amend any permit to conform to the 

final bench land/bottom land determination. 

VI. 

protests to all of The 

included a 

abandoned or 

claim that 

forfeited. 29 
the 

the applications at issue here, 

existing water rights have been 

The existing Truckee-Carson- Irrigation 

27 Testimony of 
transcript of the 
Engineer, April 9, 

Applicant's witness Doris Morin, pp. 133-135, 
public administrative hearing before the State 
1991. 

28 Protestant's Exhibit No's. 191, 192 and 193, and testimony of 
protestant's witness Ali Shahroody, p. 43, transcript of public 
administrative hearing before the State Engineer, April 9, 1991. 

29 State of Nevada Exhibit No. 72, public administrative hearing 
before the State Engineer, April 9, 1991. 
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District water rights were vested in the name of the United 

States when Cons-ress authorized the Newlands Project in 1902. 

Both the Alpine Decree and Orr Ditch Decree recognize the 

Truckee-Carson Irrigation District rights as having a priority of 

1902 and Alpine specifically recognized existing uses as late as 

1980 and that these rights did exist in their entirety.30 

The Nevada Supreme Court, in Manse springs,31 provides 

authoritative guidance on the fundamental distinctions between 

abandonment and statutory forfeiture as well as establishing 

precedent for criteria to be considered 

loss of water rights. The court held 

voluntary matter, the relinquishment of 

owner with the intention of forsaking 

in making findings on 

that abandonment is a 

a water right by the· 

and deserting it. 

Forfeiture, on the other hand, is the involuntary or forced loss 

of a water right caused by failure of the holder to utilize the 

resource for the time fixed by statute. The court further held 

that the statutory forfeiture procedure did not apply to water 

rights vested prior to the enactment of the 1913 water law. 

Both the relinquishment of possession and the intent are 

essential to a finding of abandonment and are well defined and 

set forth in Nevada law. 31 , 32 The State Engineer finds no 

disparity or confusion in definition. Mere non-use of the water 

to which an appropriator is entitled under valid rights without 

substantial evidence of intent to abandon and relinquish 

possession, is not sufficient for a finding of abandonment. 

30 Orr Ditch and Alpine decrees, supra, Nevada v. United States, 
463 U.S. 110 (1983). 

31 In re waters of Manse Spring and Its Tributaries, 60 Nev. 280, 
286-287, 288-289, 290, 108 P.2d 311 (1940). 

32 Valcalda v. 
Revert v. Ray, 
Marlette 77 Nev. 

Silver Peak Mines, 86 F. 90, 95 (9th Cir. 1898); 
95 Nev. 783, 786 P.2d 262 (1979); Franktown v. 

348,354,364 P.2d 1069 (1961). 
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The owners of the water rights on the transferor lands paid 

the annual assessments charged for water-righted acreage. 33 

According to the Secretary-Treasurer of the Truckee-Carson 

Irrigation District,34 no project farmer has ever indicated an 

intent to abandon a water right. Based on this record of 

evidence, the State Engineer finds that there was neither intent 

to abandon nor intent to forsake the water right. 

VII. 

The protestant feels that· these applications cannot be 

approved because they involve the change "from lands that are not 

impracticable to irrigate and therefore such alleged water rights 

are not eligible for transfer to other lands." However, the 

protestant does not present any legal basis for this assertion. 

There are no provisions in the Nevada water law that limit the 

eligibili ty for 

practicability or 

of use. Rather, 

changing the place of use based on the 

impracticability to irrigate the existing place 

NRS 533.370 (3) sets out the criteria for the 

State Engineer to consider in change applications. In addition, 

the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the fact that the 

State Engineer is not precluded by statute from granting a change 

application where it is not impracticable to use the water at the 

preE·ent. site. 35 Therefore, the State Engineer finds these 

applications cannot be denied on the basjs of the practicability 

or impracticability to irrigate the existing place of use. 

33 Testimony of Applicant's witness Doris Morin pp. 169-170, 
transcript of public administrative hearing before the State 
Engineer, April 9, 1991. See also pp. 71-72, transcript of 
public administrative hearing before the State Engineer, November 
26-29, 1984. 

34 Test.imony of Applicant's witness Doris Morin p. 75, 
transcript of public administrative hearing before the State 
Engineer, November 26-29, 1984. 

35 United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 878 F.2d at 
1227. 
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DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND NATURAL RESOURCES 

DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 

R. MICHAEL TURNIPSEED, STATE ENGINEER 

In the Matter of 
56910, 56911, 
56912, 56913 

----------------------/ 

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 

BEFORE R. MICHAEL TURNIPSEED, STATE ENGINEER 

March 27, 1992 

Carson City, Nevada 

Reported by: Kathryn Terhune, NV CSR #209 
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Smith. I represent Merl Stewart who's also present. We have 

nothing further to add to the presentation by Mr. McMullin. 

~ Mr. Stewart proposes to receive the transfer of the water 

~ rights in the four applications that are in evidence and 

p Exhibits 1 through 5. And if the applications for transfer 

are approved, then the water rights would be transferred to 

the south end of the valley and then dedicated to the county. 

THE STATE ENGINEER: Thank you, Mr. Smith. Any 

other comments from the audience? 

1 With that then I think I'm prepared to make a 

1 decision. However, going to be in recess until ten o'clock, 

1 and return ~v the hearing room for our decision. 

1 (Recess.) 

l~ THE STATE ENGINEER: We'll be back on the record. 

1 This permit file has some pretty good evidence in it as to 

1 the nature of the wells in historic times. On the affidavit 

1 of labor, talks about four wells being in existence as of 

1 November 30th, 1932. I will just read you the statement out 

1 of the--where it said improvements consisted of piped in 

2 development of four wells casing of said wells and conveying 

2 water by pipes and ditches to irrigation ditches already had 

2 use in on Heidenreich Ranch for more than 50 years. Little 

2 difficult to tell from that statement whether the ditches 

2 were in use for 50 years prior to November 30th, 1932, or 

2 whether the wells were in existence prior to 1932. 

35 
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The application that was filed on June 3rd. 1930. 

further indicates that the wells were probably in existence. 

~ it says in remarks. "Although this water has vested right to 

~ the use of water from Franktown Crick water from this well is 

p used to augment the natural supply of Franktown. is used to 

augment the natural supply of Franktown Crick at times when 

there is a shortage." That would further lead me to believe 

the well was in existence at least as of June 30. 1930. 

There is no statement in this affidavitfrom--there 

1 is no statement in Exhibit 11. the affidavit of Mr. Thomas S. 

1 Whitehead. that there was ever an intent to abandon. In 

1 facL. if the protestants had wished to prove the well had 

1 been abandoned. they should have had Mr. Whitehead here so 

1 his testimony could be the subject of cross-examination. 

Ip Simply says that the water was not used between the time 1951 

11> and 1973. 

1 Therefore. I'm going to find there is no evidence 

1 in the record to show that this water right evidenced by 

1~ Permit 9267. Certificate 2704 is abandoned. for lack of any 

2 showing that there was ever an intent to abandonment. 

2 I'm also going to find there is insufficient 

2 evidence in the record to show that a forfeiture occurred. 

2 specially on an artisan well that appears flowed at times and 

2 didn't flow at times. I don't believe the forfeiture statute 

2J reaches to drought periods when the water's not available. 
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Now, if a person that has an artisan well wishes to 

pump that well, preserve the right, I suppose that's his 

right. But I don't think there is any requirement on the 

~ part of a permit holder to have to pump an artisan well 

p during drought times in order to preserve the right. 

p Record further reflects the present owner of the 

permit attempted to replace the well in 1982 or '83 which 

further shows at least he never intended to abandon the 

right. 

1 The Eureka case is silent, as Mr. Swafford stated. 

1 as to vested rights. so the only law we have on vested rights 

1 ~~ Mans Springs. And I don't have the C1ce for you on that. 

1 but he has the cite in his brief. And Mans Springs says you 

1 simply cannot forfeit a vested right. 

1 Therefore, I'm going to find that Permit 9267 

1 Certificate 2704 is not forfeited nor abandoned. And is in 

1 good standing as far as the records of the State Engineer 

1 show and as far as this record shows. 

1 I'm further going to grant Applications 56910. 

2 56911. 56912. and 56913 subject to prior rights and subject 

2 to both the old well drilled at or before 1930 and the 

2~ replacement well that was drilled in 1982 or 1983 being 

2 plugged. Nevada has specific rules and requirements as to 

2 how those wells are to be plugged and adandoned. And subject 

2 to payment of the statutory fees for the change applications. 
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With that then this hearing will be closed. 

(Proceedings concluded.) 
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STATE OF NEVADA 

CARSON CITY 

I, Kathryn Terhune, Certified Shorthand Reporter, 

do hereby certify; 

That on March 27, 1992, at 9:00 a.m., of said day, 

at 123 East Nye Lane, Carson City, Nevada, I was present and 

took stenotype notes of the hearing held before the Nevada 

1 Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Division of 

1 Water Resources in the within entitled matter, and thereafter 

1 transcribed the same into typ~~riting as herein appears; 

1 That the foregoing transcript, consisting of pages 

1 1 through 38 hereof, is a full, true and correct 

1 transcription of my stenotype notes of said hearing. 

1 

1 

1 1992. 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Dated at Carson City, Nevada, this7~day of 

~,uyJ 
~~RHUNE, CSR #209 
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IN THE OFFI'CE OFT~E' ST~TE 'ENGiNEER 
OF THE, STATE ,dF. NEVADA . 

/' . > •. :: 

::, " ,. " J , . 
IN THE MATTER OF TRANSFER ) 
APPLICATIONS: . ) ; 

47809 et al. (G~oup 3) ,'I" . 

" 
I, .: .. . 

47861 et al. (Group 4) ) INTERIM RUL:J:NG 
49116 et al. (Group 5) ) 

,'.flAil 51006 al. (Group 6) ) '. , 
et :- 'i. ';. 

". " 51383' et al. (Group 7) ) 
, .. 

GENERAL 

. During the 1980' s, many ()fthe\>Jate~ right holders within the 

Newlands, Reclamation Project ("Project") filed change ,applications 

(" transfer applications") with the Nevada State Engineer seeking 

permission to transfer the place of use of water'ri~h~s within the 

Proj ect. Niplications 47809, '47822, 47830, 47840, 48422, 48423, 

48424, 48465, 48466, 48467, 48468, 48470;,48471,48647,' 48665, 

48666, 48667, 4866B, 48669, 48672, 48673, 48767, 48825, 48827, 

48828,' 48865., 48866 (27 applications in total, hereinafter 

identified as "Group.3") were filed to change the place of use of . , 

water decreed' llnde~ the Truckee' and Carsqn Ri ver D,'crE~es. 1 The. 

transfer applications2 represent requests 'to change ,the place, of 

use of decreed water on i~rigatedlandswithin the ,Project under 

the proviSions set forth in the Orr Ditch Decree and the Alpine 

Decree. 3 

With the exception of Applications 47822 and 47830, the Group 

3 transfer applications were timely protested by the Pyramid Lake 

Paiute Tribe of' Indians ("PLPT") on various grounds, including the 

following: 

1 Final Decree in United States v. Orr Water Ditch Co., et 
ill., Equity A-3 (D.Nev. 1944), ("Orr Ditch Decree"); and Final 
Decree in United' States v. Alpine' Land & Reservoir Co., et al., 
Equity No. D-183 (D,Nev. 1980) ("Alpine Decree"), . 

2 State of, Nevada Exhibits No, 11 and .. 12, public 
administrative hearing before the State Engineer, June,24, 1985. 

3 .orr DitchIlecree,p. 88, Alpine Decree, pp. 161-162, 

f[J, 
:t~~',~'_:i' 
~C' •• _ 
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the State Engineer believes ,ite,is hi,s obligation to follow the la.w 
, ,,' ,,); '. .;--. - " ,',:; '- - 'Ii ',' ~ -

of Neva,da ,which allows for the permit'ting' of' a change application 
, , 

on a water right that has not yet, been: perfected. 
- '. -. - I,." -, , ,- " 

, ,'-oJ _. -',-',..,":' j ,'v ;~" , ,. ,., 
Rebuttable presumption~f Abandonment is,',Not ,Nevada Law 
•• <. - ,-' - ,- ' 

The'PLPT argy.ed th!lt 'the 'State Engineer should apply a r1,lle 
. ' ,'. ' i," ,,- \' - ',,' ,,' .,' .' 

that a presumption of abandoriment', is Gre,ate,i 'when there is evidence 

of prolonged nonuse of awat,er: right., ThePLPT ,contiriues that: once 

it submits evidence of a s\lbsta~tia'l,pe:dod6rriomrse of a, water' 
" 

right the burden shifts to '.,the transfer applicant' to present 

. evidence justifying the non~se ;>.,sh~wirig ·~hat· the nonuse, of the 
'. . . .: " 

water right, resulted from circumstanceE[' beyond the water 'right 

USers ,control, and failure t:odo·sq·.wou'lq. result ina finding.of 

abandonment. 

,The PLPT, citing to case ,law of Colorado, New Mexico, Montana, 

California: and Wyoming i argues this ~ltle of rebuttable presumption 

is well established in the western states, there is no reason the 

common law of abandonment should be different' in' Nevada than' in 

other ~estern states, and the, Nevada Supreme, Court's relatively 

sparse, discussions, of abandonment'suggest a 'general desire' to 

"accept the doctrine as it, ,has been developed in other states. 

Applican,ts argued ,in response that the burden ofprovl.ng "intent to 

abandon" is on'the party who-asserts it, and that a showing of a 

prolonged' period of nonuse of a water right does not shift the 

burden bf going forward to the water right holder to introduce 

evidence to rebut ,the presumption. 

The State Engineer concludes Nevada does n.ot shift the burden . . ,-, 
of going forward to the applicants upon the protestant's showing of 

an extended, period 'of nonuse. "The state,' having a ,right t;o 

designate the method of,appropriation, may also provide how long 

water may be Permitted torlin idl,y by and not, be b'eneficia,lly 

used. ,,38 Rights acquired before 1913 can, only be' lost in 

38 In Re Waters of-Manse 'Bpring-, ·60- Nev. 2.80, 287 (1940)'. 
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accordance with the law in existence before the enactment of NRS 

533 . .060; namely intentional abandonment. 39 

The Nevada'Supreme Court irtManse Spring 'asked the specific 

question of whether a pre-1913 water right could be impaired by 

providing, a different method for' its' loss than had theretofore" 

existed. 4O Prior to 1913 in the case of abandonment" the intent 

of the ,water user was controlling. 41 "To substitute and enlarge 

upon that by saying that the water user shan lose tl1~ water by 

failure to use it for a period of ,five years, irrespective of the 

intent, certainly takes away, much of the stability and :security of 
. . , ' . ' 

,the right' to 'the continued' use of such water. ,,42 Applying a 

rebuttable presumption standard, would' further 'undercut, the 

stability,and security of p;re~1913 vested water rights. 

The State Engineer has previously held the burden of proof is 

upon who,ever seeks the, declaration, be it the, State' Engineer, a 

pr'ivat,e. party , ,'a protestant, or an applicant ,to establish by 

conclusive and substantial evidence that the act of abandonment has 

occurred. 43 ,'The St~teEngineer will not ,'shift the burden to', the 

transfer applicant to present evidence justifying the ,nonuse upon 

a mere showing 'by thePLPT of a substantial period of nonuse.of a 

water ,right. Furthermore, since the Nevada Supreme Court's ,1992 

ruling in the Town of Eureka" wherein the Court held, that because 

'''the law' disfavors a forfeiture, the State bears th~ burden of 

, -
39 Id. at 289. '~~ 

. ) 
40 Ief at 290 

,~ '., 
41 Id. at 290. :' . 

"- -' 

42 Id. at 290. J 
(! 

,43 State Engineer Suppleme;ntal Ruling on 'Remand"No. 2804,dated 
ApI-'il 15" 1983, .official· r'eCords' o,f' ,the, O'ffice of the State' 
Engineer (In the Matter of H~robtuniall a~plications" Eagle Vaney, 
Nevada) 

,- C', ~ 

", Town of Eur'ekav. State Erlgirreer; , .. 10,8 Nev,,'163, 862 P.2d 948 
(1992) . 

. ... '," , ' .. '/ 
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proving by clear and convincing evidence, a statutory period of 

n~n-'use ,,45 the State Engineer. concludes' there is, no reason proof 

of abandonment should be'held to'any standard lower than clear and 

convincing evidence. _ ' 

I~ Nevada,no rebuttabI"e'presumption of abandonment is .created, 

by evidence of the' prolonged nonuse of a water right.'6 The State 

Engineer concludes the PLPT brought these protests, it is the 

"plaintiff" in., these cases, and bears the burden of proving its 
" " . 

'case as to aoand()nment by clear and convincing evidence of acts of 

abandonment and intent to abandon" intent to forsake and desert the 

water right." ' j'Abandonment,'.reqUiring a Uhion of acts and intent, 
. . ,,' .'(, " :;' ,', ",', ',;' ~, ,- . ~ . '-, 

is a question-of fact 'to. be' determined from 'all" 'the surrounding 

circumstances. ,,48 

be some'evidence 

Ii 45 Id. at 826P. 2d952. 
~I 
ii' 46 The United States District Court in AIDine III noted· that 
! " ttl he Tribe, relying on authority from other western f;ltates, 

argues that a substantial, period of nonuse' creates a ,rebuttable 
presumption of abandonment. Though the lo,nger the period of nonuse , 
the greater the likelihood of abandonment, we firid no support for 
a rebuttable presumption under Nevada law." U. S. v Alpine Land & 
Reservoir Co., 983 F.2d 1487, 1494 n. 8 (9th Cir. 1992). 

- . . . 

47 ',Franktown Creek Irrigation Co.', Inc. 'v ... Marlette Lake 
Company and State Engineer of the State of Nevada, 77 Nev, 348, 354 
(1961) . 

48 Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782,786 (1979). 

49 Frankt.oWn Creek Irrigation Co.,' Inc. v. Marlette Lake 
, Company and State Engineer of the State of Nevada, 77 Nev. 34B, 354 

(1961) . 
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, ~ _ ,f _) 

" ,,' RULING',' ' 
;-,- . .:., , -', , 

The Motions' for summa+,y Ruling, ,p)l~ni1]iarYJtldgment ahd Dismissal 
'. ," " . II ". . . 

are hereby, denied. 'The "PLPT'bea'rsthe'burden: 6i proving 
,>, _ ,",. <- ".r-:," ':.'._ .~: :'\~, .. -~--' - "-", ~l: .. :~ . . ~.'-_-". " '. 

as to, abandonment by clea~:an~;'cc:.nvi~cing,evic;J.en:ce . of 

aba,ndonmen tarid : interIJ: ',to al:5anc1c6n .. - . 
. - '. - .// 

it.scase 

acNl -of 

. , 

RMT / SJT lab . 

Dated ,this 30th. 
--,--,----:_~ . day 0 f -

-1996 . 
, ~, . 

" " 

. ", 

" J ' 

.. ' 

'. '. 

,.,' 

','. 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS 
47840,48423,48424,48467, 
48468,48647,48666,48667, 
48668, 48672, 48673, 48825, 
48828, 48865 (GROUP 3) (14 OF 
THOSE TRANSFER APPLICATIONS 
OTHERWISE KNOWN AS THE 
"ORIGINAL 25" TRANSFER 
APPLICATIONS) 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

RULING ON REMAND 

#4591 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

I. 

FILING OF APPLICATIONS AND PROTESTS 

Applications 47809, 47822, 47830, 47840, 48422, 48423, 48424, 

48465, 48466, 48467, 48468, 48470, 48471, 48647, 48665, 48666, 

48667,48668,48669,48672,48673,48767,48825, 48827, 48828, 

48865, 48866 (27 applications in total)l were filed to change the 

place of use of water decreed under the Truckee and Carson River 

Decrees, the decrees which adjudicated the waters of those rivers.2 

The applications) represent requests to change the place of use of 

1 The protestant pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe's original appeal to the Federal 
District Court included applications in what the State Engineer has identified 
as Group 1 consisting of 58 applications, Group 2 consisting of 44 applications, 
and Group 3 consisting of 27 applications (129 applications in total). In U.S. 
v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 878 F.2d 1217,1219 (9th Cir. 1989), the Ninth 
Circuit Court of Appeals held that the pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe was precluded 
on appeal from challenging the forfeiture or abandonment of water rights for 104 
of the subject transfer applications because it failed to protest the transfers 
before the State Engineer on these grounds. Based on the court's ruling, the 27 
applications in Group 3 became the "original 25" transfer applications after 
excluding Applications 47822 and 47830 which were not protested on those grounds. 

2 Final Decree, U.S. v. Orr Water Ditch Co., In Equit~ A-3 (D.Nev. 1944) 
("Orr Ditch Decree"); and Final Decree, U.S. v. Alpine Land and Reservoir Co., 
Civil NO. 0-183 (D.Nev. 1980) ("Alpine Decree"). 

3 State of Nevada Exhibit Nos. 11 and 12, public administrative hearing 
before the State Engineer, June 24, 1985. These exhibits are contained in the 
previous Record on Review filed with the Federal District Court in November 1985. 
The individual applications (book records) were re-introduced during the course 
of the 1996-1997 administrative hearings and designated with new exhibit numbers 
in the Record on Review on Remand. (RORR is used to identify the Record on 
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January 23-24, 1997,25 and March 4, 1997,26 at Carson City, 

Nevada, before representatives of the office of the State Engineer. 

At the pre-hearing status conference, the parties agreed that a 

"clean record" would be easier to follow. This meant that the 

exhibit numbers would begin again at Number 1, and that if any 

party wanted specific parts of the earlier proceedings to be 

highlighted they would identify that evidence or testimony and have 

it remarked for this record. While certain applicants argued this 

was a brand new hearing the State Engineer does not agree. It is 

a hearing on remand which means it is a continuation of the 

previous hearing, and the State Engineer cannot and will not ignore 

all that has taken place to date. Therefore, the State Engineer 

also took administrative notice of the records in the office of the 

State Engineer, including, the prior hearings and rulings in this 

matter and the various rulings of the Federal District Court and 

the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. 27 

• GENERAL FINDINGS OF FACT APPLICABLE TO ALL APPLICATIONS 

• 

UNDER CONSIDERATION IN THIS RULING 

I. 

BURDEN OF PROOF 

The protestant and the applicants have been at loggerheads all 

through these proceedings as to who has the burden of proof and the 

burden of producing evidence as to the protestant's claims. More 

than a decade ago the protestant filed protests alleging that the 

applicants had either failed to perfect the water rights they were 

seeking to move by the transfer applications or had either 

24 RORR Vols. 20-23, Tabs 181-184. Transcript, public administrative 
hearing before the State Engineer, November 12-15, 1996. 

25 RORR Vols. 24-25, Tabs 185-186. Transcript, public administrative 
hearing before the State Engineer, January 23-24, 1997. 

26 RORR Vol. 26, Tab 187. Transcript, public administrative hearing before 
the State Engineer, March 4, 1997 . 

27 RORR Vol. 16, Tab 177. Transcript p. 7, public administrative hearing 
before the State Engineer, October 15-18, 1996. 
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forfeited and/or abandoned said water rights making them 

unavailable for transfer pursuant to the change applications. 

The protestant argues: (1) that the applicant must first prove 

it has a perfected and valid, i.e., not abandoned or forfeited, 

water right before it can seek to move said water right pursuant to 

the transfer applications; (2) it is only the applicants who are in 

possession of the evidence, and (3) the protestant cannot secure 

much of the evidence it needs to prove its claims. Many of the 

applicants take the position that they do not need to prove the 

protestant's case. It is the prote~tant who has alleged lack of 

perfection, forfeiture and abandonment and it must be the 

protestant who is to provide the evidence to support its claims. 

The Nevada Supreme Court has held that because the "law 

disfavors a forfeiture the State bears the burden of proving by 

clear and convincing evidence a statutory period of non-use. ,,28 

It is the policy of the Division of Water Resources, affirmed by 

• the Nevada Supreme Court's decision in the Town of Eureka case, 

that whenever a private person files a protest claim or a petition 

alleging forfeiture or abandonment of a water right, it is the 

protestant's or petitioner's burden to produce the evidence and 

prove said claims. It is not the applicant's job to disprove the 

protestant's claims. The State Engineer finds that the burden of 

producing evidence and proving the protest claims of abandonment 

and forfeiture lies squarely on the protestant PLPT. 

• 

As to the protestant's claims of lack of perfection, it is 

important to at least note that most of the Project water rights 

that the applicants seek to transfer were acquired by the 

applicant's predecessors many years ago, in many instances in the 

period of time between 1902 and 1925. It is often impossible to 

find a person alive today that can recall from memory the 

irrigation status of these often very small (ex., 0.15 acre) 

28 Town of Eureka v. Office of the State Engineer, 108 Nev. 163, 826 P.2d 
948,952 (1992). 
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parcels of land identified as the existing places of use some 

seventy, eighty or ninety years ago. 

It is also important to note that in some instances these 

water rights are being transferred from parcels miles away from the 

applicant's proposed place of use and from lands that are not owned 

by the applicant. Therefore, it might be next to impossible for 

the applicants or the protestant to prove what happened on a 0.1 

acre parcel of land ln 1920, 1904 or nearly a century ago, 

particularly in light of the realities of the management of 

movement of water on the Project and the lack of mapping; thus, all 

the more reason to put the burden of proving lack of perfection on 

the protestant who alleges the same. The TCID has certified that 

everyone of these applicants are transferring valid water rights. 

Rights determined to be valid based on nearly a century of record 

keeping that has not been demonstrated to be anything other than 

the most accurate and best record available. The State Engineer 

• finds that if he were to allege a decreed water right was not 

perfected, the State would have the burden of proving that lack of 

perfection. There is no reason to treat the private petitioner or 

protestant any differently. The State Engineer finds the 

protestant has the burden of proving lack of perfection. It is not 

the applicants' burden to prove perfection of an adjudicated and 

decreed water right certified by the TCID to be a valid water right 

available for transfer just because a protestant alleges a lack of 

perfection claim. 

• 

II. 

AGREED UPON EXCHANGE PROCESS - PROTESTANT 

At the February 1996 status conference, the parties to the 

Group 3 hearings agreed upon a process for moving forward with 

these cases, said process being set forth in the February 12, 1996, 

notice. 29 Since it is impossible for the protestant to sustain all 

29 RORR Vol. 1, Tab 5. February 12, 1996, Notice of Group 3 discovery 
schedule. 
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2 

Previous to the hearing, we put the protests in 

about eight different categories, realizing that the city of 

3 Fallon protested certain applications and the County of 

4 Churchill protested certain applications, and many of the 

5 applications were protested by both. 

6 The categories are: The water rights have been 

7 abandoned; the water rights have been forfeited. Because 

8 the water rights have been abandoned or forfeited, reviving 

9 and granting the change applications would conflict with 

10 existing rights. Because the water rights have been 

11 abandoned or forfeited, reviving and granting the change 

12 applications would per 5e be detrimental to the public 

13 interest. 

14 Because the water rights have been abandoned or 

15 forfeited, reviving and granting the change applications 

16 would be detrimental to the public interest because it would 

17 reduce the water that recharges aquifers, thereby depleting 

18 Churchill County's drinking water supply. Beca-use the water 

19 rights have been abandoned or forfeited, reviving and 

20 granting the change applications would violate Public Law 

21 101-618 and reduce rights decreed to TeID and water to 

22 Pyramid Lake. 

23 Because the water rights have been abandoned or 

24 forfeited, reviving and granting the change applications 

25 would violate the Endangered Species Act. If granted, the 

474 
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1 change application would jeopardize many thousands of 

2 Nevada's residents' drinking water supply. 

3 Hopefully, I have addressed all of those in my 

4 findings o-f fact, conclusions of law, and ruling. 

5 Finding of fact one. I can find no evidence in 

6 this record that the owners of these water rights past or 

7 present intended to abandon, desert, forsake, or relinquish 

8 these water rights. That standard is set out in Franktown 

9 Creek Irrigation Company versus Marlette Lake Company and 

10 the State Engineer, and other cases. 

11 Quite the contrary. The evidence shows 

12 reservation by deed, by quiet title action, by dedication, 

13 that there was no intent to abandon these water rights . 

14 Finding of fact two. I find nothing in the record 

15 as to other union of acts or circumstances that would lead 

16 the fact finder to find that these water rights had been 

17 abandoned. The union of acts means more than just non-use. 

18 That standard is set out in a Nevada case called Revert vs. 

19 Ray. 

20 Finding of fact three. I find nothing in the 

21 record that would indicate that the approval of these change 

22 applications would violate Public Law 101-618 or the 

23 Endangered Species Act. Quite the contrary. More water 

24 would go downstream by the conversion of agricultural rights 

25 to municipal and industrial water rights 
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1 Finding of fact four. I f'ind that those water 

2 rights with a decreed priority date that precede 1913 are 

3 not subject to forfeiture. That's directly in line with the 

4 Alpine III 'case. The surface water rights vested or were 

5 initiated in accordance with the law in effect prior to 

6 1913, and were decreed as such. Those are all found in the 

7 Orr Ditch decree. 

8 Finding of 'fact five. I find that these water 

9 rights are determined not to be abandoned and are available 

10 to be transferred to a new point of diversion, place of use, 

11 and/or manner of USe as anticipated in the Orr Ditch decree, 

12 special master's report, and Nevada water law. The cite to 

13 

14 

15 

16 

the Orr Ditch decree is in the general provisions, page 88. 

The NRS that covers those provisions are in 533.325 and 

533.345. 

Conclusions of law, number one. Nevada case law 

17 discourages and abhors the taking of water rights away from 

18 people. Therefore, the Supreme Court of Nevada has set the 

19 standard of "clear and convincing evidence," which is 

20 somewhere between substantial evidence and beyond a 

21 reasonable doubt. In this case, protestants have failed to 

22 carry that burden of showing by clear and convincing 

23 evidence that these water rights have been abandoned. 

24 

25 

NOW, as to the forfeiture of a portion of 

Application 63026 and 63619, all those water rights or 
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1 parcels with a priority date post-1913 are subject to 

2 forfeiture, directly in line with the Alpine III decision in 

3 the Ninth Circuit. 

4 "Did I misstate the application? The applications 

5 that have portions that are subject to forfeiture are 63026 

6 and 62619. 

7 Evidence shows that 1.6 acres in Claim 139 as 

8 being irrigated as late as 1992. Therefore, if there ever 

9 was a forfeiture, it has been cured, based on the Eureka 

10 decision. All other claims on 63026 or 62619 which have a 

11 post-1913 priority date show no use for a substantial period 

12 of time. Therefore, those portions have been forfeited as 

13 per Alpine III. To interpret otherwise would be a 

14 collateral attack on the decree. 

15 Protestants brought up the fact that beneficial 

16 use is the standard in Nevada. Beneficial use is the 

17 standard in almost all of the western states, but I have to 

18 weigh beneficial use versus taking a real private property 

19 right. The Nevada Supreme Court has said it abhors such 

20 action. 

21 I conclude that the conversion of ag rights to M & 

22 I rights was anticipated in Public Law 101-618. The Sierra 

23 

24 

25 

Pacific Power Company resource plan and Nevada legislature 

have also anticipated the conversion of agricultural rights 

to municipal rights in the Truckee Meadows to sustain 
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1 growth. Therefore, approval of these change applications 

2 would not threaten or prove detrimental to the public 

3 interest. 

4 As to the shifting of the burden of showing intent 

5 or lack thereof" in the Town of Eureka versus the state 

6 Engineer, the Supreme Court was clear in that the person 

7 claiming forfeiture has the burden. I see no reason why the 

8 burden on abandonment would be otherwise. It is not the law 

9 in Nevada until the legislature speaks to that issue. 

10 I conclude that these water rights are valid water 

11 rights and can be changed from ag to municipal without 

12 interfering with eXisting water rights, as shown in the 

13 BUrns exhibit. • 14 NOW, for the ruling. Protests to all applications 

15 are hereby overruled, except for the protest based on 

16 forfeiture in Application 62619 and 63026. The 30 

17 applications which are based entirely on pre-1913 water 

18 rights are approved in their entirety, subject to the 

19 payment of the statutory fees and ownership verification. 

20 Application 62619 and 63026 are approved except 

21 those portions based on Truckee River Claims 105, 118, and 

22 55, subject again to payment of the statutory fees and 

23 ownerShip verification. 

24 Any question on the ruling? I also want to thank 

25 you for your attention and your professionalism in this 
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• 1 hearing. We had actually set aside three weeks for the 

2 hearing and finished it in three days. 

3 If there are no questions -- Mr. King? 

4 MR. KING: SimplYI the ruling then will be reduced 

5 to a written ruling or just orally --

6 THE STATE ENGINEER: orally and a copy of the 

7 transcript. The appeal period will begin running today 

8 under 533.450. 

9 Any other questions about the ruling? The hearing 

10 is closed. 

11 (The hearing concluded at 4:55 p.m.) 

12 

13 • 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

t' I 

-,~ • 25 
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I ~. "c'-=-------------------------------------------------------------------------., 

• 1 

• 

• 

2 STATE OF NEVADA, 
55. 

3 CARSON CITY. 

4 

5 I, KAREN YATES, a Certified Court Reporter in 

6 and for the State of Nevada, do hereby certify: 

7 That I was present at a meeting of the Nevada 

8 Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, Division 

9 of Water Resources, 123 West Nye Lane, Carson City, Nevada, 

10 on June 15, 16, and 17, 1998, and took verbatim stenotype 

11 notes of the proceedings had upon the hearing in the 

12 matter of Change Applications 62405, "et cetera, and 

13 

14 

thereafter transcribed them into typewriting as herein 

appears, 

15 That the foregoing transcript, consisting of 

16 pages 1 through 479, is a full, true and correct 

17 transcription of my stenotype notes of said hearing. 

18 

19 DATED at Carson City, Nevada, this 29th day of 

20 June, 1998. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS 63125, 
63281, 63282, 63310, 63311, 63528, } 
63614,63615,63617,63618,63644,63645,} 
63649, 63699, 63701, 63709, 63711, } 
63713, 63714, 64050, 64052, AND 64059 } 
FILED 'TO CHANGE THE POINT OF DIVERSION, } 
PLACE AND MANNER OF USE OF VARIOUS } 
TRUCKEE RIVER CERTIFICATED AND DECREED } 
WATER RIGHTS, IN THE TRUCKEE CANYON } 
SEGMENT GROUNDWATER BASIN {91}, WASHOE } 
COUNTY, NEVADA, } 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#4661 

Application 63125 was filed on May 19, 1997, by the City of 

Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County, and Sierra Pacific Power 

Company to change the point of diversion, manner of use and place· 

of use of 2.862 cubic feet per second (cfs) , not to exceed 554.94 

acre-feet annually (afa), a portion of the waters of the Truckee 

River previously appropriated under Claim Numbers 198, 201, 204, 

207, 208, 211, 214, 215, and 218 of the Orr Ditch 

Decree .1 

208~, 209, 

Th~ pr9posed manner of use is for municipal 

Company's 

and domestic 

certificated purposes within the~ -Sierra Pacific Power 

water service area. The proposed points of diversion are described 

as being Sierra Pacific's existing water treatment plants. The 

exist~ng manner of use is as decreed. 2 

II . 

Application 63281 was filed on July 2!3., 1997, by Taywood

Dermody Partnership to change the point of diversion, manner of use 

and place of use of 0.0433 cfs, not to exceed 4.13 afa, a portion 

of the waters of the Truckee River previously appropriated under 

Claim Number 236 as modified by Permit No. 11489, of the Orr Ditch 

1 Final Decree, U.S. v. Orr Water Ditch Co., In Equity A-3 (D. 
1944) (hereinafter referred to as 'IiOrr Ditch Decree"). 

2 File No. 63125, official records in the office of the State 
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these water rights would interfere with existing water 
rights and would be detrimental to the public interest; 

B. the water rights that are the subj ect of the change 
applications have been forfeited for non-use, and the 
reactivation of these water rights would interfere with 
existing water rights and would threaten to prove 
detrimental to the public interest; 

C. the reactivation of these 
violation of the Endangered 

water rights would 
Species Act; and 

be in 

D. the reactivation of these water rights would be in 
violation of Public Law 101-618. 

Although some variations occur when comparing the earlier 

protests with the more recent ones, the State Engineer finds that 

each protest contains a common set of contentions, including those 

which were ruled upon during the June 1998 hearings. 

IV. 

~ Tn Alpine III, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held that 

• 

II [i] f the right vested before March 22, 1913, or if the 

appropriation of the right was initiated in accordance with the law 

in effect prior to that date, then it is not subject to possible 

forfeiture under NRS 533.060." 26 The State Engineer finds that all 

water rights requested for transfer pursuant to these transfer 

applications are changes of pre-1913 water rights established under 

the Orr Ditch Decree. Therefore, they are not subject to the 

forfeiture provisions of Nevada Revised Statute § 533.060. 

Furthermore, the State Engineer finds that since forfeiture is not 

an issue in this determination there is no need to request or 

receive additional evidence and testimony. 

V. 

Abandonment requires a union of acts and intent and cannot be 

presumed to have occurred solely upon evidence of a prolonged 

26 U.S. v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 983 F.2d 1487, 1496 
(9th Cir. 1992) 
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period of non-use. 27 During the evidentiary portion of the June 

1998 hearings there was a general consensus among the applicants' 

and protestants' counsel that it would be difficult, if not 

impossible to reach back through the years to discern any intent 

which the original owner of the water right may have had to abandon 

his right. The protestants instead re~ied upon non-use alone to 

create a presumption of intent to abandon. This was accomplished 

through a series of exhibits and testimony which related entirely 

to the issue of non-use. During the June 1998 hearings, the State 

Engineer accepted the fact that the holders of those water rights 

by either reserving them out of deeds or transferring them to new 

owners evidenced an intent not to abandon those rights. The 

situation is not any different here. The State Engineer finds that 

the protestants, relying heavily upon evidence of non-use, did not 

establish an intent to abandon. The applicants here are not the 

original decreed owners. Surface water rights in the Truckee 

Meadows are bought and sold on a regular basis. The applicants 

here purchased Truckee River water rights from willing sellers. 

Whether one reserves water rights in a land transaction or severs 

the water from the land with the intent to sell, the State Engineer 

finds that any claim of intent to abandon must fail. The State 

Engineer further finds there is no need to request additional 

evidence and testimony to build a case for abandonment based solely 

on non-use of the water right. 

VI. 

Both the City of Fallon and Churchill County contend that the 

approval of the subject applications would violate the Endangered 

Species Act and Public Law 101-618. The State Engineer finds that 

these are legal issues which do not require additional testimony 

and evidence beyond that received during the June 1998 hearings. 

27 Re Waters of Manse Spring, 60 Nev. 280 (1940); Revert v. 
Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 786 (1979). 
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VII. 

The State Engineer upon consideration of a protest may at his 

discretion hold hearings and require the filing of such evidence as 

he may deem necessary for a full understanding of the water rights 

involved. 28 The State Engineer finds that the subject applications 

and protests are similar in nature to those which were evaluated, 

considered, and ruled upon at the June 1998 hearings; therefore, 

the need for any additional hearings to consider the merits of the 

protests can be satisfied by the information contained within the 

record of said hearing and the office of the State Engineer without 

scheduling additional hearings. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the 

subject matter of this action and determination. 29 

II. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by law from granting a permit 

under an application to change the public waters where: 30 

A. the proposed use conflicts with existing rights; or 

B. the proposed use threatens to prove detrimental to 
the public interest. 

III. 

The City of Fallon and Churchill County have since 1996 filed 

protests against Truckee River change applications which request a 

conversion of agricultural water rights to municipal water rights. 

In June 1998 a public administrative hearing in the matter of 32 of 

these types of applications was held before the State Engineer 

which culminated in the issuance of State Engineer's Ruling No. 

4642. As set forth in that ruling, the protests of 30 of the 32 

28 NRS § 533.365(3). 

29 NRS Chapter 533. 

30 NRS § 533.370(3). 
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applications were overruled after it was determined by the State 

Engineer that their approval would not conflict with existing water 

rights or threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest. 

The applications and protests which are the subject of this ruling 

differ little from those heard during the June 1998 hearing. The 

findings of fact and the conclusions of law which were formulated 

by the State Engineer and utilized as the basis of his ruling 

during the June 1998 hearing can be applied in considering the 

approval or denial of these applications as well. Based on these 

findings and conclusions, the State Engineer concludes that the 

approval of the subject applications would not conflict with 

existing rights nor threaten to prove detrimental to the public 

interest. 

RULING 

The protests to Applications 63125, 63281, 63282, 63310, 

63311,63528,63614,63615,63617,63618,63644, 63645, 63649, 

63699, 63701, 63709, 63711, 63713, 63714, 64050, 64052, and 64059 

are hereby overruled and the above applications are approved 

subject to existing rights and the payment of th~ stat~tory filing 

fees. 

tate En ineer 

RMT/MDB/cl 

Dated this 26th day of 

____ ..JA"u""q"u'-'sUt"--__ , 1998. 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

RULING 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS 
67435 AND 67436 FILED TO CHANGE 
THE MANNER OF USE OF THE 
UNDERGROUND WATERS OF THE LOWER 
MEADOW VALLEY WASH HYDROGRAPHIC 
BASIN (205), LINCOLN COUNTY, 
NEVADA. 

#5262 

GENERAL 

I. 

Application 67435 was filed on April 18, 2001, by the Union 

Pacific Railroad Company to change the manner of use of 0.89 cubic 

feet per second (cfs) of water previously appropriated from an 

underground source at Rox, Nevada, under Proof 04367 in the Lower 

Meadow Valley Wash Hydrographic Basin. 

requested to be 

industrial use. 

located within 

M.D.B.&M. ' 

changed from railroad 

The point of diversion 

the SWA NWA of Section 

The manner of use is 

and domestic uses to 

is described as being 

24, T.12S., R.65E., 

Application 67436 was filed on April 18, 2001, by the Union 

Pacific Railroad Company to change the manner of use of 0.25 cfs 

of water previously appropriated from an underground source at 

Carp, Nevada, under Proof 04366 in the Lower Meadow Valley Wash 

Hydrographic Basin. The manner of use is requested to be changed 

from railroad and domestic uses to industrial use. The point of 

diversion is described as being located within the NWA NWA of 

Section 3, T.10S., R.67E., M.D.B.&M.' 

1 File No. 67435, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 

, File No. 67436, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
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was 180.99 acre-feet annually, since the surface water source may 

not have been continually available. 

XI. 

The estimated total combined consumption for the helper and 

train engines, maintenance of way, and other industrial and 

domestic uses at Carp and Rox is 719.73 acre-feet annually. 

However, due to the limitation of the diversion rate at the Carp 

well, the State Engineer finds the estimated total combined 

consumption from the Carp and Rox wells was 580.06 acre-feet 

annually. 

XII. 

The MVWD protested these applications on the ground that if 

the applications were granted they would have an adverse effect 

upon and therefore conflict with prior rights of the protestant. 

The MVWD does not hold any water rights in the Lower Meadow Valley 

• Wash Hydrographic Basin. The MVWD does have pending applications 

in the Lower Meadow Valley Wash Hydrographic Basin;" however, if 

permits were granted under these applications, with 1997 priority 

dates they would be junior to the water rights held by the 

applicant. The MVWD did not specify any particular water rights 

that may be adversely affected. The State Engineer finds this 

protest claim lacks merit. 

• 

XIII. 

The MVWD protested the applications on the ground the 

groundwater basin in which the applications seek ground water is 

fully appropriated; therefore, there is no water available for 

appropriation. The State Engineer finds these applications 

involved decreed water rights, which represents water that is 

already appropriated within the Lower Meadow Valley Wash 

Hydrographic Basin; therefore, the protest claim lacks merit. 

42 Applications 63379, 63380 and 63381. 
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XIV. 

The MVWD protested the applications on the ground that the 

underlying claimed water rights, that is Proofs of Appropriation 

04366 and 04367, are forfeited and/or abandoned, because the water 

rights have not been placed to beneficial use for railroad 

purposes for many years longer than five consecutive years. By 

lodging these protests, the MVWD indicated that it was petitioning 

the State Engineer to schedule an administrative hearing on the 

issue of forfeiture and/or abandonment for Proofs of Appropriation 

04366 and 04367. 

The State Engineer notes that historical research identified 

above indicates that these wells and their use as pumping stations 

was abandoned by the railroad in the 1950's when dieselization of 

the railroad took place. The issue of forfeiture and/or 

abandonment of at least a portion of these water rights probably 

• should have been raised during the adjudication process. However, 

it was not and these water rights were decreed on June 9, 1999. 

Therefore, the State Engineer finds that five consecutive years of 

non-use has not run from the date of the decree and the filing of 

these applications on April 18, 2001. 

xv. 
The ~~ protested these applications on the ground that the 

granting of the applications, in light of the above allegations, 

would definitely prove detrimental to the public interest. The 

State Engineer finds he has overruled the other protest claims; 

therefore, this one does warrant consideration. 

XVI. 

In the Union Pacific Railroad's response to the MVWD's 

protests, it indicated that the Railroad by filing the change 

applications is applying to change the manner of use under the 

proofs of appropriation from railroad and domestic to industrial. 

The Railroad, through continued use of a portion of the water 

• rights for railroad purposes and eventual transfer of the 
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remaining portion of the water right to Vidler Water Company, 

intends to use the water beneficially for commercial purposes. 

Union Pacific indicated, in this case, it is likely that the 

Vidler water would be used for much needed power production in 

Southern Nevada. 

The Railroad filed the Change Applications to 
facilitate Vidler's intentions to use the water in 
connection with power generation or similarly intense 
industrial uses. 

* * * 

Here, the Change Applications are being made in 
conjunction with the proposed sale of the water rights 
to Vidler Water Company. Vidler fully intends to put 
the water to beneficial use and has demonstrated the 
ability to do so. In any event, the existing Change 
Applications represent only an interim step in the 
process and the District will have every opportunity to 
be heard when the owner seeks to change the place of 
use to the selected location(s) ." 

The State Engineer finds 

granted for the mere sale of 

that change applications are not 

water to another entity for some 

unknown project. The purchaser is not the applicant under these 

applications and there is no evidence of any specific project by 

which the water will be placed to beneficial use. Nevada Revised 

Statute § 533.335 provides that an application for a permit must 

state the purpose for which an application is made and a 

description of the proposed works, an estimated cost of the 

proposed works and the time required to construct the works and 

estimated time required to complete the application of the water 

to beneficial use. While these items are identified in the 

applications, if the applicant does not even know what the use of 

the water will be, it appears these items as identified in the 

application are not based on actual knowledge. Nevada Revised 

" File Nos. 67435 and 67437, official records in the Office of 
the State Engineer, pp. 3-4. 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATIER OF PERMIT 
20927, CERTIFICATE 5719, AND 
APPLICATION 48439 FILED TO 
APPROPRIATE THE PUBLIC 
WATERS OF MUSTANG SPRING 
WITHIN THE BUENA VISTA 
V ALLEY HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN 
(129), PERSHING COUNTY, 
NEVADA. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#5268 

Certificate 5719 was issued on April 8, 1964, under Permit 20927, to the Dixie 

Valley Cattle Corporation to appropriate 0.005 cubic feet per second (cfs) of water from 

Mustang Spring for stockwatering and domestic purposes. The place of use is described 

as being located within the SWI,4 SEI,4 of Section 25, T.26N., R.36E., M.D.B.&M. The 

point of diversion is described as being located within the SWI,4 SEI,4 of said Section 25. 1 

II. 

Application 48439 was filed on September 26, 1984, by Don and Martha Sims, 

and later assigned to Michael Maestri and Sharon B. Siegel to appropriate 1.0 cfs of 

water from Mustang Spring for stockwatering purposes. The proposed place of use is 

described as being located within the SWI,4 SEI,4 of Section 25, T.26N., R.36E., 

M.D.B.&M. The proposed point of diversion is described as being located within the 

SWI,4 SEI,4 of said Section 25 2 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

On May 1, 1973, the agent for Don and Martha Sims submitted certified copies 

of deeds, in part to prove ownership of Permit 20927, Certificate 5719. The assignment 

of Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, could not be completed because a complete chain of 

1 File No. 20927, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
2 File No. 48439, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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• title was not provided. By letter dated September 26, 1984, Omni-Means, Ltd., on behalf 

on Don and Martha Sims, wrote the following:! 

On behalf of Don and Mmtha Sims, they request Permit 20927, 
Certificate 5719, be forfeited and/or abandoned as provided under NRS 
533.060 and/or other appropriate sections of NRS. The water appropriated 
under said permit has not been used by the permittee since at least 
September 1, 1979. 

Don and Martha Sims have been trying to transfer title of Permit 
20927 since prior to May 3, 1979. The current permittee, Dixie Valley 
Cattle Corp., has not been in existance [sic] for more than six years. As 
the water right is on BLM land, no land deeds exist transferring the right, 
nor are there any other deeds specifying Permit 20927 to be transferred to 
another owner. 

As a result, the Sims are making a new water right application and 
request the existing right be forfeited and/or abandoned. 

A hearing was held on June 5, 1985, by the State Engineer to consider the petition 

that Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, be declared forfeited and/or abandoned. At the 

hearing, a continuance was ordered when the Sims indicated that they would again 

• attempt to clear the chain of title from Dixie Valley Cattle Corporation to Don and 

Maltha Sims.! The State Engineer finds Don and Martha Sims were unable to clear the 

chain of title to Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, and therefore, the administrative action 

regarding abandonment, started at the hearing of June 5, 1985, must be reconsidered. 

II. 

On March 21, 2000, Application 48439 was assigned to show Michael Maestri 

and Sharon B. Siegel as the current owners of record, succeeding Don and Martha Sims
2 

Application 48439 was filed on the same source of water appropriated under Permit 

20927, Certificate 5719. A review of records on file in the Office of the State Engineer 

show there are no other applications, permits, certificates, vested, or reserved rights on 

Mustang Spring. The State Engineer finds that approval of Application 48439 cannot be 

considered until a determination of abandonment is made on Permit 20927, Certificate 

5719. 

III. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 533.503 provides that the State Engineer shall not issue 

• a permit to appropriate water for the purpose of watering livestock on the public lands 

unless the applicant for the permit is legally entitled to place livestock on the public lands 
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• for which the pennit is sought. The BLM informed the State Engineer on April 2, 2003, 

that Michael Maestri is the Permittee and Range User for the locations described under 

Application 48439? The State Engineer finds that the applicant is entitled by the proper 

federal agency to place livestock upon the public range serviced by the water source 

described under Application 48439. 

• 

• 

IV. 

The Dixie Valley Cattle Corporation has not been the range user on the grazing 

allotment served by Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, since prior to 1985.2 The State 

Engineer finds the Dixie Valley Cattle Corporation has not been legally entitled to use 

water under Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, for at least 18 years and the corporation is 

not known to exist any longer. 

V. 

A review of records from the Nevada Secretary of State's office shows no listing 

under the name of Dixie Valley Cattle Corporation. The State Engineer finds the Dixie 

Valley Cattle Corporation has no corporate status in the State of Nevada at this time. 

VI. 

William M. Lamb, manager of the Dixie Valley Cattle Corporation, signed the 

original water right application under Pennit 20927, Certificate 5719. Deeds submitted 

in 1979 include documentation quitclaiming the interest of Sheldon W. Lamb to Ward 

Tarp and deeds from Ward Tarp to Don and Martha Sims with the implication that 

Sheldon W. Lamb was the successor to William M. Lamb, manager of the Dixie Valley 

Cattle Corporation l Although this information was not sufficient to convey the water 

right, the State Engineer finds that the Dixie Valley Cattle Corporation intended to 

convey the water right under Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, to the grazing allotment 

successor. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this 

action and determination 3 

3 NRS chapter 533. 
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II. 

The State Engineer concludes Application 48439 was filed to replace Pennit 

20927, Certificate 5719, because all other efforts to convey the stock water rights on 

Mustang Spring to the new range user were exhausted. The State Engineer further 

concludes that, under these particular circumstances, the only solution provided by 

Nevada Water Law is to declare Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, abandoned and issue 

Application 48439 to the new range user. 

III. 

The State Engineer concludes that the Dixie Valley Cattle Corporation abandoned 

Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, as evidenced by the overt acts of failure to maintain 

corporate status, failure to maintain a federal grazing permit, failure to put the water to 

beneficial use for at least 18 years, and the attempts to transfer the water right by deed to 

new range users. 

RULING 

Permit 20927, Certificate 5719, is hereby declared abandoned. The water under 

Pennit 20927, Certificate 5719, reverts to the source and may be subject to further 

appropriation in accordance with Nevada Water Law. Application 48439 is hereby 

approved subject to existing rights and the payment of the statutory permit fee. 

Respectfull); submitted, 

HUGH RICCI, P.~. ' "', 
State Engineer / " \ 

HRITW/jm 

Dated this 13th day of 

August ,2003. 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION ) 
56226 FILED TO CHANGE THE ) 
MANNER AND PLACE OF USE OF ) 
THE WATERS OF THE TRUCKEE ) 
RIVER, STOREY COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAl, 

I. 

RUI,ING ON REMAND 

4116A 

Application 56226 was filed on April 24, 1991, by the Town of Fernley to change 

the place and manner of use of 282.26 acre-feet annually, a portion of the waters 

heretofore decreed and set forth under Claim No. 3 of the Orr Ditch Decree.
l 

The 

Application proposed to change the manner of use from the decreed use of irrigation, 

storage, power, domestic and other purposes to municipal use with the Fernley Utilities 

water service area? The point of diversion remained at Derby Dam, located within the N~ 

SW1f4 of Section 19, T.20S., R.23E., M.D.B.&M.3 

II. 

Application 56226 was timely protested by the United States Bureau of 

Reclamation (Bureau) and the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians (Tribe). 

III. 

An administrative- hearing was held on May 25-26, 1993, after which the State 

Engineer issued State Engineer's Ruling No. 4116 (Ruling 4116). The Bureau and the 

Tribe appealed Ruling 4116 to the Federal District Court and the Ninth Circuit Court of 

Appeals. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the Federal District Court's 

decision affirming the State Engineer's decision and remanded the matter to the Federal 

District Court for further proceedings consistent with its opinion.4 On June 24, 2005, the 

I Final Decree, United States v. Orr Water Ditch Co., In Equity, Docket No. A-3 (D. Nev. Sept. 4, 1944). 
2 State Engineer's Ruling No. 4116, dated May 27, 1994, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
3 Exhibit No.2, public administrative hearing before the State Engineer, May 25, 1993, hereinafter the 
transcript of the hearing and the exhibits will be referred to solely by the transcript page number or the 
exhibit number. 
4 u.s. v. Orr Water Ditch Co., 256 F.3d 935 (2001). 
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use was irrigated?l The State Engineer finds the Application was filed in 1991 and the 

existing place of use was irrigated in 1989; therefore, the Tribe has not proven a five-year 

period of non-use prior to the filing of the Application and affnms the earlier decision that 

the water right is not subject to forfeiture. 

v. 
Abandonment 

The State Engineer has already found that Parcels 1,3,9, 10, and 16 are subject to 

a detennination of forfeiture; therefore, it is unnecessary to review those parcels for a 

detennination if they are also subject to a declaration of abandonment. The State Engineer 

has already found that the Tribe has not proven that Parcels 8, 19 or 20 are subject to a 

declaration of forfeiture as it has not proved its case as to non-use; therefore, it is 

unnecessary to review those parcels for a detennination if they are also subject to a 

declaration of abandonment. The State Engineer has already found that Parcel 27 and the 

northern portion of Parcel 28 cannot be transferred under this application as the relevant 

contract document was not provided and as such no detennination could be made on the 

protest issues of forfeiture and abandonment. 

The parcels that will be reviewed as to abandonment are Parcels 2, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12, 

14, 15, 17, 18,21,22,23,24,25,26, and a portion of28. 

The State Engineer finds the standard for reviewing whether a water right in the 

Newlands Project is subject to a declaration of abandonment has been established in a 

series of cases in the Us. v. Alpine cases commonly known as Alpine IV, Vand VI, which 

provide the following:22 

1. The Tribe bears the burden of proving clear and convincing evidence of acts of 

non-use ofthe water, of abandonment and an intent to abandon. 

2. A water right holder's non-use of a water right is some evidence of an intent to 

abandon the right and the longer the period of non-use, the greater the 

21 Exhibit No. 20-8. 
22 u.s. v. Alpine, 27 F. Supp. 2d 1230 (D. Nev. 1998),291 F.3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2002), 340F.3d 903 (9

th 

Cir. 2003). 
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likelihood of abandonment. But said non-use is only some evidence of an 

intent to abandon the right. There is no rebuttable presumption of 

abandonment under Nevada Water Law, but a prolonged period of non-use 

may raise an inference of an intent to abandon. 

3. Abandonment is a question of fact to be determined from all the surrounding 

circumstances, which certainly includes the payment of taxes and assessments. 

If the Tribe provides evidence of a substantial period of non-use combined 

with improvements on the land inconsistent with irrigation, the payment of 

taxes and assessments alone will not defeat a claim of abandonment. 

However, if the Tribe's only evidence is non-use and there is a finding of the 

payment of taxes and assessments, the Tribe has failed to provide clear and 

convincing evidence of abandonment. Bare ground by itself does not 

constitute abandonment. If the Tribe has proved a substantial period of non

use and a use inconsistent with irrigation, the Applicant must have provided 

other evidence to show there was no intent to abandon the water right to avoid 

a declaration of abandonment. 

Parcel 2 - The contract date is December 20, 1907. In Ruling 4116, the State Engineer 

found that the Town of Fernley had kept the water rights in good standing as evidenced by 

the payment of assessments to the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District and there was no 

evidence that the previous owner had failed to pay the assessments. The Tribe provided 

evidence in Exhibit No. 20-5 "Historical Land Use for the Places Applied for Transfer," 

which indicates from aerial photographs that in 1949 the land use was described as bare 

land prepared for cultivation. The land use was described in 1973 as a building, and farm 

road and in 1977, 1984 and 1991 as a building.22 Exhibit No. 20-12 shows that a house 

surrounded by mature residential landscaping occupies the existing place of use, and 

22 Exhibit No. 20-5. 
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Exhibit No. 20-8 indicates that the composite map shows the existing place of use was not 

irrigated from 1984 through 1989. 

The State Engineer fmds no water was placed to beneficial use on Parcel 2 for the 

18-year period from 1973 through the filing of the application in 1991. The State 

Engineer finds the existing place of use is occupied by a use inconsistent with irrigation. 

The State Engineer fmds the only evidence as to a lack of intent to abandon the water right 

is the payment of assessments, which the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has held is 

insufficient to avoid a declaration of abandonment. The State Engineer finds the water 

right appurtenant to Parcel 2 is subject to a declaration of abandonment. 

Parcel 4 - The contract date is February 16, 1910. In Ruling 4116, the State Engineer 

found that the Town of Fernley had kept the water rights in good standing as evidenced by 

the payment of assessments to the Truckee-Carson Irrigation District and there was no 

evidence that the previous owner had failed to pay the assessments. The Tribe provided 

evidence in Exhibit No. 20-5 "Historical Land Use for the Places Applied for Transfer," 

which indicates from aerial photographs that in 1949 the land use was described as 

irrigated land. The land use was described in 1973 as bare land prepared for cultivation. 

In 1977 the land use was described as a building and irrigated field, and in 1984 and 1991 

as buildings and a paved street.23 Exhibit No. 20-8 indicates that the composite map 

shows the existing place of use was not irrigated from 1984 through 1989. 

The State Engineer finds no water was placed to beneficial use on Parcel 4 for the 

seven-year period from 1984 through the filing of the application in 1991. The State 

Engineer finds the existing place of use is occupied by a use inconsistent with irrigated 

agriculture. The State Engineer finds the only evidence as to a lack of intent to abandon 

the water right is the payment of assessments, which the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 

has held is insufficient to avoid a declaration of abandonment. The State Engineer fmds 

the water right appurtenant to Parcel 4 is subject to a declaration of abandonment. 

ParcelS - The contract date is December 20, 1907. In Ruling 4116, the State Engineer 

found that the Town of Fernley had kept the water rights in good standing as evidenced by 

23 Exhibit No. 20-5. 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

RULING 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICA nONS ) 
74279, 74349, 74451, 74498, 74518, 74759, ) 
74760, 74762, 74866, 74938, 74977, 74987, ) 
75046, 75183, 75191, 75242, 75243, 75248, ) 
AND 75304 FILED TO CHANGE THE ) 
POINT OF DIVERSION AND/OR PLACE ) 
OF USE AND/OR MANNER OF USE OF ) 
THE UNDERGROUND WATERS OF) 
CARSON V ALLEY HYDROGRAPHIC) 

#5791 

BASIN (l05), DOUGLAS COUNTY,) 
NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

On May 8, 2006, W.R. Technology Park, LLC filed Application 74279 to change 

the point of diversion of 0.223 cubic feet per second (cfs), not to exceed 3.26 million 

gallons annually (mga), a portion of the underground water previously appropriated under 

Permit 63131 in the Carson Valley Hydrographic Basin. The manner of use is for 

industrial purposes. The place of use is within all that portion of the described land lying 

east of the Allerman 'Canal as existing in 1978 described as the S~ SWv.. SEv.. and S~ 

SEY< SWv.. (APN 23-300-18), E~ SWv.., N~ SEv.., N~ SWv.. SEv.. (APN 23-480-16 and 

97), SEv.. SEv.. (APN 23-480-24) of Section 2, T.12N., R·.20E., M.D.B.&M., and NEY4 
, 

NEv.. of Section 11, T.12N., R.20E., M.D.B.&M. The proposed point of diversion is 

described as being located within NEv.. NEv.. of Section 11, T.12N., R.20E., M.D.B.&M. 

The existing point of diversion is located within NEv.. SEY< of Section 2, T.12N., R.20E., 

M.D.B.&M. Application 74279 was timely protested by the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe 

of Indians. I 

By letter dated June 12, 2007, the agent for the W.R. Technology Park, LLC 

indicated that the application only moves the point of diversion from the permitted well 

on land within the technology park to an existing certificated well (Permit 63132, 

Certificate 16585), which is located approximately 2,350 feet due south of the well under 

I File No. 74279, onicial records in the Onice of the Slate Engineer. 
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application of this provision of the NRS to the Carson Valley Hydrographic Basin is 

evidenced by State Engineer's Order No. 904. Order No. 904 describes and further 

designates a portion of the Carson Valley Hydrographic Basin also known as the Johnson 

Lane area. Within this further designated area, the State Engineer placed additional 

restrictions on ground water withdrawals. Specifically, applications seeking to appropriate 

water or to change the point of diversion of an existing water right outside the area to a new 

point of diversion within the Johnson Lane area will be denied. A review of Application 

74498 and its supporting maps show that the water sought for change under Permit 58531 

has a point of diversion located outside of the designated Johnson Lane area, while the 

proposed point of diversion under Application 74498 falls well within this area. 

The State Engineer finds that to approve Application 74498 would violate State 

Engineer's Order No. 904; therefore, the requested change cannot be considered. 

XIV. 

As to Application 74451, the Tribe argues that the application is defective and 

should be denied or returned for correction as it does not indicate the number of persons 

to be served and the future requirement of the domestic use is not provided as required by 

NRS § 533.340. The State Engineer finds NRS § 533.340(3) addresses municipal use 

and Application 74451 is for irrigation and domestic use and overrules the protest claim. 

XV. , 
The Tribe protested Applications 74451 and 74498 OIl the grounds that the water 

rights have been forfeited and/or abandoned. However, the Tribe later changes this to an 

allegation of cancellation or forfeiture. In its Report of Stetson Engineers, the Tribe 

argues that the water right that Applications 74451 and 74498 seek to change should be 

cancelled or forfeited on the ground that the water has not been put to beneficial use. 

Douglas County argues that China Spring has been physically constrained from 

using its water by the design and corrosion in its existing irrigation well. Additionally, 

that China Spring has undergone significant expansion during the past five years and has 

been subject to such severe water rationing that at times water has been trucked in to 

serve the water needs of the facility. It indicated that a new well has been drilled that will 

allow it to beneficially use the water under Application 74451. Douglas County provided 

evidence that the static water level in the well drilled for Application 74451 at the China 

Spring regional treatment center is at an elevation of 5,300 feet, and the Carson River, 1 
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mile west of China Spring, is at an elevation of 5,lDO feet. Moreover, the new well 

appears to be located within a "structural block which has a water level somewhat 

independent of the structural block to the east and west.,,61 Douglas County filed proof of 

beneficial use of a portion of the water under Permit 66912, that being 0.217 million 

gallons annually and Application 74451 seeks to move the balance of the water. 

The State Engineer finds Applications 74451 and 74498 were not protested on the 

grounds that the base rights should be cancelled and the protest claim is overruled. 

The State Engineer finds that the doctrine of forfeiture only applies to perfected 

water rights, that is, water that has been placed to beneficial use. Application 74451 

seeks to move the water that has not yet been placed to beneficial use under Permit 

66912; therefore, the State Engineer finds the doctrine of forfeiture is inapplicable and 

the protest claim as to forfeiture is overruled. The State Engineer finds Douglas County 

has filed extensions of time under the base rights which Application 74451 seeks to 

change and has drilled a new well in order to place the water to beneficial use 

demonstrating a lack of intent to abandon the water and the Tribe did not provide any 

specific evidence in support of a claim of abandonment and th:;tt portion of the ptotest 

allegation is overruled. 

As to Application 74498, it seeks to change water permitted under Permit 58531 

for irrigation purposes. The State Engineer finds that Permit 58531 changed water that 

had been placed to beneficial use and certificated under Permit 24696. Proof of 

beneficial use under Permit 58531 was first due to be filed in December 1998; however, 

extensions of time have been granted until December 2007. The State Engineer finds the 

doctrine of forfeiture is not applicable under Permit 58531 as the water right has not been 

perfected. The State Engineer finds the Permittee under Permit 58531 filed proof of 

completion for the drilling of the well in April 2005. The last two requests for ex.tensions 

of time indicated that water lines are being installed and planting was to commence in 

April 2007. The State Engineer finds the Permittee under the base right that Application 

74498 seeks to change has demonstrated steps being taken to place the water to beneficial 

use demonstrating a lack of intent to abandon the water and the Tribe did not provide any 

specific evidence in support of a claim of abandonment and that portion of the protest 

allegation is overruled. 

6' Douglas County, Exhibit 5, p. II. 
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XVI. 

The Tribe alleges that Application 74498 IS deficient in that is does not 

adequately and sufficiently identify the location of the existing place of use. The State 

Engineer finds a stripping map is not required for Application 74498 because the base 

right, Permit 58531, is in permit status. The proof of beneficial use under Permit 58531 

is not due until December 2, 2007. The 1.01-acre portion of Permit 58531 to be stripped 

by Application 74498 can come from anywhere within the proposed place of use of 

Permit 58531. When the proof of beneficial use is filed under Permit 58531, the 

Permittee will be required to submit a proof of beneficial use map illustrating the location 

of the 8.99 acres remaining under Permit 58531. The State Engineer finds the protest 

issue without merit and it is overruled. 

XVII. 

As to Application 75183, the Tribe protested on the grounds that the transfer 

threatens to prove detrimental to the public interest by extending and/or expanding the 

water deliveries to outside the irrigation season. The State Engineer finds the Tribe did 

not provide any evidence in support of this protest claim; therefore, it is overruled. 

XVIII. 

As to Application 75183, the Tribe protested on the grounds that the request is for 

a full duty transfer, rather then the consumptive use amount, which in this basin it argues 

is established as 2.5 afa, and thus, amounts tb a request for a new appropriation in a basin 

that is designated and over-appropriated. 

The State Engineer defines consumptive use of a crop as that portion of the annual 

volume of water diverted 'under a water right that is transpired by growing vegetation, 

evaporated from soils, incorporated into products, or otherwise does not return to the waters 

of the state. Consumptive use does not include any water that falls as precipitation directly 

on the place of use or water lost due to inefficiencies or waste during the irrigation process. 

The consumptive use of a crop' is equal to the crop evapotranspiration less the precipitation 

amount that is effective for evapotranspiration by the crop. 

The State Engineer's consumptive use estimate for Carson Valley is based on the 

Penman-Monteith short reference evapotranspiration and crop coefficient approach for 

estimating growing season crop evapotranspiration, similar to methods of the California 

Irrigation Management Information System (CIM1S). The standardized methods are 
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• IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS 74576 ) 
AND 75403 FILED TO CHANGE THE POINT ) 
OF DIVERSION AND/OR PLACE OF USE ) 
OF THE PUBLIC WATERS OF AN) 
UNDERGROUND SOURCE PREVIOUSLY) 
APPROPRIATED UNDER PERMITS 52136 ) 
AND 65077, RESPECTIVELY WITHIN THE ) 
SMOKE CREEK DESERT HYDROGRAPHIC ) 
BASIN (21), WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#5840 

Application 74576 was filed on July 31, 2006, by Jackrabbit Properties, LLC, to change 

the point of diversion of 3.0 cubic feet per second (cfs), not to exceed 1,600 acre-feet annually 

(afa), of underground water previously permitted for appropriation under Permit 52136. The 

• proposed manner of use and place of use is unchanged and described as being for irrigation 

purposes within portions of Sections 10, 11 and 14, T.29N., R.19E., M.D.B.&M. The change 

requested by Application 74576, if approved, would transfer the Applicant's existing point of 

diversion from the NWlf. SElf. of Section 10, T.29N., R.19E., M.D.B.&M. to a point which is 

located within the SElf. NWlf. of Section 10, T.29N, R.19E., M.D.B.&M. It is further indicated 

in the remarks section that this change is sought to correct the actual point of diversion under 

Permit 52136.' 

II. 

Application 75403 was filed on March 1,2007, by Jackrabbit Properties, LLC, to change 

the point of diversion and place of use of 1.4 cfs, not to exceed 1,013.6 afa, of underground 

water previously permitted for appropriation under Permit 65077. The proposed manner of use 

is unchanged and described as being for irrigation purposes. The proposed place of use is 

described as being located within the SYz SWlf. of Section 5, NElf. NElf. of Section 7, WYZ, SWlf. 

NElf., SElf. of Section 8, SWlf. SWlf. of Section 9, WYZ SWlf. of Section 15, NWlf. NWIJ., SYZ 

NY2, NElf. SElf. of Section 16, NElf. NElf. of Section 17, all within T.31N., R.18E., M.D.B.&M. 

• The existing place of use is described as being within the subdivisions described in Attachment 

I File No. 74576, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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"A" of the application. The change requested by Application 75403, if approved, would transfer 

the Applicant's existing point of diversion from the NWY4 SEv.. of Section 24, T.32N., R.17E., 

M.D.B.&M. to a point which is located within the NEY4 NWv.. of Section 8, T.31N, R.18E., 

M.D.B.&M.2 

III. 

Application 74576 was timely protested by the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians 

(PLPT) on the following grounds: 1 

1. The proof of the application of water to beneficial use under Permit No. 52136 
has not been made for over 18 years since the date the application was 
originally filed. Granting Application No. 74576 to change the point of 
diversion of Permit No. 52136 would amount to granting a new appropriation 
for groundwater from the basin which should not be allowed for the reasons 
set forth below. 

2. Given the prolonged period of non-use under Permit No. 52136, this 
application to change the point of diversion should not be granted on the basis 
that the water rights under Permit No. 52136 have been forfeited and/or 
abandoned. 

3. On information and belief, a Petition for Adjudication of the water rights in 
the Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin #21 was filed with the State 
Engineer's office in 2005. The application should not be considered, and 
certainly not granted, until the issues involving the Petition for Adjudication 
have been properly addressed and resolved. 

4. As of August 2006, the records of the State Engineer's office report the 
perennial yield of Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin #21 at 16,000 
acre-feet, committed groundwater rights at 12,200 acre-feet, and pending 
groundwater rights in excess of 15,700 acre-feet. Given the prolonged period 
of non-use under Permit No. 52136, this application to change the point of 
diversion for Permit No. 52136 should not be granted and should be 
considered in the context of all other pending water rights in the Hydrographic 
Basin #21. 

5. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the public 
interest. 

6. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the public 
interest in ways that are not yet known to this Protestant, but which may arise 
or first become known to this Protestant in the period between the date of 
filing of the Application and the hearing on the protested Application - by 
way of example Fernley's Application #57555 was filed on May 1, 1992, and 
the hearing was not held until February 6, 2006 - and in light of the position 
of the State Engineer that a specifically stated protest ground may not be 
amended regardlcss of the extensive passage of time between the date the 
protest is required to be filed, and the date of the hearing on a protested 
application . 

2 File No. 75403, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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7. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the public 
interest and the interests and existing water rights of the Pyramid Lake Paiute 
Tribe for the reasons stated above, and because among other things, it would: 
A. deplete water from the Pyramid Lake by depleting the underflow from the 

Smoke Creek Desert Basin to the Pyramid Lake Basin; 
B. degrade or impair water quality in the Pyramid Lake Basin as a result of 

increasing groundwater withdrawals from the Smoke Creek Desert Basin; 
C. adversely affect regional groundwater levels to the detriment of Pyramid 

Lake and the groundwater resources of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe; 
D. have a detrimental effect on the quality of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe's 

groundwatcr resources; 
E. prevent or interfere with the conservation or recovery of the two principal 

fish in the lower Truckee River and Pyramid Lake, the endangered cui-ui 
and the threatened Lahontan cutthroat trout, in violation of (i) the 
Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1531 et set., and (ii) Nevada law 
protecting the cui-ui; 

F. adversely affect the recreational value of Pyramid Lake; 
G. Interfere with the purposes for which the Pyramid Lake Indian 

Reservation was established; 
H. deplete the supply of water within the Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation 

portion of the Smoke Creek Basin; 
I. affect the suitability of irrigation water within the Pyramid Lake Indian 

Reservation portion of the Smoke Creek Basin; 
J. increase the cost of supplying irrigation water within the Pyramid Lake 

Indian Reservation portion of the Smoke Creek Basin; 
K. adversely affect springs and flowing wells within the Pyramid Lake Indian 

Reservation portion of the Smoke Creek Basin; and 
L. otherwise adversely affect the interest of the Tribe. 

8. This Protestant incorporates in this Protest by reference, as if fully set forth 
herein, every relevant protest ground set forth in any other Protest filed by any 
other Protestant regarding this application. 

IV. 

Application 75403 was timely protested by the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians 

(PLPT) on the following grounds:2 

1. If granted, the application would decrease recharge to the Smoke Creek Desert 
groundwater basin, to the detriment of existing water rights including those of the 
Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe. 

2. On information and belief, the water rights sought for transfer have been forfeited 
and/or abandoned and the application should therefore be denied. 

3. On information and belief, a Petition for Adjudication of the water rights in the 
Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin #21 was filed with the State Engineer's 
office in 2005. The application should not be considered, and certainly not 
granted, until the issues involving the Petition for Adjudication have been 
properly addressed and resolved. 

4. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest 
in ways that are not yet known to this Protestant, but which may arise or first 
become known to this Protestant in the period between the date of filing of the 
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Application and the hearing on the protested Application - by way of example 
Fernley's Application #57555 was filed on May 1, 1992, and the hearing was not 
held until February 6,2006 - and in light of the position of the State Engineer that 
a specifically stated protest ground may not be amended regardless of the 
extensive passage of time between the date the protest is required to be filed, and 
the date of the hearing on a protested application. 

5. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest 
and the interests and existing water rights of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe for 
the reasons stated above, and because among other things, it would: 

A. deplete water from the Pyramid Lake by depleting the underflow from the 
Smoke Creek Desert Basin to the Pyramid Lake Basin; 

B. degrade or impair water quality in the Pyramid Lake Basin as a result of 
increasing groundwater recharge in the Smoke Creek Desert Basin; 

C. adversely affect regional groundwater levels to the detriment of Pyramid 
Lake and the groundwater resources of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe; 

D. have a detrimental effect on the quality of the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe's 
groundwater resources; 

E. prevent or interfere with the conservation or recovery of the two principal 
fish in the lower Truckee River and Pyramid Lake, the endangered cui-ui 
and the threatened Lahontan cutthroat trout, in violation of (i) the 
Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq., and (ii) Nevada law 
protecting the cui-ui; 

F. adversely affect the recreational value of Pyramid Lake; 
G. interfere with the purposes for which the Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation 

was established; 
H. deplete the supply of water within the Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation 

portion ofthe Smoke Creek Basin; 
I. affect the suitability of irrigation water within the Pyramid Lake Indian 

Reservation portion of the Smoke Creek Basin; 
J. increase the cost of supplying irrigation water within the Pyramid Lake 

Indian Reservation portion of the Smoke Creek Basin; 
K. adversely affect springs and flowing wells within the Pyramid Lake Indian 

Reservation portion of the Smoke Creek Basin; and 
1. otherwise adversely affect the interests of the Tribe. 

6. This Protestant incorporates in this Protest by reference, as if fully set forth 
herein, every relevant protest ground set forth in any other Protest filed by any 
other Protestant regarding this application. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) § 533.365(3) provides that it is within the State 

Engineer's discretion to determine whether a public administrative hearing is necessary to 

address the merits of a protest to an application to appropriate the public waters of the State of 

Nevada. On July 24, 2007, the Applicant and the Protestant were notified that there was 

insufficient specificity and supporting documentation to evaluate the merits of the protests and in 
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that regard the Protestant was requested to file additional information clarifying its protest issues 

and file any such evidence it feels is necessary to substantiate its protest claims. The Applicant 

was given the opportunity to provide any evidence in answer or rebuttal to the protest claims and 

in support of its applications. Based in part on the information filed by both the Applicant and 

Protestant, the State Engineer finds that in the case of protested Applications 74576 and 75403 

there is sufficient information contained within the records of the Office of the State Engineer to 

gain a full understanding of the issues and a hearing on this matter is not required. 

II. 

The State Engineer issued Permit 52136, which is the basis for change Application 

74576, on October 22, 2002, for an individual duty of 3.0 cfs and a total combined duty of 

Permits 52136 and 52137 not to exceed 1,600 afa. In approving Permit 52136, the State 

Engineer made the determination that Permit 52136 complied with the provisions of NRS § 

533.370(5). Specifically, the State Engineer found that there was unappropriated water at the 

proposed source and the additional allocation of water sought under then Applications 52136, 

52137 and 5213 8 would not exceed the estimated perennial yield of the basin.3 

Application 74576 does not seek an additional appropriation of water, only a change in 

the point of diversion of an existing water right, Permit 52136, within the Smoke Creek Desert 

Hydrographic Basin. Further, this change application is only being filed to correct the location 

of the point of diversion described in Permit 52136. The Applicant has indicated that the 

discrepancy in the point of diversion was discovered based on work that is being done to move 

forward with development of the property. It was indicated that the property and water rights 

previously owned by John and Vela Torvik were acquired by Jackrabbit Properties in 2002 and 

since that time the Applicant has been diligently proceeding with the property development.4 

The proposed point of diversion under Application 74576 is approximately 1/3 of a mile to the 

northwest of the point of diversion described by Permit 52136. 

The Protestant has indicated that beneficial use under Permit 52136 has not been made 

for over 18 years since the date the application was originally filed and therefore, granting 

Application 74576 to change the point of diversion of Permit 52136 would amount to granting a 

new appropriation of groundwater from the basin. This argument seems to overlook the fact that 

the Applicant and his predecessor were not allowed under Nevada water law to place water to 

beneficial use prior to obtaining the permit. Although the application was filed in 1988, the 

3 State Engineer's Ruling No. 5142, July 22,2002, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
4 See, Application for Extension of Time, Attachment "A", December 15, 2006, File No. 52136, official records in 
the Office of the State Engineer. 
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pennit was not issued until October 22, 2002. Hence, only 5 years have passed since Permit 

52136 was approved. 

Under Permit 52136, the due date for the filing of the Proof of Completion of Work 

(POC) and the Proof of Beneficial Use (PBU) was set at November 22, 2004, and November 22, 

2007, respectively. The Applicant was unable to meet the deadline for the filing of the proofs 

and has opted to file annual extensions of time. These extensions of time have been approved by 

the State Engineer and the current due date for the POC and PBU has been extended to 

November 22,2008. A review of Permit 52136 shows that it is not subject to cancellation at this 

time and the permit is currently in good standing.s 

The State Engineer finds that the doctrine of forfeiture only applies to perfected water 

rights, that is, water that has been placed to beneficial use. Application 74576 seeks to move 

water that has not yet been placed to beneficial use under Permit 52136; therefore, the State 

Engineer finds the doctrine of forfeiture is inapplicable and the protest claim as to forfeiture is 

overruled. The Pennittee has filed extensions of time under Permit 52136, the base right which 

Application 74576 seeks to change, in order to keep the water in good standing and ultimately 

place the water to beneficial use thus demonstrating a lack of intent to abandon the water. In 

addition, the Protestant did not provide any specific evidence in support of a claim of 

abandonment. 

The State Engineer finds that Application 74576 is a change application of an existing 

water right and is not a request for a new appropriation of water from the Smoke Creek Desert 

Hydrographic Basin. The State Engineer finds that the water sought for change under 

Application 74576, represented by Permit 52136, is currently in good standing and is not subject 

to cancellation, abandonment or forfeiture. 

III. 

The Protestant has alleged that no action should be taken on the subject change 

applications until a general adjudication is completed for the Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic 

Basin. The Protestant cites that several petitions for adjudication have been filed with the Office 

of the State Engineer and that pending applications have been filed for over 73,400 afa of water. 

A review of the basin abstract shows 2,196.90 afa has been claimed under vested ground-water 

rights. The total committed ground-water resource is shown as 12,205.31 afa, including all 

5 File No. 52136, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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claims of vested right, permits, and certificates, which indicate ground water as the source.6 

The estimated perennial yield of the Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin currently stands at 

16,000 afa. 

The pending applications referred to by the Protestant, in the amount of over 73,400 afa 

of water, are not claims of vested right but rather applications to appropriate water. A review of 

the water sought for change under Applications 74576 and 75403 shows that these water rights 

do not originate from any claim of vested right. 

A review of records in the Office of the State Engineer failed to locate any instance 

where action was withheld on a change application of an existing ground-water permit in 

anticipation of a ground-water adjudication. Conversely, it was found that a majority of 

approved change applications for ground water occur in basins that have not been fully 

adjudicated with respect to ground water. As previously indicated, claims of vested right are 

counted as committed resources whether an adjudication has or has not been commenced. In 

addition, the water sought for change represents water that has been previously appropriated and 

therefore, accounted for in the ground-water basin budget for the Smoke Creek Desert 

Hydrographic Basin . 

The State Engineer finds that there is no basis for withholding action on Applications 

74576 and 75403 pending any future adjudication that mayor may not occur, as the evidence 

demonstrates that the subject water rights would not be part of any adjudication and would not be 

affected by any adjudication in the Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin; therefore, this 

protest issue, for both Applications 74576 and 75403, is dismissed. 

IV. 

The Protestant alleges that the granting of Application 74576 will threaten to prove 

detrimental to the public interest (protest issue #5). There is no additional information contained 

within protest issue #5 and a review of the additional documentation submitted by the Protestant 

fails to clarify this protest issue. A protest against the granting of an application must set forth, 

with reasonable certainty, the grounds of the protest. 7 

The State Engineer finds that the Protestant has failed to clarify this protest issue or to file 

additional information specific to this protest issue and therefore, protest issue #5 for Application 

74576 is dismissed . 

6 Nevada Division of Water Resources' Water Rights Database, Hydrographic Basin Summary by Manner of Use 
and Hydrographic Basin Summary by Application Status, Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin, October 22, 
2007, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
7 NRS § 533.365(1). 
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V . 

Protest issue #6 for Application 74576 and protest issue #4 for Application 75403 are 

similar and allege that the granting of the applications would threaten to prove detrimental to the 

public interest in ways that are not yet known to the Protestant but that may arise at a later time. 

This protest issue also notes that it is the position of the State Engineer that a specifically stated 

protest ground cannot be amended at a later date regardless of the amount of time that passes 

between the filing of the protest and its resolution. 

Based on a review of the additional information filed by the Protestant in support of its 

protests, it is apparent that there were no new issues raised beyond the protest grounds originally 

submitted. Furthermore, any attempt to add additional protest issues not yet known to the 

Protestant but that may arise or first become known to the Protestant in the period between the 

date of the filing of the protest and any hearing on the protcst would not be allowed. A protest 

against the granting of an application must set forth, with reasonable certainty, the grounds of the 

protest.8 

The State Engineer finds that this protest issue is not valid and therefore, is dismissed. 

VI. 

Protest issue #8 for Application 74576 and protest issue #6 for Application 75403 are 

similar and seek to incorporate any other protest issue that may be raised by any other protestant 

regarding these applications. A review of the application files show there are no other 

protestants to these applications. In addition, the attempt to co-opt another protest in this manner 

would not be allowed. A protest against the granting of an application must set forth, with 

reasonable certainty, the grounds of the protest.8 

The State Engineer finds that this protest issue is irrelevant and therefore, is dismissed. 

VII. 

The State Engineer issued Permit 65077, which is the basis for change Application 

75403, on January 13, 2004, for an individual duty of 1.4 cfs not to exceed 1,013.6 afa. The 

permit was issued supplemental to vested claims and for a total combined duty not to exceed 

6,332.0 afa. In approving Permit 65077, the State Engineer made the determination that Permit 

65077 complied with the provisions of NRS § 533.370(5). Specifically, the State Engineer 

found that thcre was unappropriated water at the proposed source and the additional allocation of 

water sought under the permit would not exceed the estimated perennial yield of the basin.9 

8 NRS § 533.365(1). 
9 State Engineer's Ruling No. 5142, July 22, 2002, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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Application 75403 does not seek an additional appropriation of water, only a change in 

the point of diversion and place of use of an existing water right permit within the Smoke Creek 

Desert Hydrographic Basin. In addition, the water sought for change represents water that has 

been previously appropriated and therefore, accounted for in the ground-water basin budget for 

the Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin. 

The State Engineer finds that the issues related to water availability have been settled 

with the issuance of Permit 65077 and will not be revisited for a change in point of diversion and 

place of use as proposed under Application 75403. The State Engineer finds that the water 

sought for change under Application 75403 has already been accounted for in the ground-water 

basin budget and therefore, will have no additional effect on the ground-water resource. 

VIII. 

The Protestant has indicated that beneficial use under Permit 65077 has not been made 

and the proof of completion of work and proof of beneficial use, originally due February 13, 

2005, and February 13, 2009, respectively, have not been filed. Therefore, Application 75403 

should be cancelled or forfeited on the grounds that the water has not been put to use and that 

good faith and reasonable diligence to complete the work have not been pursued as demonstrated 

by the long time that has passed since the application was filed. 

Although Application 65077 was filed on April 22, 1999, the permit was not issued until 

January 13, 2004. Hence, only 4 years have passed since Permit 65077 was approved. Under 

Permit 65077, the Applicant was unable to meet the deadline for the filing of the POC and has 

opted to file annual extensions of time. These extensions of time have been approved by the 

State Engineer and thc current due date for the POC has been extended to February 13,2008. A 

review of Permit 65077 shows that it is not subject to cancellation at this time and the permit is 

currently in good standing. 10 

The State Engineer finds that the doctrine of forfeiture only applies to perfected water 

rights, that is, water that has been placed to beneficial use. Application 75403 seeks to move 

water that has not yet been placed to beneficial use under Permit 65077; therefore, the State 

Engineer finds the doctrine of forfeiture is inapplicable and the protest claim as to forfeiture is 

overruled. The Permittee has filed extensions of time under Permit 65077, the base right which 

Application 75403 seeks to change, in order to keep the water in good standing and ultimately 

place the water to beneficial use thus demonstrating a lack of intent to abandon the water. In 

JO File No. 65077, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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addition, the Protestant did not provide any specific evidence 10 support of a claim of 

abandonment. 

The State Engineer finds that Application 75403 is a change application of an existing 

water right and is not a request for a new appropriation of water from the Smoke Creek Desert 

Hydrographic Basin. The State Engineer finds that the water sought for change under 

Application 75403, represented by Permit 65077, is currently in good standing and is not subject 

to cancellation, abandonment or forfeiture. 

IX. 

A determination was made, after an examination of the records of the Office of the State 

Engineer, that the Protestant does not possess any water rights within the Smoke Creek Desert 

Hydrographic Basin. II A review of the evidence submitted also fails to indicate that the 

Protestant owns or possesses water rights within the Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin 

nor does the Protestant assert a claim to any reserved water rights within the basin. 

The State Engineer finds that the Protestant does not possess existing ground-water 

appropriations in the Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin. 

X . 

A protest claim common to both applications is that granting the applications would 

threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest and existing water rights of the PLPT. The 

Protestant further lists a subset of issues listed as items A through L. In support of this protest, 

evidence was submitted on estimates of perennial yield and impacts of ground water pumping on 

the PLPT's resources. 12 The protestant reviewed two studies and concluded that there is a great 

deal of uncertainty in the 16,000 afa perennial yield number and it is likely that the perennial 

yield of the Smoke Creek Desert is lower than this currently accepted number. Also, a 1993 

United States Geological Survey (USGS) report indicates that an unknown amount of underflow 

occurs from the Smoke Creek Desert basin to the Pyramid Lake basin and granting the 

applications would decrease this underflow. 13 

The Office of the State Engineer has reviewed the information submitted by the 

Protestant, including the cited reports, and has determined that the perennial yield of the Smoke 

Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin should remain at 16,000 afa. It is recognized that there is 

II Nevada Division of Water Resources' Water Rights Database, Hydrographic Basin Abstract, Smoke Creek Desert 
Hydrographic Basin, October 22,2007, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
12 See, Report of Stetson Engineers and Robert C. Maddox & Associates in support of the Protests of the Pyramid 
Lake Paiute Tribe of indians to Two Applications to Change Smoke Creek Desert Basin Groundwater Rights, 
September 4,2007, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
13 Ibid, pp.4-5. 
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uncertainty in this perennial yield estimate, as the study used to arnve at this number is a 

reconnaissance level report, but it is the best information available at this time. 

The Applicant has the right to pump water under its existing base right permits or if 

approved, pump the same amount of water from Applications 74576 and 75403. The net impact 

on the ground-water resources of the Smoke Creek Desert basin would be unchanged whether 

the applications are granted or denied. It is important to remember that the Applicant is not 

seeking to pump additional water from the basin under new appropriations, but only seeking to 

change existing ground-water rights. The water sought for change has been accounted for in the 

basin budget as a committed resource and, as previously indicated, the committed resources of 

the basin are well below the estimated perennial yield. To recap, the total committed ground

water resource is 12,205.31 afa, including all claims of vested right, permits, and certificates, 

which indicate ground water as the source. 14 The estimated perennial yield of the Smoke Creek 

Desert Hydrographic Basin currently stands at 16,000 afa. 

The Protestant also states that no matter what the actual perennial yield is, the 

applications should still be denied because the proposed wells will reduce the recharge to the 

Smoke Creek playa and result in a reduction of water available for withdrawal on the Pyramid 

Lake Reservation. 15 The State Engineer rejects this argument. As previously found, the 

Protestant does not have existing ground-water rights within the Smoke Creek Desert 

Hydrographic Basin. Also, Nevada water law allows for the appropriation of ground water. The 

Office of the State Engineer has historically made an effort to keep the amount of groundwater 

pumped to less than the estimated safe yield of the basin, thus preventing conflicts with adjacent 

basins that may occur if over-pumping were allowed. In the case of the Smoke Creek Desert 

Hydrographic Basin, the basin is under-appropriated by almost 25%. Regarding the effects of 

more localized pumping, NRS § 534.110(4) provides that for each appropriation of ground 

water, the right must allow for a reasonable lowering of the static water level at the 

appropriator's point of diversion. 

The State Engineer finds that after a review of the evidence there is nothing contained in 

the Protestants argument that would disallow approval of the subject change applications. The 

14 Nevada Division of Water Resources' Water Rights Database, Hydrographic Basin Summary by Manner of Use 
and Hydrographic Basin Summary by Application Status, Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin, October 22, 
2007, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
15 See, Report of Stetson Engineers and Robert C. Maddox & Associates in support of the Protests of the Pyramid 
Lake Paiute Tribe of Indians to Two Applications to Change Smoke Creek Desert Basin Groundwater Rights, p. 6, 
September 4, 2007, official records in the office of the State Engineer. 
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State Engineer finds that the Protestants evidence contained numerous allegations, but such 

allegations were not supported by the evidence and, at times, conflict with Nevada water law. 

XI. 

The Protestant alleges a number of deleterious effects on Pyramid Lake, but a review of 

the evidence shows the claims to be unsubstantiated. There was no substantial evidence 

submitted to establish a connection between Pyramid Lake, a surface water source, and the 

ground water within the Smoke Creek Desert. Also, pumpage within the Smoke Creek Desert 

Hydrographic Basin does not exceed the perennial yield of the basin. 

The State Engineer finds that this protest issue is without merit and unsupported by the 

factual evidence. 

XII. 

The Protestant notes that prior change applications were filed under Applications 72557 

and 72535 on the same water sought for change under the subject applications. These change 

applications sought to move the subject water to the Granite Fox power project. This project is 

apparently no longer viable and most of the applications filed in support of this project were 

withdrawn. 16 Recently, the remaining applications associated with this project were also 

withdrawn, including Applications 72557 and 72535. 17 

The State Engineer finds that with the withdrawal of Applications 72557 and 72535, 

Applications 74576 and 75403 may be considered for review. 

XIII. 

The State Engineer finds that Permit 65077 was issued entirely supplemental to surface 

water and will remain entirely supplemental to surface water if the changes sought by 

Application 75403 are approved. 

16 See, Withdrawal letter of August 20, 2007, File Nos. 72488, 72489, 72490, 72491,72492,72493,72500,7250), 
72502,72503,72504,72505,72506,72507,72508, 72509, 72510, 72511, 72512, 72513, 72514, 72515, 72516, 
72517,72518,72519,72520,72521,72522,72523, 72524, 72525, 72526, 72527, 72528, 72529, 72530, 72531,and 
72532, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
17 See, Withdrawal letter of October 11,2007, File Nos. 72533, 72534, 72535, 72536, 72537, 72538,72539,72540, 
72542,72543,72544,72545,72546,72547,72548, 72549, 72550, 72551, 72552, 72553, 72554, 72555, 72556, 
72557,72558,72559,72726, and 72727, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action 

and determination. 18 

II. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by law from granting a permit under a change 

application that requests to appropriate the public waters where: 19 

A. there is no unappropriated water at the proposed source; 
B. the proposed use or change conflicts with existing rights; 
C. the proposed use or change conflicts with protectible interests in existing 

domestic wells as set forth in NRS § 533.024; or 
D. the proposed use or change threatens to prove detrimental to the public 

interest. 

III. 

The State Engineer concludes that the water sought for change is in good standing and 

the filing of change applications on these existing rights are allowed by Nevada water law?O 

IV. 

The State Engineer concludes that the proposed changes in point of diversion and place 

of use will not threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest. 

V. 

The State Engineer concludes that the Protestant does not possess an existing ground

water appropriation within the Smoke Creek Desert Hydrographic Basin. The State Engineer 

further concludes that Applications 74576 and 75403 will not conflict with existing rights. 

VI. 

The Protestant provided additional evidence in support of its protest claims and a review 

of that evidence found that the Protestant failed to substantially support its allegations. The State 

Engineer concludes that the Protestant did not provide sufficient evidence to support denial of 

the applications under consideration in this ruling. The State Engineer further concludes that the 

protest issues raised are without merit and unsupported by the evidence and therefore, must be 

overruled . 

18 NRS chapters 533 and 534. 
19 NRS § 533.370(5). 
20 NRS § 533.040(2). 
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RULING 

The protests to Applications 74576 and 75403 are hereby overruled and the change 

applications are approved subject to existing water rights and payment of the statutory permit 

fees. 

Respectfully submitted, 

~)\)L-PC--
TRACY TAYLOR, P.E. ( 
State Engineer 

TT/TW/jm 

Dated this 16th day of 

April 2008 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN TIlE MATTER OF PERMIT ) 
12194, CERTIFICATE 3812, ISSUED ) 
FOR THE APPROPRIATION OF A ) 
SURFACE WATER SOURCE IN ) 
TIlE ANTELOPE VALLEY) 
HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN (151), ) 
EUREKA COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#5898 

Pennit 12194 was issued on June 12, 1950, which authorized the appropriation of 

0.0094 cubic feet per second or a sufficient quantity of water for 300 head of cattle. The 

point of diversion is described as being located within the NWY.; SWY.; of Section 24, T.16N., 

R.50E., MD.B.&M.l Certificate 3812 was issued under Pennit 12194 on August 4,1952, 

for the same quantity of water that was pennitted . 

II. 

On February 2, 1998, ownership of Pennit 12194, Certificate 3812 was assigned in 

the records of the Division of Water Resources to Fish Creek Ranch, LLC.1 The agent 

identified for Fish Creek Ranch, LLC, in the Report of Conveyance is Walter Leberski. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

The State Engineer finds that on February 28, 2008, the United States Department of 

Interior, Bureau of Land Management provided the State Engineer with infonnation 

indicating that Fish Creek Ranch, LLC, no longer operates in the Seven Mile Allotment. 1 

The State Engineer finds the surface-water source is on public land and without the 

authorization for access to the point of diversion and/or place of use, for example through a 

grazing pennit, the Applicant can no longer place the water to beneficial use . 

1 File No. 12194, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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II. 

By letter dated February 29,2008, the State Engineer requested information from Fish 

Creek Ranch, LLC, or its agent Walter Leberski, as to its authorization to be a range user on 

the land on which the point of diversion under Permit 12194 exists. Fish Creek Ranch, LLC, 

or its agent was provided 30 days from the date of the letter to provide the requested 

information and was cautioned that failure to provide the information would result in a 

declaration of abandonment of Permit 12194, Certificate 3812. The State Engineer finds the 

United States Postal Service returned the State Engineer's certified letter marked as "Return 

to Sender, Attempted Not Known." The State Engineer finds the letters addressed as regular 

mail to the permittee and its agent Walter Leberski were not returned by the United States 

Postal Service; therefore the State Engineer must assume the mail was received. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this 

action and determination? 

II. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 533.360 provides that water may be appropriated for a 

beneficial use and not otherwise. Nevada Revised Statute § 533.365 provides that beneficial 

use is the basis, the measure and the limit of the right to the use of water. A water-right 

holder's non-use of a water right is some evidence of an intent to abandon the right and the 

longer the period of non-use, the greater the likelihood of abandonment. Abandonment is a 

question of fact to be determined from all the surrounding circumstances, which certainly 

includes the lack of a right to graze at the point of diversion or place of use permitted and the 

lack of response from the permittee or its agent of record. 

In the case of Permit 12194, the State Engineer concludes that since the Fish Creek 

Ranch, LLC, no longer operates in the Seven Mile Allotment for which this water right was 

2 NRS chapter 533. 
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permitted and the Fish Creek Ranch, LLC, and its agent failed to respond to the request for 

information that is demonstrable evidence of an intent to abandon the water right. The State 

Engineer concludes that the purpose for which the water right was issued no longer exists and 

the water can no longer be placed to the authorized beneficial use. 

RULING 

Permit 12194, Certificate 3812, is hereby declared abandoned. 

TT/SJT/jm 

Dated this 21st dayof 

October 2008 

Respectfully submitted, 

~\ e./_(~6 
TRACY TAYLOR, P.E. 
State Engineer 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION 63526 ) 
FILED TO APPROPRIATE THE PUBLIC ) 
WATERS FROM HIKO SPRING WITHIN ) 
THE COLORADO RIVER VALLEY) 
HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN (213), CLARK ) 
COUNTY, NEVADA AND IN THE MATTER) 
OF THE ABANDONMENT OF PERMIT ) 
11405, CERTIFICATE 3156. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6082 

Application 63526 was filed on October 22, 1997, by the United States of America, 

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), to appropriate 0.027 cubic feet 

per second (cfs) of water from Hiko Spring for wildlife purposes within the SEY< SEY< of Section 

12, T.32S., R.65E., M.D.B.&M. The proposed point of diversion is described as being located 

within the SEY< SEY< of said Section 12.1 

II. 

Application 63526 was timely protested by Thomas E. and Barbara W. Smigel, on 

grounds summarized as follows: 1 

• The Protestant's have a stockwatering right on Hiko Spring, Permit 11405, Certificate 
3156. 

• The Protestant's have a pending application for a new appropriation for irrigation on 
the spring, Application 61007. 

• The Protestant's Desert Land Entry (DLE) N-59723, for the area around the spring, 
was denied by the BLM and is under appeal. 

• Application 63526 is in direct conflict with existing rights. 
• The BLM denied the Protestant's DLE on the basis of insufficient water and now files 

Application 63526 for water the existence of which it previously denied. 
• No appropriation of water for wildlife use is necessary at this natural spring because 

NRS § 533.367 requires that access to the spring must be provided to wildlife. 
• The use of water for "riparian/habitat maintenance" of 99% of the water included in 

the application is nebulous and undefined use, not measurable and cannot be shown to 
be a beneficial use. There is no diversion works planned in the application (63526 
question 8). In order to verify the beneficial use of water there must be a 
measurement by a water rights surveyor showing the amount of water beneficially 
used (NRS 533.400). In this case, there is no diversion and no way to measure the 

I File No. 63526, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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use as required. In the application, the answers to questions 5 and 8 are in direct 
conflict. 

III. 
Permit 11405, Certificate 3156 authorizes the appropriation of 0.002 cfs of water from 

Hiko Spring for the stockwatering of 150 head of cattle on public land managed by the BLM. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 533.365(3) provides that it is within the State Engineer's 

discretion to determine whether a public administrative hearing is necessary to address the merits 

of a protest to an application to appropriate the public waters of the state of Nevada. The State 

Engineer finds there is sufficient evidence in the records of the Office of the State Engineer and 

that a hearing is not necessary to consider the merits of the protest. 

II. 

A search of records within the Office of the State Engineer finds that the only active 

water right on Hiko Spring is Permit 11405, Certificate 3156, which is owned by Thomas E. and 

Barbara W. Smigel. Application 61007, referred to by the Protestants, was filed on March 10, 

1995, by Thomas E. and Barbara W. Smigel to appropriate 0.25 cfs of water from Hiko Spring 

for irrigation purposes on 20.0 acres of land, access to which was hoped to be obtained pursuant 

to the Protestants' DLE application, BLM Application NVN·59723. The land applied for under 

the DLE application was determined unsuitable for entry on May 21, 1997, and the Protestants' 

appeal of the denial of entry was dismissed on March 31, 1998. The State Engineer denied 

Application 61007 on August 31, 2009, on the grounds of insufficient water and that it would 

threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest to grant a water right for use on land to which 

the applicant had no access.2 The State Engineer finds that Permit 11405, Certificate 3156 is the 

only current authorized appropriation of water on Hiko Spring. 

III. 

Permit 11405, Certificate 3156 authorizes the appropriation of 0.002 cfs of water from 

Hiko Spring for the stockwatering of ISO head of cattle on public land managed by the BLM. 

The Office of the State Engineer contacted the Las Vegas Office of the BLM to determine the 

current authorized range user. The BLM disclosed that the Ireteba Peaks grazing allotment, of 

which Hiko Spring is a part, was closed in 1999, because it was considered to be a critical Desert 

2 State Engineer's Ruling No. 6004, dated August 31, 2009, official records in the Office of the 
State Engineer. 
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Tortoise Habitat. By certified letter dated September 22, 2009, the Office of the State Engineer 

requested Thomas E. and Barbara W. Smigel to provide evidence that the water under Permit 

11405, Certificate 3156 was being put to beneficial use from 1999 through 2009. This letter 

provided the Smigels with a deadline to respond within 30 days of the date of the letter and they 

were warned that failure to adequately or timely provide the requested information would result 

in a declaration of abandonment of Permit 11405, Certificate 3156. A properly endorsed 

certified mail receipt was received in the Office of the State Engineer on October I, 2009; 

however, there has been no response to the request for information to date. 

The State Engineer finds that the authorized beneficial use of water under Permit 11405, 

Certificate 3156 for stockwatering purposes was not possible after the grazing allotment was 

closed in 1999. The State Engineer finds the Smigels failed to respond to the State Engineer's 

request for information regarding alleged abandonment of Permit 11405, Certificate 3156. 

IV. 

The Protestants claim that Application 63526, which seeks to appropriate 0.0003 cfs to 

provide water for up to 38 Bighorn Sheep and 0.0267 cfs of water for riparianlhabitat 

maintenance, directly conflicts with existing rights. The only existing water right on Hiko 

Spring is Permit 11405, Certificate 3156, which the Protestants failed to provide any evidence of 

current beneficial use. The State Engineer finds that if Permit 11405, Certificate 3156 is 

declared abandoned then the Protestants' claim of conflict with their existing water right is moot. 

V. 

The Protestants assert that the BLM denied their DLE application on the grounds of there 

being insufficient water for the irrigation of 20 acres of land and that the BLM is being 

disingenuous by filing on water that it previously denied existed. In May 2009, the Office of the 

State Engineer conducted a field investigation at Hiko Spring and determined that the flow from 

Hiko Spring was approximately 0.001 cfs. This diversion rate expands to a yearly volume of 

water of approximately 0.72 acre-feet annually. The State Engineer finds that this flow of water 

is minimal and would be definitively insufficient to irrigate 20.0 acres of land. Conversely, 

Application 63526 seeks to appropriate 0.027 cfs, of which 0.0267 cfs is for what is essentially 

un-diverted in-stream t10w. The remaining 0.0003 cfs is for Bighorn Sheep watering and is well 

within the range of what Hiko Spring can produce. The State Engineer finds that the requested 

• appropriation of 0.027 cfs under Application 63526 is reasonable and does not conflict with the 

BLM denial of the Protestants' DLE application, as the flow of Hiko Spring is vastly insufficient 

for the irrigation of 20 acres of land. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action 

and determination.3 

II. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by law from granting a permit under an application to 

appropriate the public water where:4 

A. there is no unappropriated water at the proposed source; 
B. the proposed use or change conflicts with existing rights; 
C. the proposed use or change conflicts with protectible interests in existing 

domestic wells as set forth in NRS § 533.024; or 
D. the proposed use or change threatens to prove detrimental to the public 

interest. 

III. 

The State Engineer concludes there is substantial evidence to support a declaration of 

abandonment of Permit 11405, Certificate 3156. 

IV. 

The State Engineer concludes the Protestants' DLE application and related water right 

application have been denied; therefore, those grounds of its protest are moot. 

V. 

The State Engineer concludes there is water available for appropriation and the use. of 

water under Application 63526 will not conflict with existing rights. 

VI. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 533.367 provides that before a person may obtain a right to the 

use of water from a spring or water that has seeped to the surface of the ground, he must ensure 

that wildlife that customarily uses the water will have access to it. Therefore, even if the Smigels 

were able to place the water under their stockwater permit to beneficial use, which they cannot, 

they would be required to ensure that the wildlife have access to the spring. Nevada Revised 

Statute § 533.023 provides the use of water for wildlife purposes includes the watering of 

wildlife and the establishment and maintenance of wildlife habitat. The Nevada Supreme Court 

has held that watering of wildlife is encompassed in the definition of recreation as a beneficial 

3 NRS Chapter 533. 
4 NRS § 533.370(5). 
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use of water. State, Bd. Of Agriculture v. Morros, 104 Nev. 709 (1988). The State Engineer 

concludes that NRS § 533.367 does not preclude the appropriation of water from this spring for 

wildlife purposes and the approval of Application 63526 does not threaten to prove detrimental 

to the public interest. 

RULING 

The protest is hereby overruled and Application 63526 is hereby approved subject to 

payment of the statutory permit fees. Permit 11405, Certificate 3156 is hereby declared 

abandoned. 

Dated this 19th day of 

March 2010 

Respectfully submitted, 

TRACY TAYLOR, P .E. 
rtate Engineer 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF PERMIT 10542,) 
CERTIFICATE 2576, FILED TO ) 
APPROPRIATE THE UNDERGROUND) 
WATERS WITHIN THE SILVER STATE) 
V ALLEY HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN) 
(32), HUMBOLDT COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6081 

Pennit 10542 was issued February 5, 1941, to West Coast Mines, Inc. to appropriate 3.0 cubic 

feet per second (cfs) of groundwater for mining, milling, and domestic purposes within the Silver 

State Valley Hydrographic Basin, Humboldt County, Nevada. The point of diversion is identified as 

a well located within the NE'l. SEV. of Section 24, T37N., R.36E., M.D.B.&M.' 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

The owner of Penn it 10542 is West Coast Mines, Inc. of Winnemucca, Nevada. After filing 

proof of beneficial use of the water on February II, 1941, the State Engineer issued water right 

Certificate 2576 for 0.78 cfs to West Coast Mines, Inc., on March 6, 1941. 

A review of File No. 10542 shows that over the last 69 years only two inquiries have been 

received regarding Pennit 10542,z The first request, by Gus Rogers, was a letter dated February 20, 

1953, requesting the application map of Pennit 10542. On April 3, 1953, Mr. Rogers filed 

Application 14957 to appropriate 1.0 cfs for irrigation purposes. The point of diversion described in 

his application is identical to that of Permit 10542. A fIeld investigation was conducted by a 

representative of the State Engineer's office in the company ofMr. Rogers on July 27, 1953 3 The 

representative concluded in his memorandum that West Coast Mines, Inc., was no longer active. He 

, File No. 10542, official records in the Office ofthe State Engineer. 
2 See. letter received in the Office of the State Engineer from Gus Rogers dated February 20, 1953, 
and memorialized telephone call from Ray Shannon received January IS, 20 I 0, File No. 10542, 
official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
3 See, Memorandum, August 26,1953, File No. 14957, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
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could not locate any information in the Secretary of State's office for West Coast Mines, Inc. Their 

representative in Winnemucca was deceased and it appeared that no one had replaced him. Based on 

the information that West Coast Mines, Inc., was no longer using the well and had abandoned the 

place of use, it was recommended that Application 14957 be approved. Permit 14957 was approved 

on August 24, 1953, for 1.0 cfs for irrigation and domestic purposes. Permit 14957 was cancelled on 

May 24, 1957, for failure to file Proof of Beneficial Use and Cultural Map or an Extension of Time. 

The second inquiry was received by telephone from Ray Shannon. It was indicated that Mr. 

Shannon or his company may have some interest in Permit 10542. He was advised that the permit is 

in the name of West Coast Mines, Inc. and that a Report of Conveyance and corresponding deeds are 

required to update ownership of the certificated water right if he wanted to use water under Permit 

10542. To date, no correspondence has been received from Mr. Shannon. 

On January 21, 2010, staff from the Office of the State Engineer conducted a field 

investigation at the point of diversion under Permit 10542 and found the well in disrepair and no 

active mining or exploration activity in the area.4 The Pansy Lee mill site is located within the 

described place of use of Permit 10542 and is in disrepair. All that remains at the site is the concrete 

footings of the mill; however, the mill site is now situated on mining claims controlled by 

Infrastructure Materials Corp. An Internet search of Infrastructure Materials Corp. led to a 

subsidiary company, Silver Reserve Corp. of Reno, Nevada. A representative of Silver Reserve 

Corporation, was contacted by telephone on September 15, 2010, to gage their interest in Permit 

10542. 5 Mr. Frost indicated that Silver Reserve Corporation was in the process of selling the 

property. He was advised, if they did have an interest in the water right, they would have to submit a 

Report of Conveyance and chain of title from West Coast Mines, Inc., to get the permit in their name. 

To date, there has been no title documents filed in the Office of the State Engineer by this entity. 

The State Engineer finds there is no evidence of the continued existence of West Coast 

Mines, Inc. The State Engineer finds no water has been placed to beneficial use for a long period of 

time, and no entity or person has ever formally requested conveyance of the water right into the name 

of another water right holder. The State Engineer finds that the evidence indicates that the well has 

4 See, Field Investigation, January 21, 2010, File No. 10542, official records in the Office of the 
State Engineer. 
5 See, Memorandum, September 15, 2010, File No. 10542, official records in the Office of the 
State Engineer. 
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not been used for over 52 years and the mining project of West Coast Mines, Inc. has been long 

abandoned. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action and 

d " 6 etermmatJOn. 

II. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 534.090(4) provides that a right to use groundwater may be lost by 

abandonment. Abandonment is a question of fact to be determined from all the surrounding 

circumstances. A water right holder's non-use of a water right is some evidence of an intent to 

abandon the right and the longer the period of non-use, the greater the likelihood of abandonment. 

The State Engineer concludes there is substantial evidence to support a declaration that 

Permit 10542, Certificate 2576, has been intentionally abandoned by the permit holder. 

III. 

There is also no evidence of West Coast Mines, Inc., being registered with the Secretary of 

State's office since 1953. A field investigation showed no signs of mining activity and that the well 

and mill site were abandoned. The State Engineer further concludes that this demonstrates an intent 

to abandon the water right. 

RULING 

Permit 10542, Certificate 2576, is hereby declared abandoned. 

Dated this 6th day of 

December 2010 

6 NRS Chapters 533 and 534. 

Respect&fulX Ubmi .. tted, , . 

JASON KIN , P.E. 
State Engineer 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION 79659 FILED ) 
TO CHANGE THE PLACE OF USE AND MANNER ) 
OF USE OF A PORTION OF PERMIT 10105, ) 
CERTIFICATE 2695, THE PUBLIC WATERS OF ) 
WARM SPRINGS (AKA SEVEN DEVILS OR SOU ) 
SPRINGS) WITHIN THE DIXIE V ALLEY ) 
HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN (128), PERSHING) 
COUNTY,NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6083 

Application 79659 was filed on March 3, 2010, by Joe Saval Company, LLC, to change the 

place of use and manner of use of a portion of water heretofore appropriated under Permit 10105, 

Certificate 2695, being 10.81 acre-feet annually (afa) from Warm Springs (a.k.a. Seven Devils or 

Sou Springs), for stockwater purposes within the NWV. NEV. of Section 32, T.26N., R.38E., 

M.D.B.&M. The existing manner of use and place of use are described as being irrigation and 

domestic purposes on 1.47 acres located within the NWV. NEV. of Section 5, T.25N., R.38E., 

M.D.B.&M. The point of diversion is described as being located within the Sv, SEV. of Section 29, 

T.26N., R.38E., M.D.B.&M. I 

II. 

Application 79659 was timely protested by Mike and Barb Stremler on the following 

grounds; I 

We, Mike & Barb Stremler own the deeded land that these springs are on. There 
is no easement filed to access these waters. The property is fenced with No 
Trespassing signs. Mike & Barb Stremler have asked to have the Permit #10105 
Certificate #2695 be cancelled in accordance with NRS 533.060 part 4. Approval 
of this permit would contravene the polocy [sic 1 of NRS 533.495 Also see NRS 
533.085 part 1. Also, no water leaves our deeded property. Also see NRS 
533.505,533.510. Granting this application would be considered a taking of our 
property right. 

I File No. 79659, official records of the Office of the State Engineer. 
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FINDINGS OF FACT 

1. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 533.365(3) provides that it is within the State Engineer's 

discretion to determine whether a public administrative hearing is necessary to address the merits of 

a protest to an application to appropriate the public waters of the State of Nevada. The State 

Engineer finds that sufficient evidence exists within the records of the Office of the State Engineer 

and a hearing is not necessary to consider the merits of the protest. 

II. 

Application 79659 was filed by the Applicant to change the place and manner of use of a 

portion of water heretofore appropriated under Permit 10105, Certificate 2695. The existing point 

of diversion and manner of use is from Warm Springs for the irrigation of 18.68 acres at the Seven 

Devils Ranch, which is located about a mile south of the springs. Application 79659 proposes to 

change a portion of the irrigation water to provide water to livestock on public land south of the 

springs and north of Seven Devils Ranch. Rob and Sallie Lincoln are the owners of record of 

Permit 10105 and the Seven Devils Ranch. The portion of water under Permit 10105, Certificate 

2695, sought for transfer under Application 79659 was transferred to the Applicant, Joe Saval 

Company, LLC. 

Warm Springs is located within an 80 acre parcel of private land owned by the Protestant, 

Stremler. The Protestant is the owner of two undetermined claims of vested right; V -04 7 41 to 

water livestock and irrigate about 3 acres of pasture grass, and V -09887 for watering livestock. The 

source of water claimed is from Warm Springs. 

On August 17, 2010, a formal field investigation was conducted with the Applicant, 

Protestant and Seven Devils Ranch (Lincoln) and their respective representatives.2 The purpose 

was to gain additional information and to possibly resolve the protest to Application 79659. 

Although a resolution to the protest was not reached during the field investigation, several 

conclusions were made. Of importance is the conclusion that water flow measurements from the 

spring complex exceed the amount of water required to serve the manner of use described under the 

Protestant's claims of vested right. Based on this conclusion, there is water available in priority for 

Permit 10105, Certificate 2695. 

2 Report ofField Investigation No. 1135, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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The State Engineer finds that water is available to allow for the diversion of water under 

Permit 10105, Certificate 2695, which forms the basis for change Application 79659. 

III. 

The protest indicates that no easements exist and there is no access allowed to other parties 

to the water source, which is located on the Protestants land. The field investigation confirmed that 

Warm Springs is located within an 80 acre parcel ofland owned by the Protestant. Research ofthe 

records on file in the Office of the State Engineer revealed the existence of a proof of beneficial use 

map filed under Permit 17890, which describes a 50 foot right of way on each side of a ditch 

centerline and describes a 10-inch concrete pipeline that was also constructed, apparently within the 

existing ditch, to deliver water to the reservoir at Seven Devils Ranch. However, the attendees at 

the field investigation could not come to an agreement as to the existence of the easement? 

Currently, water right permits approved by the Office ofthe State Engineer are issued with a 

permit term stating that the issuance of a water right permit does not extend the permittee the right 

of ingress and egress on public, private or corporate lands. 

The State Engineer finds that the disagreement over whether an easement or other right of 

way exists that would allow the Applicant access to Warm Springs is an issue beyond his authority. 

IV. 

The protest requests the State Engineer declare Permit 10105, Certificate 2695, abandoned. 

The abandonment of a surface water right in Nevada is the relinquishment of a right with the 

intention to forsake it. Within the meaning of the term abandonment an intent to abandon is a 

necessary element. Nonuse of a water right is only some evidence of an intent to abandon the right 

and does not create a rebuttable presumption of abandonment under Nevada law. At the field 

investigation, permittee Lincoln expressed a continued interest in returning the pipeline or other 

works of diversion to operating condition.2 

The State Engineer finds that Permit 10105, Certificate 2695 is in good standing and that the 

permittee Lincoln has shown no intent to abandon the water right. 

V. 

The protest references several statutes within Nevada water law; NRS 533.495, NRS 

533.085(1), NRS 533.505, and NRS 533.510. Nevada Revised Statute 533.085(1) states that 

nothing contained in this chapter [NRS Chapter 533] shall impair the vested right of any person to 
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the use of water, nor shall the right of any person to take and use water be impaired or affected by 

any of the provisions of this chapter where appropriations have been initiated in accordance with 

law prior to March 22,1913. Nevada Revised Statute 533.495, 533.505, and 533.510, in general, 

relate to stockwater rights. An examination of the records of the Office of the State Engineer, 

show that there are no additional water right permits, proofs or claims filed at the proposed point 

of diversion beyond the Protestant's claims V-04741 and V-09887, and Permit 10105, Certificate 

2695 sought for change by the Applicant.3 Although the claims are not adjudicated, the filings 

notify the State Engineer that pre-statutory claims may exist on the water source. The flow of 

water from the Warm Springs exceeds the amount of water required to serve the beneficial uses 

described under the Protestant's claims of historic use 2 In other words, there is sufficient water 

to fully satisfy the Protestant's claims and to satisfy the water requirements under Permit 10105, 

Certificate 2695. Application 79659 seeks to change a portion of Permit 10105, Certificate 2695, 

to stockwater use, whereby the place of use of the stockwatering will be on public land where the 

Applicant is the authorized range user. The Applicant is not seeking a change in point of 

diversion, only the manner of use and place of use of a portion of the water previously 

appropriated under Permit 10105, Certificate 2695. 

The State Engineer finds that there are no additional existing water rights or claims at the 

proposed point of diversion beyond V-04741, V-09887 and Permit 10105 Certificate 2695. The 

State Engineer finds that change Application 79659 will not conflict with the Protestant's claims 

of vested right. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action and 

determination.4 

3 Nevada Division of Water Resources' Water Rights Database, Special Hydrographic Abstract, 
September 23, 2010, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
4 NRS Chapters 533 and 534. 
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II. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by law from granting a permit under an application to 

appropriate the public waters where: 5 

A. there is no unappropriated water at the proposed source; 
B. the proposed use or change conflicts with existing rights; 
C. the proposed use or change conflicts with protectible interests in existing 

domestic wells as set forth in NRS § 533.024; or 
D. the proposed use or change threatens to prove detrimental to the public 

interest. 

III. 

The State Engineer concludes that the permittee Lincoln has indicated that he has no 

intention of abandoning his water right; therefore, the request to declare Permit 10 I OS, Certificate 

2695, abandoned is denied. 

IV. 

If the historic use of Permit 10 105, Certificate 2695 is now continued, as desired by 

permittee Lincoln, water will be diverted from the Warm Springs complex to the Seven Devils 

Ranch for irrigation purposes. Application 79659 is seeking to use a portion of this water for 

stockwatering purposes where the water will cross the Applicant's grazing allotment. Change 

Application 79659 is not seeking a new appropriation of water from Warm Springs and will only 

result in authorized use by livestock from any restored ditch or pipeline under Permit 10 105, 

Certificate 2695, on public land within the Applicant's grazing allotment. The protest references 

several statutes within Nevada water law, NRS 533.495, NRS 533.085(1), NRS 533.505, and 

NRS 533.510, indicating water use under Permit 10105, Certificate 2695 and change Application 

79659 will conflict with the Protestant's water rights. The issuance of Permit 10105 and later 

Certificate 2695, were made over 65 years ago and the appeal periods for these actions have long 

passed. In addition, the State Engineer has found that the flow of the springs exceeds the quantity 

of water needed to satisfY the Protestants claims of vested right; therefore, there is no conflict with 

existing water rights or claims. 

5 NRS § 533.370(5). 
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The State Engineer concludes that the matter before him is the determination of whether 

change Application 79659 can be approved and any part of the protest related to the issuance of 

Permit 10105, Certificate 2695, is dismissed. The State Engineer concludes that the Protestant 

failed to substantiate its protest claims. 

V. 

Application 79659 seeks to change the manner of use and place of use a portion of the 

surface waters previously appropriated under Permit 10105, Certificate 2695. The manner of use is 

being changed from irrigation purposes to stockwater purposes and the place of use is being 

changed from 1.47 acres of land within the existing place of use to stockwater use from the 

historical ditch used to convey this water to the existing place of use at Seven Devils Ranch. From 

the field investigation, it is clear that at one time water was conveyed from the spring mound to the 

Seven Devils Ranch via either a ditch or pipeline. Due to neglect and the passage of many years 

this pipeline no longer transports water. The path of the pipeline is easily identified on current 

aerial imagery, and it was located in the field. The pipeline was traced in the field south towards 

the Seven Devils Ranch and a valve was located. It appears that the valve was in the open position, 

but no water was visible and it is believed that the pipeline is dry at this time. The permittee under 

Permit 10105, Certificate 2695 (Lincoln) maintains the position that he has the equipment to clean 

out the pipeline and has expressed a continued interest in returning the pipeline or other works of 

diversion to operating condition. The pipeline and historical ditch that conveyed the water 

previously appropriated under Permit 10105, Certificate 2695, crosses Applicant Joe Saval Co., 

LLC's grazing allotment. The proposed change would use a portion of the water being conveyed to 

the Seven Devils Ranch for stockwatering purposes along the path of the ditch/pipeline.2 

The State Engineer concludes that the proposed change in manner of use and place of use of 

a portion of water previously appropriated from Warm Springs under Permit 10105, Certificate 

2695, will not conflict with existing rights, protectible interests in domestic wells or threaten to 

prove detrimental to the public interest. 

VI. 

On June 23,1943, a proof of beneficial use was filed under Permit 10105 and a certificate 

of appropriation was issued on July 15, 1943.6 This signifies that a works of diversion were 

6 File No. 10105, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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constructed to convey the water from the Warm Springs complex to the place of use, where 

beneficial use of the water occurred for irrigation purposes. At some later date, a IO-inch concrete 

pipeline was built within the ditch? No agreement on the issue of the existence of an easement 

could be reached between the parties at the field investigation, despite the existence of the historic 

works of diversion under Permit 10105, Certificate 2695.2 The State Engineer concludes that the 

issue of whether an easement exists to the WarmSprings complex is not within his statutory 

authority. 

VII. 

Based on the findings, the State Engineer concludes that the protest claims are without 

merit; therefore, Application 79659 may be considered for approval. 

RULING 

The protest to Application 79659 is overruled and Application 79659 is hereby approved 

subject to existing rights and payment of the statutory permit fees . 

. E. 
State Engineer 

Dated this 7th day of 

December 2010 . 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION 75154 ) 
FILED TO APPROPRIATE THE PUBLIC) 
WATERS OF AN UNDERGROUND) 
SOURCE WITHIN THE PINE V ALLEY ) 
HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN (53), EUREKA ) 
COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6090 

Application 75154 was filed on December 4,2006, by Kenneth R. Buckingham to 

appropriate 0.03 cubic foot per second of water from an underground source for stock 

watering purposes (500 Cattle). The proposed place of use is described as being located 

within the NEYz NEY4 of Section 7, T.25N., R.49E., M.D.B.&M. The proposed point of 

diversion is described as being located within the NEY4 NEY4 of said Section 7. l 

II. 

Application 75154 was timely protested by the U.S.D.I. Bureau of Land 

Management (BLM) on the following grounds: l 

The application, which is being protested, is for water rights on an existing 
site of which the water rights were applied for on July 16, 1948 
(Application number 12544). In 1951, following submittal of proof of 
beneficial use, the State of Nevada granted a certificate of appropriation 
for this site (Certificate number 3732). This new application will be in 
direct conflict with the provisions of these documents. 
The present holders of these documents are Tom and Volina Connolly of 
the Flying T Ranch, located in Eureka County. The State of Nevada 
transferred these documents to the Connolly's on July 14, 2003. Mr. 
Connolly also holds a current grazing permit for this location (BLM 
Authorization Number 2706002). 
On February 17, 1967, under the mandates provided by Section 4 of the 
Taylor Grazing Act of 1934, the Battle Mountain BLM Field Office issued 
a Range Improvement Application and Permit for this site for the purpose 
of furnishing stock with water. That application is still valid and on record 
in the Battle Mountain Field Office (Permit number N6-4-462). 

• 1 File No. 75154, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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The BLM wishes to facilitate the orderly administration of the range and 
minimize unauthorized livestock drift between the JD and Grass Valley 
allotments. 

III. 
Application 75154 was timely protested by Tom and Volina Connolly on the 

following grounds: l 

We, Tom & Volina Connolly purchased Permit #12544, Baumann Well 
#2, with the Baumann Ranch from George and Edna Penola, in 2001. The 
transfer of water rights took place July 14, 2003, as evidenced by 
accompanying letter. This places our ownership at less than a four year 
period, prior to Buckingham's filing on our permit. Our intent is to place a 
submersible pump in the well in 2007 and make beneficial use of the 
water for livestock watering. (See attached paper) 

[From attached paper] The Baumann Well is a vital part of our future use 
of this area. Please take note of letter dated Dec. 6, 2006, from State 
Division of Water Resources, stating the States [sic] position on our 
Permit # 12544. Thank you for your attention to the above. 

IV. 

Application 75154 was timely protested by American AgCredit, FLCA (formerly 

Intermountain Federal Land Bank, FLCA) on the summarized grounds that Permit 12544, 

Certificate 3732 is pledged as security for a loan to Thomas P. and Volina Connolly. The 

Protestant has filed a Deed of Trust and Notice of Pledge with the Office of the State 

Engineer that has been acknowledged and gives the Protestant an interest in this matter. I 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 533.365(3) provides that it is within the State 

Engineer's discretion to determine whether a public administrative hearing is necessary 

to address the merits of a protest to an application to appropriate the public waters of the 

State of Nevada. The State Engineer finds that a hearing is not necessary to consider the 

merits of the protests to Application 75154. 

II. 

A determination was made, after an examination of the records of the Office of 

the State Engineer, that the proposed water source has a prior water right permit and 

• associated certificate at the well site being Permit 12544, Certificate 3732 (hereinafter, 
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"Permit 12544")? Permit 12544 was approved for stock watering purposes from an 

underground source. The well was drilled and water was placed to beneficial use as 

evidenced by the issuance of Certificate of Appropriation 3732, on December 3,1951. 

Application 75154 was filed to appropriate water from an existing well, Baumann 

Well #2, for stock watering purposes. The remarks section of Application 75154 notes 

that there is an existing water right on the well that the Applicant is requesting the State 

Engineer to declare forfeited and abandoned. l In support of this claim of forfeiture and 

abandonment, the Applicant submitted three sworn statements, including the Applicant's, 

regarding non-use of Baumann Well #2.3 Applicant Buckingham indicated that the well 

had not been pumped from 1997 to around 2002; Randy Buffington indicated no use 

from 1980 to early 1983; Dalton Wilson, 25 year resident, indicated that the last time 

well was in operation was 1991. It should be noted that Applicant Buckingham stated in 

a letter dated April 12, 2007, that, "He [Connolly] put a submersible pump in the well 

after I filed on the well water right.,,4 This statement, along with Protestant Connolly's 

photographic evidence of beneficial use of the water in January of 2007,5 appears to 

contradict the affidavit of Dalton Wilson, February 20, 2007, who indicated that the well 

has not been in operation since 1991. 

A review of records in the Office of the State Engineer show that there are no 

pumpage inventories, measurements or records that would shed further light on the non

use issue. In the absence of his own records, the State Engineer may rely upon other 

evidence; however, because the law disfavors a forfeiture there must be clear and 

convincing evidence of the statutory period of non-use, and that any forfeiture has not 

been cured by resumption of use, for the State Engineer to declare a forfeiture. 6 

Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) § 534.090, provides for the forfeiture and 

abandonment of water rights. The essential element of forfeiture is the failure for five 

consecutive years after April 15, 1967, to beneficially use the water. In 1995, the statute 

2 Water Rights Database, Hydrographic Abstract, Basin 31, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 

3 See, Chilton letter with attached statements, February 21, 2007, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
4 See, letter from Kenneth Buckingham, April 12, 2007, File No. 75154, official records in the Office of the 
State Engineer. 
5 File No. 75154, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
6 Town afEureka v. State Engineer, 108 Nev. 163,826 P.2d 948 (1992). 
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was amended to provide that the State Engineer shall give notice of pending forfeiture 

after 4 consecutive years of non-use by certified mail to the owner of record giving that 

owner 1 year from the date of the notice to beneficially use the water or file for an 

extension of time to prevent forfeiture. However, the holder of a water right may also 

cure forfeiture and revitalize the right by substantial use of the right after the statutory 

period of non-use, so long as no claim or proceeding of forfeiture has begun.7 

The Nevada Division of Water Resources (Division), by letter of July 14, 2003, 

confirmed that Permit 12544 had been assigned to show Protestants Thomas P. Connolly 

and Volina L. Connolly as current owners of record. On December 6, 2006, in response 

to a phone call inquiry from Thomas Connolly, the Division made the following 

determination regarding the status of the water right: 8 

Pursuant to our phone conversation of December 4, 2006 this letter is 
notification as to the current status of Permit 12544, Certificate 3732. 
Permit 12544, Certificate 3732 was issued for stockwatering purposes and 
is currently in good standing with this office. This office does not at this 
time have sufficient evidence of non-use to consider Permit 12544, 
Certificate 3732 for forfeiture. I am enclosing for your information a copy 
of Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS) § 534.090, which is the Statute that 
pertains to forfeiture of water rights. 

A review of File No. 12544 shows that the water right is currently in good 

standing. In addition, there are no records in the file that indicate an intent by the current 

owner of record to abandon the water right.9 Conversely, the owner of Permit 12544 has 

filed a protest to Application 75154 to protect his existing water right, equipped the well 

with a submersible pump and has submitted photographic evidence of beneficial use of 

the water in 2007. 10 The three photographs, dated January 29, 2007, show water being 

pumped from the well to a blue stock tank and show cattle watering at the stock tank. 

The presence of a submersible pump was confirmed by Division personnel in November 

of 2007, and it was noted that the well appeared to be operable at that time. 11 

7 Town a/Eureka v. Siale Engineer. 108 Nev. 163,826 P.2d 948 (1992). 
8 See, Division letter to Thomas Connolly, December 6, 2006, File No. 12544, official records in the Office 
of the State Engineer. 
9 File No. 12544, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
10 File No. 75154, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
11 Field Investigation of Baumann Well, November 13, 2007, File No. 75154, official records in the Office 
of the State Engineer. 
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The abandorunent of a water right in Nevada is the relinquislunent of a right with the 

intention to forsake it. Within the meaning of the term abandorunent an intent to abandon is 

a necessary element. Non-use of a water right is only some evidence of an intent to abandon 

the right and does not create a rebuttable presumption of abandorunent under Nevada law. 

The State Engineer finds that Permit 12544 is in good standing and that the owner of 

record Connolly has shown no intent to abandon the water right. The State Engineer finds 

that the Applicant has not provided clear and convincing evidence of forfeiture and there is 

evidence that water was beneficially used for the purpose for which the water right was 

acquired in 2007. The State Engineer finds that the approval of Application 75154, to 

establish a water right permit at Protestant Connolly's Baumann Well #2 would conflict 

with the existing water right under Permit 12544 and threaten to prove detrimental to the 

public interest. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and of the subject matter of 

this action and determination. 12 

II. 

Before either approving or rejecting an application, the State Engineer may 

require such additional information as will enable him to properly guard the public 

interest. 13 

III. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by law from granting an application to 

appropriate the public waters where: 14 

A. there is no unappropriated water at the proposed source; 
B. the proposed use conflicts with existing rights; 
C. the proposed use conflicts with protectible interests in existing 

domestic wells as set forth in NRS § 533.024; or 
D. the proposed use threatens to prove detrimental to the public 

interest. 

12 NRS Chapters 533 and 534. 
13 NRS § 533.375. 
14 NRS § 533.370 (5). 
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IV. 

The State Engineer concludes that approval of Application 75154 would conflict 

with a prior existing right under Permit 12544. 

V. 

Protestant Connolly submitted evidence showing that he installed a submersible 

pump in his well, Baumann Well #2, and used at least some water for stock water use as 

allowed under Permit 12544 in early 2007. The State Engineer concludes there is not 

clear and convincing evidence to support forfeiture or abandonment of Permit 12544. 

RULING 

The protests are upheld and Application 75154 is hereby denied on the grounds 

that its approval would conflict with existing rights. 

Dated this 15 th day of 

February 2011 

Respectfully submitted, 

;( )?~ 
JASON KING, P.E. 
State Engineer 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF PERMIT 17109, ) 
CERTIFICATE 6439, AND PERMIT ) 
17110, CERTIFICATE 6002, FILED TO ) 
APPROPRIATE THE UNDERGROUND) 
WATERS WITHIN THE BLACK ROCK ) 
DESERT HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN) 
(28), PERSHING COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6131 

Permit 17109 was issued on August 26, 1958, to Constant Minerals 

Separation Process, Inc., to appropriate 5.0 cubic feet per second (cfs) of groundwater 

from Barrel Spring and/or well for placer mining, milling, and domestic purposes 

within the Black Rock Desert Hydrographic Basin, Pershing County, Nevada. The 

point of diversion is identified as a well located within the SEV. NWV. of Section 33, 

T.34N., R.29E., M.D.B.&M.1 

II. 

Permit 1711 0 was issued on August 26, 1958, to Constant Minerals 

Separation Process, Inc., to appropriate 5.0 cfs of groundwater Janke Spring and/or 

well for placer mining and domestic purposes within the Black Rock Desert 

Hydrographic Basin, Pershing County, Nevada. The point of diversion is identified 

as a well located within the NEV. NWV. of Section 33, T.34N., R.29E., M.D.B.&M? 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

On April 25, 1967, Constant Minerals Separation Process, Inc., submitted a 

Proof of Beneficial Use for Permit 17109, and Certificate 6439 was issued on January 

12, 1968, for 2.0 cfs. On April 26, 1965, Constant Minerals Separation Process, Inc. 

submitted a Proof of Beneficial Use for Permit 17110, and Certificate 6002 was 

issued March 14, 1966, for 1.5 cfs. 

I File No. 17109, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
2 File No. 17110, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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II. 

The ownership of Permits 17109 and 17110 passed to Pershing Gold through 

a merger and corporate name change. The original holder of the permits, Constant 

Minerals Separation Process, Inc., merged with Industrial and Petroleum, Inc., on 

September 1, 1961. The surviving entity was Industrial and Petroleum Inc.; however, 

documentation of the merger was not received in the State Engineer's office until 

sometime after March 1989. All documentation and correspondence in Permit files 

17109 and 1711 0 is done under the name of Constant Minerals Separation Process, 

Inc. 

No activity is recorded in the Permit files 17109 and 17110 from the time of 

issuance of Certificate 6002 until July 22, 1988, when the State Engineer sent a letter 

to Dale K. Barker of Salt Lake City, Utah concerning other pending applications. l A 

hand written note at the bottom of that letter states Permits 17109 and 17110 were also 

being assigned to Pershing Gold. On March 9, 1989, an Amendment to the Articles 

of Incorporation of Industrial and Petroleum Inc., was submitted to the Office of the 

State Engineer that changed the name of Industrial and Petroleum Inc., to Pershing 

Gold effective July 1987. Since 1989 there has been no further correspondence in 

the file of Permit 17109. 

On September 15,2009, the database for the Office of the State Engineer was 

checked and no record of pending conveyance documents was on file transferring the 

water rights to any other water right holder. The State Engineer finds no report of 

conveyance transferring ownership of Permit 17109 and 17110 has ever been filed in 

the Otlice of the State Engineer and the holder of the permits in the record of the 

office is Pershing Gold. 

III. 

On August 25, 2009, staff from the Office of the State Engineer conducted an 

informal field investigation at the points of diversion under Permits 17109 and 17110, 

and found the wells open, abandoned, and dry. No placer mining activity was 

discerned in the area3 There are no valid mining claims in the name of Pershing 

3 See, Field Investigation No. 1118, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
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Gold covering the place of use.4 Nevada Alaska Mining Co., Inc., currently owns 

mining claims covering the place of use of Penn its 17109 and 17110; however, they 

have not filed applications for water rights with the Office of the State Engineer as of 

September 15,2009. 

On or about July 26, 20 II, the State Engineer inquired with the Nevada 

Secretary of State as to whether Pershing Gold was an active company in the state of 

Nevada. The Secretary of State had no records indicating such a company is in 

existence. 

Based on the evidence, that the pennittee has failed to provide a current 

address for more than 20 years, that Pershing Gold does not exist as a business in the 

state of Nevada, that no entity or person has requested conveyance ofthe water right 

into the name of another water right holder in nearly 20 years, that no water is being 

used under the pennits and the wells have been abandoned, the State Engineer finds 

there substantial evidence of an intent to abandon the water rights. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of 

this action and detennination.5 

II. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 534.090(4) provides that a right to use groundwater 

may be lost by abandonment. Abandonment is a question of fact to be determined 

from all the surrounding circumstances. A water right holders non-use of a water 

right is some evidence of an intent to abandon the right and the longer the period of 

non-use, the greater the likelihood of abandonment. 

The State Engineer concludes there is substantial evidence to support a 

declaration that Pennit 17109, Certificate 6439, and Pennit 17110, Certificate 6002, 

have been intentionally abandoned by the pennit holder. 

4 USDI Bureau of Land Management, Land and Mineral LR 2000 database. 
S NRS Chapters 533 and 534. 
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RULING 

Permit 17109, Certificate 6439, and Permit 17110, Certificate 6002, are 

hereby declared abandoned. 

Dated this 28th day of 

July , 2011 . 

Respectfully submitted, 

/-/( 
JASON KING, P.E. 
State Engineer 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF PERMIT 2372, ) 
CERTIFICATE 242, FILED TO) 
APPROPRIATE SURFACE WATER) 
WITHIN THE JERSEY V ALLEY ) 
HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN (132), ) 
LANDER COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6137 

Pennit 2372 was issued July 10,1912, to Jersey Valley Mines, Company to appropriate 2.0 

cubic feet per second (cfs) of water from Rock Spring for mining and domestic purposes within the 

Jersey Valley Hydrographic Basin, Lander County, Nevada. The point of diversion is described as 

being located within the SW'!. NW'!. of Section 34, T.27N., R.40E., M.D.B.&M.' 

II. 

The owner of record of Permit 2372 is Jersey Valley Mines, Company of Battle Mountain, 

Nevada. After filing proof of beneficial use of the water, the State Engineer issued Certificate 242 

for 0.20 cfs of water on December 12, 1914. 

There appears to be a discrepancy in the actual point of diversion described on the permit and 

certificate. The application described both the SW'!. SW'!. of Section 35 and the SW'!. NW'!. of 

Section 34. Both Rock Spring and Abel Spring are shown on the supporting water right map 

submitted by the owner. The Proof of Completion of Work filed on August 21, 1912, clearly depicts 

Abel Spring as the point of diversion described as being within the SW'!. NW'!. of Section 34, 

T.27N., R.40E., M.D.B.&M.' 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

Mining activities commenced in the Jersey Canyon shortly after discovery of silver and lead 

in 1874. Ore was shipped from the area from 1880 to 1910. Small shipments were made during the 

years of 1921 and 1929? John W. Abel worked the mining claims sometime before 1905.3 In 

, File No. 2372, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
2 Nevada Bureau of Mines and Geology, Open File Report 85-3, pp. 75-76. 
3 Allen C. Bragg, Humboldt County 1905, The North Central Nevada Historical Society, p. 9 
(1976). 
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November 1911, Abel's heirs sold land and appurtenant water rights to Jersey Valley Mines, 

Company. 1 On March 9,1912, Jersey Valley Mines, Company filed Application 2372. 1 

A letter dated, December IS, 1919, written by J. 1. Durrett in support of Application 5234 

states that Jersey Valley Mines, Company had not operated their property in four or five years and 

that all the equipment "is practically all moved out of the mill at this writing.'''' 

On October 4, 1929, a field investigation was conducted by the Division of Water of 

Resources. It was learned that a Marius Allard and George Hennilin had purchased the 

improvements of the Jersey Valley Mines, Company from Pershing County, presumably for back 

taxes; however, no record of conveyance was ever filed with the Office of the State Engineer.s 

There is no evidence of Jersey Valley Mines, Company being registered with the Nevada 

Secretary of State's office. Recent field investigations showed no signs of mining activity and that 

the point of diversion and mill site are abandoned. 

It is readily apparent that Jersey Valley Mines, Company had clearly abandoned its mining 

claim and therefore its water rights by 1915. There is no correspondence from any officer or 

successor in interest of Jersey Valley Mines, Company in File No. 2372. 

The State Engineer finds there is no evidence of the continued existence of Jersey Valley 

Mines, Company. The State Engineer finds no water from Abel Spring has been placed to beneficial 

use for the manner described under Certificate 242 for a long period of time and no entity or person 

has ever fonnally requested conveyance of the water right into the name of another water right holder. 

The State Engineer finds that the evidence indicates that the waters from Abel Spring have not been 

used for over 95 years and the mining project of Jersey Valley Mines, Company has been long 

abandoned. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action and 

detennination.6 

II. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 533.060 provides for the loss of a water right by abandonment. 

The Nevada Supreme Court has also detennined that a surface water right may be lost due to 

4 File No. 5234, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
S File No. 8214, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
6 NRS Chapters 533 and 534. 
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abandonment. 7 Abandonment is a question of fact to be determined from all the surrounding 

circumstances. A water right holder's non-use of a water right is some evidence of an intent to 

abandon the right and the longer the period of non-use the greater the likelihood of abandonment. 

The State Engineer concludes there is substantial evidence to support a declaration that 

Permit 2372, Certificate 242 has been intentionally abandoned by the permit holder. 

RULING 

Permit 2372, Certificate 242 is hereby declared abandoned. 

Dated this 5th day of 

August 2011 

~7Y7~~ 
JASOliING, P.E. 
State Engineer 

7 In re Manse Spring and its Tributaries, 60 Nev. 280, 287, 289-291, 108 P. 2d 311 (1940). 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN TIlE MATTER OF PERMIT 10284, ) 
CERTIFICATE 3110, FILED TO ) 
APPROPRIATE THE UNDERGROUND) 
WATERS WITHIN THE BLACK ROCK) 
DESERT HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN) 
(28), HUMBOLDT COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6152 

Pennit 10284 was issued June 27, 1939, to A. R. Weeter to appropriate 3.0 cubic feet per 

second (cfs) of groundwater for mining and domestic purposes within the Black Rock Desert 

Hydrographic Basin, Humboldt County, Nevada. The point of diversion is identified as a well 

located within the SE\4 NW\4 of Section 26, T.35N., R.29E., M.D.B.&M. l 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

The original holder of Pennit 10284 was A. R. Weeter of Sulphur, Nevada. Mr. Weeter 

conveyed the water right to O. J. Streeter on April 4, 1942, who then conveyed the Pennit to W. S. 

Peterson on January IS, 1948. After filing proof of beneficial use of the water on January 29, 1948, 

the State Engineer issued water right Certificate 3110 for 0.5 cfs to Mr. Peterson. 

In the ensuing 61 years, four inquiries2 have been received concerning Permit 10284 by the 

State Engineer's office requesting infonnation of said Pennit. The first three requests were never 

followed up by additional letters. The last inquiry, by telephone, was in April 2009, by Will 

Peterson who was advised by letter dated April 21, 2009, to submit a Report of Conveyance and 

corresponding deeds to update ownership ofthe certificated water right. l As of October 26, 2009, no 

correspondence has been received and there has been no correspondence with W. S. Peterson since 

the Certificate was issued in 1948. 

I File No. 10284, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
2 See letter received in the Office of the State Engineer, from Joan Louise Siegel dated February 
23, 1971, letter received from Frank Lewis dated December 5, 1982, telephone call received from 
William Peterson on December 2, 1988, and telephone call from Will Peterson received April 21, 
2009. 
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II. 

On August 25, 2009, staff from the Office of the State Engineer conducted an informal field 

investigation at the point of diversion under Permit 10284 and found the well (Sulphur Well) in 

disrepair and no placer mining activity in the area? The place of use was the Sulphur Mill. The 

mill site is in a state of complete disrepair. The buildings are collapsed and numerous rusted iron 

parts and wood remnants are strewn about the site. Old piles of sulphur ore are overgrown with 

greasewood. The wooden structure at the point of diversion is collapsed; the standing water is 

overgrown with algae and grasses and rusted pipes and valves are visible and have clearly not been 

used in years.3 The mill site and well are now on mining claims controlled by the Hycroft Gold mine 

and there was no evidence that the Hycroft mine ever used the water. 

The State Engineer finds there is no evidence of Mr. Peterson using the water for a very long 

period oftime, and no entity or person has requested conveyance of the water right into the name of 

another water right holder in nearly 60 years, demonstrating an intent to abandon the water right. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action and 

determination.4 

II. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 534.090(4) provides that a right to use groundwater may be lost by 

abandonment. Abandonment is a question of fact to be determined from all the surrounding 

circumstances. A water right holder's non-use of a water right is some evidence of an intent to 

abandon the right and the longer the period of non-use, the greater the likelihood of abandonment. 

The State Engineer concludes there is substantial evidence to support a declaration that 

Permit 10284, Certificate 3110, has been intentionally abandoned by the permit holder. 

3 See Field Investigation No. 1118, File No. 10284, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
4 NRS Chapters 533 and 534. 
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RULING 

Permit 10284, Certificate 3110, is hereby declared abandoned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

.f; fe-

State Engineer 

Dated this 2nd day of 

December 2011 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS 80453, 80454, ) 
80455 AND 80456 FILED TO CHANGE THE) 
PUBLIC WATERS OF NEGRO CREEK AND) 
TRIBUTARIES WITHIN THE SPRING VALLEY) 
HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN (184), WHITE PINE) 
COUNTY,NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 
I. 

RULING 

#6159 

Application 80453 was filed on January 12,2011, by the Corp. of the Presiding Bishop of 

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints to change the point of diversion, place and 

manner of use of 1.6 cubic feet per second (cfs) of water from Negro Creek previously 

appropriated under Permit 3186, Certificate 567. The proposed manner of use is unchanged and 

is described as being for irrigation; however, the season of use is changed from April I to 

October I of each year to January I to December 31 of each year. The proposed place of use is 

described as being located within the EYz of Section 34, NYz, NYz SEY.., SWY.. of Section 35, 

T.17N., R.67E., and the NYz NWY.., SWY.. NWY.. of Section 2, NEY.. of Section 3, T.l6N., R.67E., 

M.D.B.&M. The existing place of use is described as being located within the NYz SWY.., SY, 

NWY.. of Section 35, T.I7N., R.67E., M.D.B.&M. The change requested by Application 80453, 

if approved, would transfer the Applicant's existing point of diversion from the SEY.. NEY.. of 

Section 2, T.16N., R67E., M.D.B.&M. to a point that is located within the NWY.. NWY.. of 

Section 17, T.16N., R.68E., M.D.B.&M. 1 

II. 

Application 80454 was filed on January 12, 20 II, by the Corp. of the Presiding Bishop of 

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints to change the point of diversion and place of use 

of 1.512 cfs, not to exceed 544.86 acre-feet per season, of water from Negro Creek previously 

appropriated under Permit 8393, Certificate 3213. The manner of use is unchanged and is 

described as being for irrigation purposes. The season of use remains the same and will be from 

October 1 to April I of the following year. The proposed place of use is the same as described 

• I File No. 80453, official records in the Office ofthe State Engineer. 
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under Application 80453. The existing place of use is described as being located within the 

SWv. SWv. of Section 35, T.I7N., R.67E., and the NWV. NWV., SWv. NWV., SEV. NEV., NEV. 

NEV. of Section 2, T.16N., R.67E., M.D.B.&M. The change requested by Application 80454, if 

approved, would transfer the Applicant's existing point of diversion from the SEV. NEV. of 

Section 2, T.l6N., R67E., M.D.B.&M. to a point that is located within the NWV. NWV. of 

Section 17, T.16N., R.68E., M.D.B.&M.2 

III. 

Application 80455 was filed on January 12,2011, by the Corp. of the Presiding Bishop 

of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints to change the point of diversion and place of 

use of 2.873 cfs, not to exceed 1,149.2 acre-feet per year, of water from Negro Creek and 

Tributaries previously appropriated under Permit 10487, Certificate 5042. The manner of use is 

unchanged and is described as being for irrigation purposes. The season of use remains the same 

and will be from January I to December 31 of each year. The proposed place of use is the same 

as described under Application 80453. The existing place of use is described as being located 

within the NWV. NWV., SWv. NWV. of Section 2, NEV. NEV., SEV. NEV., NWV. NEV., SWV. 

NEV. of Section 3, T.16N., R.67E., M.D.B.&M. and the NEV. SEV., SEV. SEV. of Section 34, 

SWv. SWv. of Section 35, T.17N., R.67E., M.D.B.&M. The change requested by Application 

80455, if approved, would transfer the Applicant's existing point of diversion from the SEV. 

NEV. of Section 2, T.16N., R67E., M.D.B.&M. to a point that is located within the NWV. NWV. 

of Section 17, T.16N., R.68E., M.D.B.&M3 

IV. 

Application 80456 was filed on January 12,2011, by the Corp. of the Presiding Bishop of 

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints to change the point of diversion and place of use 

of a portion of water previously appropriated under Proof of Appropriation V -01080, Certificate 

31. The proposed manner of use is unchanged and is described as being as Decreed. The 

proposed place of use is the same as described under Application 80453. The existing place of 

use is described as being located within the NWV. NWV., NEV. NWV., SEV. NWV., NWV. NEV., 

SWV. NEV., NEV. NEV., SEV. NEV. of Section 17 and the NWV. NWV., SWV. NWV., NEV. NWV. 

of Section 16, all in T.16N., R.68E., M.D.B.&M. The change requested by Application 80456, if 

2 File No. 80454, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
3 File No. 80455, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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approved, would transfer the Applicant's existing point of diversion from the NWY4 NEY4 of 

Section 16, T.l6N., R68E., M.D.B.&M. to a point that is located within the NWY4 NWY4 of 

Section 17, T.16N., R.68E., M.D.B.&M.4 

V. 

Applications 80453, 80454, 80455 and 80456 were timely protested by George Eldridge 

& Son, Inc. on March 10, 2011, on the following grounds: 

These applications would change the point of diversion from the lower ranch to the upper 

ranch to facilitate putting all of the Applicant's Negro Creek water into a pipeline, which 

would transport the stream to the lower ranch, thus eliminating percolation through the 

streambed. George Eldridge & Son, Inc. holds irrigation rights to North and South 

Millick Springs, which lie at the toe of the Negro Creek alluvial fan and it is believed 

those springs are fed by percol.ation through the fan. The Applicant and Protestant may 

hold vested stockwater rights on either of those springs, and the springs rise on two 

federal 40-acre Public Water Reserves. Due to the likelihood that eliminating percolation 

through the Negro Creek alluvial fan will severely impair flows from both North and 

South Millick Springs, the Protestant anticipates its rights being impaired or destroyed. 

Also for Applications 80454 and 80455, approximately 145 acres in the NEY4 of Section 

3, T. 16N., R. 67E., M.D.B.&M. has not been irrigated since 1956 and, if it ever was 

irrigated prior to 1956 and after filing proof of beneficial use, has obviously been 

abandoned; therefore, Certificates 3213 and 5042 should be reduced accordingly. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

Nevada Revised Statutes § 533.365(4) provides that it is within the State Engineer's 

discretion to determine whether a public administrative hearing is necessary to address the merits 

of a protest to an application to appropriate the public waters of the state of Nevada. The State 

Engineer finds that sufficient evidence is available in the Office of the State Engineer to evaluate 

the merits of Applications 80453 through 80456 and a hearing is not necessary. 

• 4 File No. 80456, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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II. 

The Decree of Negro Creek was the result· of ongoing contention as to the delivery of 

Negro Creek water with respect to Permits 3186 and 10487 appurtenant to the Rogers property 

(Lower Property). As Negro Creek flows out of the mountains it was first used at a property 

located at the base of the mountain block and start of the alluvial fan (Upper Property) and then 

flowed across the alluvial fan to the west and northwest to the Lower Property at or near the floor 

of Spring Valley. At that time, the Upper and Lower Properties were separately owned. 

The waters of Negro Creek and its Tributaries were decreed in the Seventh Judicial Court 

of the State of Nevada in and for the County of White Pine by decree filed on April I, 1935.5 A 

search of the records of the Office of the State Engineer show the current appropriations on 

Negro Creek and are tabulated below: 

Div Period 
App Status CFS Use of use Duty Units Owner of Record 

10487 Cer. 2.873 Irr 
Annual 

1149.2 AFA Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

3186 Cer. 1.600 [rr 411-10/1 
640.00 AFS Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

8393 Cer. 1.512 Irr 
10/1-4/1 

544.86 AFS Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

VOI080 VST 0.940 [rr 411-1111 
266.52 AFS Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

Sum 6.925 2600.58 AF 

As can be seen on the above table, the Applicant now owns all the water rights, which 

divert water from Negro Creek and its tributaries. The purpose of Applications 80453 through 

80456 is, in part, to change the existing points of diversion to a point near the Upper Property for 

the purpose of conveying the water via pipeline to the Lower Property. Piping the water will 

reduce any conveyance losses that may occur when the water flows in the natural channel across 

the alluvial fan. 

A review of records on file in the Office of the State Engineer show that the average 

calculated flow of Negro Creek between July 2002 and November 2010 is 1.33 cfs. The 

calculated median over the same time period is 0.87 cfs. 6 The committed resource on the creek 

5 Judgment and Decree, Washingon Rogers v R. A. Yellard, In the Seventh Judicial District Court 
In and For the County of White Pine, Nevada April I, 1935. 
6 Spring Valley Hydrographic Basin 10-184 NRS § 533.364 Inventory, NDWR, August 2011, 
official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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totals 6.925 cfs. The higher diversions were likely granted due to the fact that Negro Creek can 

be considered a flash stream or a small stream, whereby the head-waters are in the higher 

elevations of the mountain range where spring snowmelt and seasonal precipitation events can be 

intense, but usually of a short duration. 

Based on the stream flow data and the existing water rights on the source, the State 

Engineer finds Negro Creek to be fully appropriated. The State Engineer finds that all active 

water rights on Negro Creek are now owned by the Applicant. The State Engineer finds that the 

Applicant, by Applications 80453 through 80456, is attempting to utilize its water more 

efficiently to provide increased water supply to its Lower Property. 

III. 

The Protestant asserts that the approval of Applications 80453, 80454 and 80455 would 

change the points of diversion from Section 2, T.16N., R67E. to Section 17, T.17N., R,68E., and 

would enclose the entire flow of Negro Creek into a pipeline for transmission to the new place of 

use. Protestant George Eldridge and Son, Inc., holds irrigation rights on North and South Millick 

Springs, which lie at the toe of the Negro Creek alluvial fan. It is asserted that these springs are 

fed by percolation of Negro Creek water through the fan. By eliminating this source ofrecharge 

the Protestant argues that its water rights within the Negro Creek alluvial fan will be severely 

impaired or destroyed, particularly the flows of North and South Millick Springs. 

A search of the records of the Office of the State Engineer shows three active water rights 

appurtenant to North and South Millick Springs as tabulated below: 

Div 
App Status CFS Use Duty Units Owner of Record 

10921 Cer. 0.79 lIT. 570.73 AFA George Eldridge & Son, Inc. South Millick Spring 

10993 Cer. 0.60 lIT. 433.62 AFA George Eldridge & Son, Inc. North Millick Spring 
Corp. of Church of Latter-Day 

8721 Cer. 0.02 STK 14.49 AFA Saints South Millick Spring 

Sum 1.41 1018.84 AFA 

The average calculated flow from records submitted to the Office of the State Engineer of 

North Millick Spring between June 2004 and November 2010 is 0.56 cfs and the calculated 

median of the same period is 0.59 cfs. 6 Comparing the difference in the average flow and the 

median flow reveals that the relative difference is small. The average calculated flow from 
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records submitted to the Office of the State Engineer of South Millick Spring between June 2004 

and November 2010 is 1.04 cfs and the calculated median of the same period is 1.00 cfs. Again, 

comparing the difference in the average flow and the median flow reveals that the relative 

difference is small. 

Analysis of North and South Millick Springs indicate that the springs are primarily 

groundwater that is emerging with the assistance of past excavation to increase access to the 

water source. The overflow of the springs then flows out of the spring area and seeps back into 

the ground. A review of topographic maps shows that North and South Millick Springs are 

approximately 1 to 2 miles north of the proposed place of use of Applications 80453 through 

80456. North and South Millick Springs are not within the immediate drainage of Negro Creek. 

North and South Millick Springs appear to arise at the geologic intersection of the alluvial fan 

and the valley floor. An examination of the topography and spring characteristics indicate that 

the springs could be recharged from the adjacent alluvial fan and mountain block and could 

include some component of recharge from Negro Creek. 

The table below shows the priority dates for the water rights of Negro Creek and North 

• and South Millick Springs germane to the water rights considered in this ruling: 

Change Source Owner 
Water right Application 
Number Number Priority date 

3186 80453 1112711914 Negro Creek Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

8393 80454 11/1811927 Negro Creek Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

10487 80455 4/811940 Negro Creek Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

VOI080 80456 111/1887 Negro Creek Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

10921 2/3/1943 South Millick Spring George Eldridge & Son, Inc. 

10933 9/111943 North Millick Spring George Eldridge & Son, Inc. 

8721 10/13/1928 South Millick Spring Corp. of Church of Latter-Day Saints 

The priority date is the date of establishment of a water right; the officially recognized 

date associated with a water right. Relative to other water rights, the priority date may make a 

water right senior or junior. Nevada water law is modeled on the concept of the doctrine of prior 

appropriation. The prior appropriation doctrine is a concept in water law under which a right to a 

given quantity of water is determined by such a procedure as having the earliest priority date. 

• This system for allocating water is used in most of the western United States due to arid 
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conditions limiting the supply of water. The prior appropriation doctrine can be simply stated as 

"first in time, first in right," with higher priority or senior rights satisfied before junior rights. 

However, case law has concluded in some instances that junior right holders have a right to the 

continuation of conditions as they existed at the time of their appropriation. The data is 

inconclusive as to whether the change proposed by these applications will affect the Protestant's 

spring rights albeit junior in priority; therefore, the State Engineer finds that if Applications 

80453, 80454, 80455 and 80456 are approved, a monitoring plan must be submitted and 

approved by the State Engineer before water can be diverted. 

IV. 

The abandonment of a water right in Nevada is the relinquishment of a right with the 

intention to forsake it. Within the meaning of the term abandonment an intent to abandon is a 

necessary element. The protest alleges non-use of a portion of the water rights sought for change; 

however, non-use of a surface water right is only some evidence of an intent to abandon the right 

and does not create a rebuttable presumption of abandonment under Nevada law. The Applicant's 

intent to place the water to beneficial use is evidence by the filing of Applications 80453, 80454, 

80455 and 80456. 

The State Engineer finds that the water that forms the basis for the change applications is in 

good standing and that the Applicant has shown no intent to abandon these water rights. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action 

and determination. 7 

II. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by law from granting a permit under a change 

application that requests to appropriate public waters where: 8 

A. there is no unappropriated water at the proposed source; 
B. the proposed use or change conflicts with existing rights; 
C. the proposed use or change conflicts with protectable interests in existing 

domestic wells as set forth in NRS § 533.024; or 

7 NRS Chapter 533. 
8 NRS § 533.3 70(2). 
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D. the proposed use or change threatens to prove detrimental to the public 
interest. 

III. 

The State Engineer concludes that the Applicant is the sole water right holder on Negro 

Creek and the Applicant does not intend to abandon its water rights. 

IV. 

Based on the findings, the State Engineer concludes that the proposed change 

applications will not conflict with existing rights or threaten to prove detrimental to the public 

interest; therefore, the protest claims may be overruled. 

RULING 

The protest to Applications 80453, 80454, 80455 and 80456 is hereby overruled and the 

applications are granted subject to existing rights and payment of the statutory permit fees and an 

approved monitoring plan by the State Engineer. 

Dated this 1st day of 

February 2012 

R"7(!=; 
JASON KING, P.E. 
State Engineer 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION 75531 ) 
FILED TO CHANGE THE POINT OF) 
DIVERSION OF A PORTION OF THE PUBLIC ) 
WATERS OF AN UNDERGROUND SOURCE) 
PREVIOUSLY APPROPRIATED UNDER) 
PERMIT 27331, CERTIFICATE 9514, WITHIN ) 
THE CARSON VALLEY HYDROGRAPHIC ) 
BASIN (l05), DOUGLAS COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6177 

Application 75531 was filed on April 9, 2007, by the Donna I. Buddington Family Trust, 

dated May 24th, 2001, to change the point of diversion of 0.2175 cubic feet per second (cfs), not 

to exceed 40.0 acre-feet seasonally, a portion of water previously appropriated under Permit 

27331, Certificate 9514, from an underground source for irrigation purposes. The place of use is 

described as being 6.1 acres within the NE'/' SEV. of Section 3, and 3.9 acres within the NWV. 

SWv. of Section 2, T.12N., R.19E., M.D.B.&M. The proposed point of diversion is described as 

being located within the NWV. SWV. of Section 2, T.12N., R.19E., M.D.B.&M. The existing 

point of diversion is described as being located within the SEV. SWv. of Section 3, T.12N., 

R.19E., M.D.B.&M. The period of use, May 1st to October l't, is unchanged. l 

II. 

Application 75531 was protested by the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe (Tribe) on grounds as 

summarized below: 

1. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest in light 

of the over-appropriation of the groundwater available in the basin resulting in the 

inability of the perennial yield to serve existing permits and commitments with 

groundwater, and in light of the obligations of the State Engineer pursuant to NRS 

Chapters 533, 534 and 278 to require that there be adequate plans to protect existing 

rights, uses and commitments of groundwater and to exercise all appropriate authority 

1 File No. 75531, official records in the Office ofthe State Engineer. 
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and discretion to control over-demand on the source and to protect both the public and 

other right holders of surface water and groundwater rights. 

2. Upon information and belief, the rights in question have been forfeited and/or abandoned 

and the application should therefore be denied. 

3. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the Tribe, to the purposes 

for which the Pyramid Lake Indian Reservation was created and to the public interest by 

depleting flows in the Carson River and to Lahontan Reservoir, for the reasons stated 

above and because of the connection, both legal and physical, between the groundwater 

and surface water in the basin to the detriment of senior water right holders in the 

Newlands Project who are entitled to divert Truckee River water to make up for 

insufficient Carson River flows, which are the primary source to satisfy their rights and 

would impact Pyramid Lake and its fishery and impair instream flows. 

4. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest in 

ways that are not yet known by the Protestant, but which may arise before the application 

is actually considered by the State Engineer. 

5. Granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to the public interest. 

6. This Protestant incorporates any other protest filed by any other Protestant. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

Nevada Revised Statute (NRS) § 533.365(4) provides that it is within the State 

Engineer's discretion to determine whether a public administrative hearing is necessary to 

address the merits of a protest to an application to appropriate the public waters of Nevada. The 

State Engineer finds that in the case of protested Application 75531 there is sufficient 

information contained within the records of the Office of the State Engineer to gain a full 

understanding of the issues and a hearing on this matter is not required. 

II. 

The Protestant asserts that the permitted and certificated groundwater rights in the Carson 

Valley Hydrographic Basin far exceed the estimated perennial yield, and as such, the pumping of 

groundwater is or will be taking flows in the Carson River surface water that is claimed by senior 

water right holders in the Newlands Project; thus, the use of groundwater is impacting existing 

rights, the Truckee River and Pyramid Lake and its fishery. It should be noted that the Protestant 

is not a water right holder on the Carson River, does not have any existing decreed right to 
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Carson River surface water, and is not the owner of record of any groundwater within the Carson 

Valley Hydrographic Basin. Pyramid Lake is the terminus of the Truckee River. 

The Nevada Division of Water Resources (Division) spends a significant amount of time 

in the Carson Valley area performing fieldwork. Pumpage inventories have been conducted 

since 1987 to monitor the quantity of water pumped in the Carson Valley Hydrographic Basin. 

In conjunction with this field work, the Division enforces permit compliance and investigates 

improper use of groundwater. Also, water levels are measured at selected sites and field 

investigations are conducted throughout the year as needed. 

When water rights are dedicated for municipal use, the dedication policy of the Division 

is designed to cover the maximum amount of water ever anticipated to be used, and historically 

actual use has been demonstrated to be less than the total amount dedicated. Relinquishments of 

water rights are also required for domestic well subdivisions even though domestic wells 

normally are exempt from the permitting provisions of Nevada water law. Finally, the Division 

has consistently performed its obligation to protect existing rights, and to assure water is 

available for development, through signatory authority over subdivision maps. 

Water level data collected by the Division fails to indicate any significant declining 

trends that would support the allegation that the basin is over-appropriated? In addition, annual 

surface-water discharges as measured at the United States Geological Survey gauge for the Main 

Stem of the Carson River near Carson City actually increased over 4% for the 3D-year period of 

1976 through 2005 when compared to the prior 3D-year period.3 

In State Engineer's Ruling No. 5791, an in-depth analysis of the groundwater resources 

showed the Carson Valley Hydrographic Basin is not severely over-appropriated and is not over

pumped.4 The State Engineer finds that the analysis contained in State Engineer's Ruling No. 

5791 is still valid, and hereby adopts the findings and conclusions of State Engineer's Ruling No. 

5791. 

2 Water Level Data for Carson Valley Hydrographic Basin (105), official records in the Office of 
the State Engineer. 
3 Evaluation of Available Stream Flow Data for the Carson River and Review of Random 
Lithologic Records of Drilled Wells within the Carson Valley, Douglas County, Nevada, 
prepared by R.O. Anderson Engineering, Inc. in collaboration with Turnipseed Engineering, 
Ltd., p. 8. 
4 State Engineer's Ruling No. 5791, October 23,2007, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
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The State Engineer finds that the Division has and continues to perform its obligations in 

regards to management of the water resources of the Carson Valley Hydrographic Basin. The 

State Engineer further finds that the Carson Valley Hydrographic Basin is not over-appropriated 

and an analysis of the data collected by the Division, such as, pumpage inventories and water 

levels, support this finding. The State Engineer finds that the water sought for change under 

change Application 75531 has already been accounted for in the groundwater basin budget and 

therefore, will have no additional effect on the groundwater resource. 

III. 

Application 75531 is not requesting a new appropriation of water. Rather, the application 

is seeking to change only the point of diversion of an existing certificated water right. Permit 

27133, Certificate 9514, provides the Applicant with a supplemental groundwater right to its 

decreed Mott Creek surface water rights. Under the existing water right, the Applicant obtains 

water from a point of diversion located within the SEv.. SWv.. of Section 3, T.12N., R.19E., 

M.D.B.&M., and Application 75531 would move the point of diversion approximately 3,300 feet 

to the east - northeast to the Applicant's property.l 

The Applicant states that the water right III question has neither been forfeited nor 

abandoned. Historically, groundwater has been delivered to the Applicant's property via an 

irrigation ditch from the existing well under Permit 27331, Certificate 9514. However, due to 

recent home construction, it has become difficult for the Applicant to reliably obtain water. 

Therefore, Application 75531 was filed to transfer the point of diversion to a well located 

directly on the Applicant's property to allow easier access to the Applicant's certificated 

supplemental groundwater right. 5 

The State Engineer finds that the application before him changes an existing certificated 

water right and the application does not seek a new appropriation of water. The State Engineer 

finds the proposed change will have no additional impact on the Carson Valley Hydrographic 

Basin and no effect upon the Protestant. 

5 See, letter of August 6, 2007, File No. 75531, official record in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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IV. 

Application 75531 was protested on the grounds that the water rights have been forfeited 

and/or abandoned. A review of File No. 27331, shows that the water right is certificated and in 

good standing at this time.6 Nevada Revised Statute § 533.030 provides that water may be 

appropriated for a beneficial use and not otherwise. Nevada Revised Statute § 533.035 provides 

that beneficial use is the basis, the measure and the limit of the right to the use of water. 

Abandonment is a question of fact to be determined from all the surrounding circumstances and an 

intent to forsake the water right is a necessary element. In the case of Permit 27331, Certificate 

9514, the Applicant has filed a change application to move the point of diversion to a well located 

on the Applicant's property to allow for easier access to the water. This is evidence that the 

Applicant does not intend to abandon its water right and seeks to ensure that the water can be placed 

to beneficial use as needed to supplement its surface water. 

The State Engineer finds that the water sought for change under Application 75531, 

represented by a portion of Permit 27331, Certificate 9514, is currently in good standing and is 

not subject to abandonment or forfeiture. 

V. 

The Protestant alleges that granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental to 

the public interest in ways that are not yet known to it, but which may arise before the 

application is actually considered by the State Engineer. The State Engineer finds that NRS § 

533.365 provides that a protest must set forth with reasonable certainty the ground of the protest, 

which shall be verified by the affidavit of the protestant, his agent or attorney and this protest 

ground does not set forth its ground with reasonable certainty and is thereby overruled. 

VI. 

The Protestant alleges that granting the application would threaten to prove detrimental 

to the public interest and the protest seeks to incorporate any other issues raised by any other 

protestant. The State Engineer finds that NRS § 533.365 provides that a protest must set forth 

with reasonable certainty the ground of the protest, which shall be verified by the affidavit of the 

protestant, his agent or attorney, and this protest ground does not set forth its ground with 

reasonable certainty and is thereby overruled. It is noted that there are no other protests to the 

application. 

6 File No. 27331, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action and 

determination.7 

II. 

The State Engineer is prohibited by law from granting a permit to appropriate the public 

waters where: 8 

A. there is no unappropriated water at the proposed source; 
B. the proposed use or change conflicts with existing rights; 
C. the proposed use or change conflicts with protectible interests in existing 

domestic wells as set forth in NRS § 533.024; or 
D. the proposed use or change threatens to prove detrimental to the public 

interest. 

III. 

Application 75531 seeks to move the point of diversion approximately 3,300 feet to the 

east - northeast of its current location. The existing water right is a certificated underground 

supplemental water right in good standing and the only change sought is in the location of the 

point of diversion. All other elements of the existing water right will remain unchanged. The 

State Engineer concludes that the protest issues raised are without merit and may be overruled. 

IV. 

The State Engineer concludes that change Application 75531 will not conflict with 

existing rights and protectible interests in existing domestic wells, and will not threaten to prove 

detrimental to the public interest. 

V. 
The State Engineer concludes that the water sought for change is in good standing, is not 

subject to forfeiture or abandonment, and the filing of a change application on this existing water 

right is allowed by Nevada water law9 

7 NRS Chapters 533 and 534. 
8 NRS § 533.370(2). 
9 NRS § 533.040(2). 
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RULING 

The protest to Application 75531 is hereby overruled and Application 75531 is approved 

subject to: 

1. Existing rights; and 

2. Payment of the statutory permit fee. 

Respe tfully submitted, 

~ fe, 
SON KING, P.E. 

Dated this 4 th day of 

May 2012 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF PERMIT 9008, CERTIFICATE) 
1831 AND PERMIT 9061, CERTIFICATE 1832) 
FILED TO APPROPRIATE THE PUBLIC WATERS) 
OF STAR CANYON CREEK WITHIN THE BUENA) 
VISTA VALLEY HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN (129),) 
PERSHING COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6182 

On August 10, 1929, the Office of the State Engineer received a water right application 

from the Central Pacific Railway Company, which was assigned the serial number 9008. This 

application requested a new appropriation of water from Star Canyon Creek for general railroad and 

domestic use at the town of Imlay, which lies approximately 13 miles to the northwest. It was the 

Applicant's intention to divert 1.25 cubic feet per second of the flow of Star Canyon Creek into a 

concrete diversion box located within the NWYo NEYo of Section 24, T.31N., R.34E., M.D.B.&M. 

and convey it through a 6" - 8" pipeline to a 350,000 gallon water storage tank at the Imlay rail 

yards. 

Permit 9008 was issued on December 15, 1930, and is fourth in priority among the five 

water rights that have been issued for appropriations of water from Star Canyon Creek. l The water 

right was perfected and Certificate 1831 was issued on June 16, 1932. 

II. 

A second water right filing, Application 9061, was received from the Central Pacific 

Railway Company on September 20, 1929, requesting a change in the point of diversion, place of 

use and manner of use of a portion of an existing decreed water right. Decreed Proof V-OII77, 

emerged from the Star Canyon Creek adjudication as the senior decreed water right on Star Canyon 

Creek. Permit 9061, issued on May 28, 1930, allowing the Central Pacific Railway Company to 

change the manner of use from irrigation on the Star Creek Ranch to general railroad and domestic 

use within the same area described under Application 9008. The Applicant also intended to 

1 File No. 9008, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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combine the seasonal periods of use requested under Applications 9008 and 9061 to allow a year 

round use of the creek. 

Application 9061, upon its approval, also inherited the priority date of its base right permit, 

which in this instance would be the 1862 priority established under Proof V -01177. Therefore, 

Permit 9061 and Proof V -01177 share the same priority date, that being the senior priority on Star 

Canyon Creek? The water right was perfected and Certificate 1832 was issued on June 16, 1932. 

FINDINGS OF FACTS 

I. 

Conflicts arising over the use of water from Star Creek have existed for many years, 

foremost among these being civil action Gallio v. Ryan, which was settled through the formal 

adjudication of Star Canyon Creek and Santa Clara Creek? A more recent dispute between 

agricultural and mining interests was resolved by State Engineer's Ruling No. 6150. In Ruling No. 

6150 the State Engineer through a series of findings of fact and conclusions of law approved an 

additional appropriation of Star Canyon Creek water for mining and milling purposes. A 

determination was made that during those months when Proof V-OlI77 and Permit 2925, 

Certificate 575, were outside of their respective periods of use, a limited amount of surface water 

could be diverted to support a proposed placer gold operation. 

A pair of certificated railroad permits was also addressed in the findings of fact of Ruling 

No. 6150. Based upon the records of the Office of the State Engineer, it was found that Permit 

9008, Certificate 1831 and Permit 9061, Certificate 1832 had an extended period ofnon-use.4 The 

State Engineer chose at the time of his ruling not to pursue an abandonment of these surface water 

rights, but finds that recent interest in additional appropriations of water from Star Canyon Creek 

has spurred consideration of Permit 9008, Certificate 1831 and Permit 9061, Certificate 1832 and 

their possible abandonment. 

2 File No. 9061, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
3 Gallio v. Ryan, Sixth Judicial District Court of the State of Nevada, In and For The County of 
Pershing, May 6, 1927. 
4 State Engineer's Ruling No. 6150, dated September 19,2011, official records in the Office of the 
State Engineer. 
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II. 

In Nevada, abandonment of a water right is the voluntary "relinquishment 
of the right by the owner with the intention to forsake and desert it." In re Manse 
Spring, 108 P.2d 311, 315 (Nev. 1940). Abandonment requires both action and 
intent, and under Nevada law is "a question of fact to be determined from all the 
surrounding circumstances." Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 786, 603 P.2d 262, 264 
(1979).5 

[U]nder Nevada law, a determination of whether there exists an intent to 
abandon requires a consideration of all the relevant circumstances. See Revert, 
603 P.2d at 264; see also In re Manse Spring, 108 P.2d at 316 (stating that courts 
must determine the intent of the claimant to decide whether abandonment has 
taken place, and in this determination may take non-use and other circumstances 
into consideration).6 

Non-use for a period of time may inferentially be some evidence of intent 
to abandon.7 Although a prolonged period of non-use may raise an inference of 
intent to abandon, it does not create a rebuttable presumption.8 

At a minimum, proof of continuous use of the water right should be 
required to support a finding of lack of intent to abandon.9 

In the case of the subject permits, not only does each of these permits have an extensive 

history of non-use, but the required intent to voluntarily relinquish the water rights also exists. 

The evidence for non-use centers upon the manner of use that was perfected under each of 

these permits. Certificates of Appropriation Nos. 1831 and 1832 were approved on June 6, 1932, 

and describe in general terms, the water related activities that were taking place within their 

common place of use. The descriptions of the manner of use for both certificates are identical and 

described as "locomotive water columns, fire hydrants, railroad shops, other railroad facilities and 

dwellings. " 

The degree to which the manner of use established under Permits 9008 and 9061 has 

deteriorated can be determined from information provided by several outside sources in addition to 

5 Us. v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Company, 340 FJrd 903 (9th Cir. 2003). 
6 Ibid 

7 Franktown Creek Irrigation Co., Inc. v. Marlette Lake Company and the State Engineer of the 
State of Nevada, 77 Nev. 348, 354 (1961). 
8 Us. v. Orr Water Ditch Company, 256 FJd 935,945 (9th Cir. 2001). 
9 Us. v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Company, 291 F.3rd 1062, 1077 (9th Cir. 2002). 
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the records of the Office of the State Engineer. Of particular interest is the current state of the Imlay 

rail yards. At its zenith, Imlay's population and industry was dominated by the railroad, and it must 

be assumed that it had a significant land position within the town. It can also be assumed that as the 

railroad's presence lessened, its property holdings dwindled. A search of the Pershing County 

Assessors' online property information confirms that there are 17 parcels owned by the Union 

Pacific Railroad, two being vacant commercial with the remainder being classified as vacant single 

family.1O Further insight into the railroads decline is evidenced by recent aerial imagery of the town 

of Imlay. Faint surface traces of the former rail center can be found within the place of use and an 

active rail line skirts the town to the north, but the 350,000 gallon water tank, large shops and 

locomotive sheds so vital to past operations, are no longer present. I I The absence of the railroad 

facilities coupled with the knowledge that the last commercial steam locomotives left Southern 

Pacific Railroad service in 1957, strongly supports the contention that the manner of use authorized 

under Permits 9008 and 9061 has ceased to exist for at least the last 50 years. 

While most of the structures that once comprised the Central Pacific Railroad Company's 

rail center have been either razed or removed, a significant portion of the Star Canyon Creek 

pipeline still exists. Both the railroad's intake valve on the Star Creek Ranch's diversion dam and 

the nearby exposed portions of the pipe appear to be in fair condition.12 Due to the fact that the 

pipeline passes over several sections of public land, a right-of-way was required from the federal 

government. The original right-of-way is depicted upon the Bureau of Land Management's (BLM) 

Master Title Plat, for T.3IN., R.34E., M.D.B.&M.13 Information provided by the BLM indicates 

that a right-of-way for the pipeline was issued by the federal government on June 8, 1931. 

Eventually, the Union Pacific Railroad filed a relinquishment of the Star Canyon Creek pipeline 

right-of-way due to its lack of use. 14 It should be noted that the Central Pacific Railroad was 

acquired by the Union Pacific Railroad on June 30, 1959. 

10 Pershing County Assessors' Website, Online Property Information, May 10, 2012. 
II Google Earth Imagery as viewed on May 10, 2012. 
12 Field Investigation No. 1144, dated March 29, 2011, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
13 Bureau of Land Management Land Records website, Master Title Plat. 
14 File No. 9008, e-mail from Bureau of Land Management, received May 9, 2012, official records 
in the Office of the State Engineer. 
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The Star Canyon Creek pipeline was not the single source of water for the town of Imlay. A 

second, older pipeline transported surface water from the springs in Prince Royal Canyon and Eagle 

Canyon to the town. 15 To improve the efficiency of this system the State Engineer allowed 

Pershing County to replace the aging spring boxes and pipelines with several infiltration wells. A 

search of the Nevada Division of Water Resources water right database indicates that the Prince 

Royal Canyon wells are now the major source of municipal water for the Imlay Water Company. 

At one time, the Star Canyon Creek pipeline is thought to have augmented the Prince Royal Canyon 

municipal water supply, but this is no longer the case. On June II, 2007, the Pershing County 

Board of Commissioners submitted an application to the BLM to revive the Star Canyon Creek 

right-of-way, which was approved on November 7, 2007. 14 Approval of the right-of-way, does not, 

however, resurrect the nonexistent railroad use. The granting of the second right-of-way as it 

relates to a renewed use of the water is ftuther rendered moot by Pershing County's position that it 

does not have any interest in Permits 9008 and 9061 or the remnants of the Star Canyon Creek 

pipeline. 16 

The final point that supports the finding of abandonment is based upon transfer of title, or in 

this case, the lack of it. The Central Pacific Railway Company filed both applications over 70 years 

ago. Letters received by the Office of the State Engineer suggest that by 1932, Permits 9008 and 

9061 had been acquired by the Southern Pacific Company. It is also thought that the Union Pacific 

Railroad may have at one time acquired the permittee's interests. Except for general inquiries by 

several outside parties, there have been no written communications between the Central Pacific 

Railway Company, the Union Pacific Railroad or the Southern Pacific Company and the State 

Engineer's office since May 12, 1932, nor has there been any attempt to transfer title from the 

original applicant. 1
,2 The State Engineer fmds that this prolonged period of silence supports a lack 

of interest in maintaining the active status of Permits 9008 and 9061. 

The State Engineer finds there is evidence of a significant period of non-use of the water 

rights and that relinquishment of the right-of-way demonstrates a voluntary intent to permanently 

15 File No. 145, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
16 File No. 9008, e-mail from Pershing County, May 8, 2012, official records in the Office of the 
State Engineer. 
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desert the right to appropriate Star Canyon Creek water in the manner perfected under Permit 9008, 

Certificate 1831 and Permit 9061, Certificate 1832. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 
The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action and 

determination. 17 

II. 

The record establishes that there is sufficient evidence of non-use and intent to abandon and 

relinquish possession by the owner of record under Permit 9008, Certificate 1831 and Permit 9061, 

Certificate 1832. 

RULING 

Permit 9008, Certificate 1931 and Permit 9061, Certificate 1932 are hereby declared 

abandoned. 

Dated this 15th day of 

June 2012 

17 NRS Chapter 533. 

R'"~/r;'~ 
ASON KING, P.E. 

State Engineer 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF PERMIT 18580,) 
CERTIFICATE 5590, FILED TO APPROPRIATE) 
THE UNDERGROUNDWATERS WITHIN THE) 
BLACK ROCK DESERT HYDROGRAPHIC) 
BASIN (28), HUMBOLDT COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

GENERAL 

I. 

RULING 

#6191 

Permit 18580 was issued December 14,1960, to H. C. Crofoot to appropriate 3.0 cubic feet 

per second (cfs) of groundwater for mining, milling, manufacturing, and domestic purposes within 

the Black Rock Desert Hydrographic Basin, Humboldt County, Nevada. The point of diversion is 

identified as a well located within the NEV. NEV. of Section 34, T.35N., R.29E., M.D.B.&M.' 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

On June 13, 1963, H. C. Crofoot submitted a Proof of Beneficial Use for Permit 18580 and 

Certificate 5590 was issued on August 19, 1963, for 0.96 cfs. 

II. 

There was no activity involving Permit 18580 until July 3, 1974, when Jack Hamson 

submitted quit claim deeds to change the ownership of Permit 18580. The deeds were returned to 

Mr. Hamson on October 9, 1974, because they failed to include a legal land description that tied the 

documents to place of use or point of diversion under Permit 18580.' 

On May 23, 1989, a Deed of Trust, Assignment of Rents and Fixtures between Hycroft 

Resources and Development, Inc. and Hycroft Lewis Mine, Inc. to Shearson Lehman Commercial 

Corporation was filed in the Office of the State Engineer. It included Permit 18580 as a water right 

under Exhibit A-3. There was no additional documentation on how Hycroft obtained the water 

right. A Deed of Reconveyance was filed on May 8, 1992, to Stewart Title of North em Nevada. 

On September 15, 2009, the State Engineer checked the database for the Nevada Division of 

, File No. 18580, official records in the Office ofthe State Engineer. 
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Water Resources and there is no record of pending conveyance documents on file transferring the 

water rights to any other water right holder. The State Engineer finds no report of conveyance 

transferring ownership of Permit 18580 has ever been filed in the Office of the State Engineer. 

III. 

On August 25, 2009, staff from the Division of Water Resources conducted an informal field 

investigation of the point of diversion under Permit 18580. The well casing appeared to have been 

buried, the platform used to pump water was still in place and a ten foot section of three inch black 

plastic pipe protruded from the well location? Black plastic pipe was traced several hundred feet to 

the east in the direction of the Hycroft Mine where it was apparently used during the period 1989 to 

1992. The pump and motor works have been removed. There are two places of use for Permit 

18580; one is currently part of the reactivated Hycroft Mine and the other is at the town site of 

Sulphur, which no longer exists. There is no placer mining in the vicinity of the well or the described 

places of use and there are no valid mining claims in the name of H. C. Crofoot covering the place of 
3 use. 

Based on the evidence, that the permittee has failed to provide a current address for more than 

16 years, on evidence that indicates the Applicant has passed away,4 on the fact that the works of 

diversion have been dismantled and there is no indication of any water use and no entity or person has 

requested conveyance of the water right into the name of another water right holder in nearly 16 

years, the State Engineer finds there is substantial evidence of an intent to abandon the water right. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action and 

determination5 

II. 

Nevada Revised Statute § 534.090(4) provides that a right to use groundwater may be lost by 

2 See, Field Investigation No. 1118, File No. 18580, official records in the Office of the State 
Engineer. 
3 U.S.D.1. Bureau of Land Management, Land and Mineral LR2000 database, August 17, 2009. 
4 See, letter from Hamson, dated July 3, 1974, describing a Decree of Distribution in the Estate of 
Henry Crofoot, File No. 18580, official records in the Office of the State Engineer. 
5 NRS Chapters 533 and 534. 
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abandonment. Abandonment is a question of fact to be detennined from all the surrounding 

circumstances. A water right holders non-use of a water right is some evidence of an intent to 

abandon the right and the longer the period of non-use, the greater the likelihood of abandonment. 

The State Engineer concludes there is substantial evidence to support a declaration that 

Pennit 18580, Certificate 5590, has been intentionally abandoned by the pennit holder. 

RULING 

Pennit 18580, Certificate 5590, is hereby declared abandoned. 

Dated this 6 th day of 

~A~u~g~u~s~t _____ , 2012 . 

R.7t;~OO: 
JASON&G, P.E. 
State Engineer 
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IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

RULING 

IN THE MATTER OF PERMIT 7689 CERTIFICATE) 
1606, PERMIT 7693 CERTIFICATE 1610, PERMIT 7694 ) 
CERTIFICATE 1611, PERMIT 7695 CERTIFICATE) 
1612 AND PERMIT 7696 CERTIFICATE 1613 FILED) 
TO APPROPRIATE THE PUBLIC WATERS OF) 
VARIOUS SURFACE WATER SOURCES WITHIN) 
THE RED ROCK V ALLEY HYDROGRAPHIC BASIN ) 
(99), WASHOE COUNTY, NEVADA. ) 

#6201 

GENERAL 

I. 

On AprilS, 1926, the Office of the State Engineer received a water right application from 

the Washoe County Title Guarantee Co., which was assigned the serial number 7689. This 

application requested a new appropriation of water from Horse Spring for stock water purposes. It 

was the Applicant's intention to divert 0.D15 cubic feet per second (cfs) for the watering of 500 

head of cattle, 50 horses and 2,000 sheep located within the NWV. SEV. of Section 16, T.22N., 

R.18E., M.D.B.&M. Permit 7689 was issued on August 28, 1926. The water right was perfected 

and Certificate 1606 was issued on January IS, 1930, for 0.0016 cfs or sufficient water to water 50 

head of cattle. The spring was developed by being dug out and walled up with rock and water 

conveyed through 22 feet of I-inch galvanized pipe into a watering trough. 

II. 

On AprilS, 1926, the Office of the State Engineer received a water right application from 

the Washoe County Title Guarantee Co., which was assigned the serial number 7693. This 

application requested a new appropriation of water from Mountain Spring for stock water purposes. 

It was the Applicant's intention to divert 0.015 cfs for the watering of200 head of cattle, 20 horses 

and 1,000 sheep located within the NEV. SEV. of Section 17, T.23N., R.18E., M.D.B.&M. Permit 

7693 was issued on August 28, 1926. The water right was perfected and Certificate 1609 was 

issued on January IS, 1930, for 0.016 cfs or sufficient water to water 50 head of cattle. The spring 

was developed by being dug out and cribbed up and water conveyed through 40 feet of I Yo-inch 

• pipe into one wooden watering trough and one galvanized watering trough. 
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III. 

On April 5, 1926, the Office of the State Engineer received a water right application from 

the Washoe County Title Guarantee Co., which was assigned the serial number 7694. This 

application requested a new appropriation of water from Choke Cherry Spring for stock water 

purposes. It was the Applicant's intention to divert O.oI cfs for the watering of 200 head of cattle, 

20 horses and 1,000 sheep located within the NWV. NEV. of Section 21, T.23N., R.18E., 

M.D.B.&M. Permit 7694 was issued on August 28, 1926. The water right was perfected and 

Certificate 1611 was issued on January 16, 1930, for 0.003 cfs or water sufficient to water 100 head 

of cattle. The spring was developed by being cleaned out and cribbed and water conveyed through 

16 feet of I-inch pipe into a watering trough. 

IV. 

On April 5, 1926, the Office of the State Engineer received a water right application from 

the Washoe County Title Guarantee Co., which was assigned the serial number 7695. This 

application requested a new appropriation of water from Upper and Lower Willow Springs for 

stock water purposes. It was the Applicant's intention to divert 0.025 cfs for the watering of 500 

head of cattle, 50 horses and 2,000 sheep located within the SEV. SWv. of Section 16, T.23N., 

R.18E., M.D.B.&M. Permit 7695 was issued on August 28,1926. The water right was perfected 

and Certificate 1612 was issued on January 16, 1930, for 0.0019 cfs or sufficient to water 60 head 

of cattle. At the upper spring, water conveyed through 22-feet of one inch galvanized pipe into a 

watering trough. At the lower spring, a cut 25 feet long was made and water conveyed through 22 

feet of I-inch pipe into a watering trough. 

V. 

On April 5, 1926, the Office of the State Engineer received a water right application from 

the Washoe County Title Guarantee Co., which was assigned the serial number 7696. This 

application requested a new appropriation of water from Dick's Tunnel Spring for stock water 

purposes. It was the Applicant's intention to divert 0.015 cubic feet per second for the watering of 

200 head of cattle, 20 horses and 1,000 sheep located within the NWV. NEV. of Section 21, T.23N., 

R.18E., M.D.B.&M. Permit 7696 was issued on August 28,1926. The water right was perfected 

and Certificate 1613 was issued on January 16, 1930, for 0.0016 cfs or sufficient to water 50 head 

• of cattle. The spring was developed by digging a 30-foot long cut and water conveyed through 50 

feet of I-inch galvanized pipe into a watering trough. 
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VI. 

According to records on file in the Office of the State Engineer, the current owner of record 

for all of the subject permits is Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. 

FINDINGS OF FACTS 

I. 

In Nevada, abandonment of a water right is the voluntary "relinquishment 
of the right by the owner with the intention to forsake and desert it." In re Manse 
Spring, 108 P.2d 311, 315 (Nev. 1940). Abandonment requires both action and 
intent, and under Nevada law is "a question of fact to be determined from all the 
surrounding circumstances." Revert v. Ray, 95 Nev. 782, 786, 603 P.2d 262, 264 
(1979).1 

[U]nder Nevada law, a determination of whether there exists an intent to 
abandon requires a consideration of all the relevant circumstances. See Revert, 
603 P.2d at 264; see also In re Manse Spring, 108 P.2d at 316 (stating that courts 
must determine the intent of the claimant to decide whether abandonment has 
taken place, and in this determination may take non-use and other circumstances 
into consideration).2 

Non-use for a period of time may inferentially be some evidence of intent 
to abandon.3 Although a prolonged period of non-use may raise an inference of 
intent to abandon, it does not create a rebuttable presumption.4 

At a minimum, proof of continuous use of the water right should be 
required to support a finding of lack of intent to abandon. 5 

In the case of the subject permits, not only does each of these permits have an extensive 

history of non-use, but the required intent to voluntarily relinquish the water rights also exists. 

On May 1, 2012, the Office of the State Engineer received an application to appropriate 

water from Hillside Spring for stock water purposes from DS Ranches, LLC. DS Ranches, LLC 

indicated on the application form that they are the permitted user for the Antelope and Red Rock 

grazing allotments. When an application to appropriate water becomes ready-for-action, the 

assigned basin engineer will conduct the research necessary to obtain sufficient information for a 

decision to approve, deny or otherwise take action on the application. It was discovered that there 

1 Us. v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Company, 340 F.3rd 903 (9th Cir. 2003). 
2 Ibid 
3 Franktown Creek Irrigation Co., Inc. v. Marlette Lake Company and the State Engineer a/the 
State a/Nevada, 77 Nev. 348, 354 (1961). 
4 Us. v. Orr Water Ditch Company, 256 F.3d 935, 945 (9th Cir. 2001). 
5 Us. v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Company, 291 F.3rd 1062, 1077 (9th Cir. 2002). 
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• was an existing water right pennit on Hillside Spring for stock water purposes (Permit 7692, 

Certificate 1609). The U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) was contacted and asked to 

provide information on the authorized range user in this area. The BLM confirmed that DS 

Ranches, LLC is the authorized range user and Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. is no longer the grazing 

allotment holder. With this information in hand, the basin engineer then conducted an informal 

field investigation of Hillside Spring and the other spring sources in the area in an effort to 

determine, in part, whether Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. was still utilizing the sources of water. 

• 

By certified letter, Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. was informed that the informal field investigation 

discovered that its certificated water rights had not been used for the beneficial use of stock 

watering for many years and that the BLM informed the Office of the State Engineer that it is not 

the current grazing allotment holder. Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. was provided 30 days from the date of 

the letter to provide information and was cautioned that failure to provide the information would 

result in a declaration of abandonment of its water rights. The State Engineer finds the United 

States Postal Service returned the State Engineer's certified letters indicating that the addresses are 

no longer valid. On August 7, 2012, the Office of the State Engineer made inquiries to the Nevada 

Secretary of State's office, through their official website, regarding the corporate status of Red 

Rock Ranch, Ltd. A search of the corporate information database did not reveal any company 

under that name. A review of the associated water right files confirms that there has been no 

evidence of any correspondence from Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. since about 1973. 

The State Engineer finds there is evidence of a significant period of non-use of the water 

rights by Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. and that relinquishment of its grazing permit and failure to respond 

to the certified notice demonstrates intent to abandon the water rights. 

II. 

On August 6, 2012, the Office of the State Engineer received correspondence from the 

representative for D.S. Ranches, LLC. This information indicates that the grazing permit file shows 

a chain of conveyance from Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. in 1972, through various permit holders, and to 

Sparrowk Livestock and D.S. Ranches, LLC. The D.S. Ranches, LLC has expressed an intent to 

update ownership on Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. existing water rights for springs currently used for 

stock watering purposes. These springs are Cottonwood Spring (Permit 7687, Certificate 1605), 

• Lake Spring (Permit 7691, Certificate 1608), Hillside Spring (Permit 7692, Certificate 1609), and 

Blitz Spring (Permit 25001, Certificate 8096). For the remaining Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. water 

rights on Horse Spring (Permit 7689, Certificate 1606), Mountain Spring (Permit 7693, Certificate 
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• 1610), Choke Cherry Spring (Permit 7694, Certificate 1611), Upper and Lower Willow Spring 

(Permit 7695, Certificate 1612), and Dick's Tunnel Spring (Permit 7696, Certificate 1613), it is 

indicated that there is no beneficial use of these sources by D.S. Ranches, LLC. 

The State Engineer finds that Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. no longer has a grazing permit in the 

area and there is no beneficial use of the waters associated with Permit 7689, Certificate 1606, 

Permit 7693 Certificate 1610, Permit 7694 Certificate 1611, Permit 7695 Certificate 1612 and 

Permit 7696 Certificate 1613, and that decades of non-use demonstrate an intent to abandon the 

water rights. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 
The State Engineer has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter of this action and 

determination.6 

II. 

The record establishes that Red Rock Ranch, Ltd. has abandoned its water rights under 

Permit 7689 Certificate 1606, Permit 7693 Certificate 1610, Permit 7694 Certificate 1611, Permit 

• 7695 Certificate 1612, and Permit 7696 Certificate 1613. 

• 

RULING 

Permit 7689 Certificate 1606, Permit 7693 Certificate 1610, Permit 7694 Certificate 1611, 

Permit 7695 Certificate 1612 and Permit 7696 Certificate 1613 are hereby declared abandoned. 

y submitted, 

, f, t· 
G,P.E. 

Dated this 12th day of 

October 2m1? 

6 NRS Chapter 533. 
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) 
IN THE OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 

OF THE STATE OF NEVADA 

IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATIONS 62405, ) 
62619, 62830, 62831, 62897, 63005, 63006,) 
63008, 63009, 63025, 63026, 63027, 63034,) 
63056, 63057, 63060, 63061, 63073, 63097,) 
63098, 63104, 63105, 63106, 63137, 63138,) 
63209, 63220, 63243, 63244, 63253, 63268,) 
63280 AND 63283 FILED TO CHANGE POINTS OF) 
DIVERSION, PLACES OR MANNER OF USE OF ) 
TRUCKEE RIVER DECREED WATER RIGHTS, IN ) 
THE TRUCKEE CANYON SEGMENT GROUNDWATER ) 
BASIN (91) AND TRUCKEE MEADOWS ) 
GROUNDWATER BASIN (87), WASHOE COUNTY, ) 
NEVADA ) 

GENERAL 
I. 

INTERIM ROLING 
ON STAl!DING 

fl4602 

Since about 1980, the majority of the municipal growth in the 

Cities of Reno and Sparks has been served by converting irrigation 

water rights that are the subject of the Orr Ditch Decree1 to 

municipal use by the filing of change applications with the Nevada 

State Engineer.:.! Between.August 23, 1996 and July 25, 1997, (33) 

thirty three change applications were filed to convert water rights 

from irrigation to municipal use. 

These (33) thirty three applications were protested by the 

City of Fallon and/or Churchill County primarily on the basis that: 

A. the water rights that are the subject of the change 

applications have been abandoned and, the reactivation of 

these water rights would interfere with existing water 

rights and would be detrimental to the public interest; 

B. the water rights that are the subject of the change 

applications have been forfeited for non-use, and the 

reactivation of these water rights would interfere with 

lFinal Decree, U.S. v. Orr Water Ditch Co., In Equity A-3 (D. 
Nev. 1944) (hereinafter "Orr Ditch Decree ll ) • 

'General provisions in the Orr Ditch Decree allow for the 
pOint of diversion, place, manner or means of use to be changed in 
the manner provided by law as set forth in NRS Chapter 533. 
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existing water rights and would threaten to prove 

detrimental to the public interest; 

C. the reacti vatian of these water rights would be in 

violation of the Endangered Species Act; and 

D. the reactivation of these water rights would be in 

violation of Public Law 101-618. 

After notification by certified mail to all applicants, 

protestants and interested parties the State Engineer held a pre

hearing conference on December 12, 1997. The purpose of the pre

hearing conference was 'to better define and streamline the issues, 

determine which issues required a factual determination by evidence 

and testimony, and which issues were purely legal and could be 

covered by written briefing. In addition, the purpose of the pre

hearing conference was to determine what dates might be appropriate 

for an evidentiary hearing, if needed, what the applicants have in 

the way of witnesses, testimony and exhibits, and likewise, what 

the protestants have in the way of witnesses, exhibits and 

testimony. 

At the pre-hearing conference, the issue of the standing of 

the protestants was raised. The applicants3 do not believe that 

the City of Fallon nor Churchill County have standing to bring 

these protests. To resolve that issue before the evidentiary 

hearings could commence, the State Engineer ordered that there be 

a time for the applicants to file motions on the issue of standing, 

for the protestants to file responses on standing, and for the 

applicants to file replies. The applicants' motion to summarily 

dismiss the protests was received on January 5, 1998, oppositions 

to the motion to summarily dismiss the protests of Churchill County 

3Developers in the Reno and Sparks area must relinquish water 
rights to the City of Reno, City of Sparks, Washoe County or Sierra 
Pacific Power Company in order to get their development approved. 
In many of these applications the real party in interest is the 
developer and not necessarily the name on the application. 
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and the City of Fallon were received from those entities on January 

20, 1998, and the applicants' reply was received on February 4, 

1998. Washoe County filed a notice that the real parties in 

interest in these applications were developers that brought the 

water to Washoe County as required by various development 

ordinances, and that Washoe County would defer to those positions 

taken by the developers on the motion to summarily dismiss. 

FINDINGS OF FACT 

I. 

Attorneys for the applicants refer to the State 

Engineer's Ruling on Remand No. 4591 issued on December 22, 1997, 

which overruled protests by the Pyramid Lake Tribe on similar 

change applications filed within the Newlands Project, which is 

within Churchill County and surrounding the City of Fallon. The 

issues in that ruling were whether the water rights had ever been 

perfected, i.e., put to beneficial use in the first place; whether 

the water rights were subject to statutory forfeiture for exceeding 

the five year period of non-use; or whether the water rights were 

the subject of common law abandonment. Attorneys for the 

applicants in this case contend that it is disingenuous for 

Churchill County and the City of Fallon to allege forfeiture and 

abandonment as to the applications that are the subject of this 

ruling, yet at the same time applaud and subscribe to the ruling on 

the same issues for those change applications filed within the 

Newlands Proj ect I which held that neither forfeiture nor 

abandonment had been proven as to those water rights. Attorneys 

for the applicants are further accusing Churchill County and the 

City of Fallon for being in the wrong forum, arguing that they are 

asking the State Engineer to act as a special master in the Orr 

Ditch Court adjudicating the issues of forfeiture and abandonment 

without proper jurisdiction when that jurisdiction properly belongs 

in the Orr Ditch Court. The State Engineer finds that where 

similar issues were raised by the Pyramid Lake Tribe and the United 
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States in the Newlands Project change applications the Federal 

District Court and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals found that 

those issues were properly before the Nevada State Engineer. 4 The 

State Engineer finds it interesting that the protestants are on one 

side of the issue in one portion of the state and on the opposite 

side of the issue in another part of the state; however, forfeiture 

and abandonment are absolute. If the facts are present it matters 

not who brings those facts to the surface. 

II. 

Attorneys for the applicants argue there is no evidence in the 

protests that the exercise of the rights that are the subject of 

these change applications will at any time cause a reduction in the 

water to the Carson Division or to groundwater recharge within the 

Carson Division of the Newlands Project .. Attorneys for the City of 

Fallon and Churchill County argue that each has title and ownership 

of both surface and underground rights within the Newlands 

and various studies5 show that a substantial portion 

Project 

of the 

underground water in the Fallon area available for capture is a 

result of ditch loss, canal loss and applied irrigation within the 

Project. The City of Fallon argues that their municipal wells 

serve 8,200 residents and that it has a statutory duty to protect 

the health, safety and welfare of its inhabitants and to protect 

against threats to the City's assets. It further points to a 

'U,S. v. Alpine Land and Reservoir co., 878 F.2d 1217, 1227 
(9th Cir. 1989). 

5Glancy, P.A., Geohydrology of the Basalt and Unconsolidated 
Sedimentary Aquifers in the Fallon Area. Churchill County, Nevada, 
U.S.G.S., Water Supply-paper 2263 (1986) i Maurer, D.K., Johnson, 
A.K., Welch, A.H., Hydrogeology and Potential Effects of Changes in 
Water Use, Carson Desert Agricultural Area, Churchill County, 
Nevada, U.S.G.S., Open File Report 93-463 (1994). 
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notice of curtailment6 of .issuing new appropriations issued by the 

Nevada State Engineer in 1995. 

The State Engineer finds that although the protestants did not 

articulate what the injury might be, the fact that they each own 

surface and groundwater rights that might be impacted and claim 

such in their protest does not prejudice their case to bring such 

detailed information to the hearing and make 

record on which the State Engineer will base his 

Engineer further finds that the majority of 

it a part of the 

ruling. The State 

the ground water 

available for capture by wells is contributed by land application 

of surface water from both the Carson and Truckee Rivers. The 

amount contributed by the Truckee River for the purposes of this 

ruling is yet unknown. 

III. 

Attorneys for the applicants argue that the protestants lack 

standing because they do not fit the definition of person under NRS 

§ 0.039. NRS § 0" 039 provides "[e] xcept as otherwise expressly 

provided in a particular statute or required by the context, 

IIperson ll means a natural person, any form of business or social 

organization and any other nongovernmental legal entity including, 

but not limited to, a corporation, partnership, association, trust 

or unincorporated organization"" The term does not include a 

government, governmental agency or political subdivision of a 

government" 11 Applicants further contend that the protestants do 

not fit the definition of. person under NRS § 533.010 which states 

" [a] s used in this chapter, "person" includes the United States and 

this state. 11 Attorneys for Churchill County and City of Fallon 

argue that if they do not fall under the category of person under 

'The State Engineer in Order No. 1116 curtailed new 
appropriations of ground water larger than 4,000 gpd because of the 
conversion of surface water irrigation water rights to wetlands use 
thereby reducing the recharge to the groundwater system that is 
available for capture by wells. 
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those two statutes then neither does the City of Reno and the 

Washoe county Water Conservancy District in their protests to the 

Pyramid Lake Tribe's applications to appropriate the unappropriated 

water on the Truckee River and, therefore, their protests must also 

fail for lack of standing. Cou~sel for the protestants further 

point out that if they do not meet the criteria under definition of 

person under NRS § 533.365 which allows "an interested person" to 

protest an application then neither do they qualify under the 

definition of person under NRS § 533.325 which allows "persons 11 to 

appropriate water. 

The State Engineer finds that the definition of person found 

in NRS § 0.039 is a fairly generic definition, and the definition 

of person in NRS § 53'3.010 expands the definition to include the 

United States and this State. Counsel for the applicants disregard 

an additional definition in NRS § 534.014 which provides for 

including in the definition of person any municipal corporation, 

power district, political subdivision of this state or any state or 

an agency of the United States Government. The State Engineer 

additionally finds that he attempted to resolve the differences in 

the two definitions in a legislative study committee that came out 

of the 1993 legislative session (Senate Bill 327) 7. Although a 

bill was drafted for the 1995 session of the legislature, there was 

no consensus on what the definition of person should include and, 

therefore, the bill failed to pass out of the 1995 session of the 

legislature. Therefore, the State Engineer must look at 

legislative intent when it enacted NRS § 533.010 and 534.014. 

7S. B. 327 (1993) called for an interim legislati ve 
subcommittee to study water management, the water law and the 
appropriation of water. That study committee work resulted in 
Legislative Counsel Bureau Bulletin #95-4 and se'veral bills in the 
1995 session of the legislature. The bill to clarify the 
definition of person was S.B, 100 of the 1995 session of the Nevada 
Legislature. 
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The long held principle of statutory construction is that 

differing provisions bearing upon the same question should be 

harmonized whenever possible so as to make the statutes consistent 

and to arrive at the true legislative intent in so doing. 6 To read 

NRS § 533.010 and NRS § 534.014 harmoniously allowing the State 

Engineer to administer th~ Nevada Water Law in a consistent manner, 

it is necessary for each definition to incorporate the items listed 

in the other definition of person. The State Engineer finds that 

the statutory scheme supports his long standing interpretation of 

NRS § 533.365 allowing those who timely protest an application 

based on any of the criteria in NRS 533.370(1) to participate in 

the administrative process. 

The State Engineer further finds that the legislature intended 

cities and political subdivisions of this state to be able to 

appropriate water under NRS § 533.325 and to discard those 

political subdivisions from appropriating water because they fail 

to meet the definition of person would have an absurd result. 

IV. 

Attorneys for the applicants point to the phrase "any person 

interested ll found in NRS § 533.365 and believes that past rulings 

of the State Engineer have ignored the word 11 interested. 11 Counsel 

argue that the legislature put the word interested in the statute 
to have some 

the outcome 

meaning and that 

of these change 

the protestants have no interest in 

applications. Att<?rneys for the 

applicants point to the Nebraska case of Metropolitan Utilities 

District v. Twin Platte Natural Resources District, wherein the 

equivalent of the Nebraska State Engineer denied standing to the 

eState ex. reI. Allen v. Brodigan, 34 Nev. 486, 492, 
(1912); City Council of Reno v. Reno Newspapers. Inc., 
886, 892, 784 P.2d 974 (1989). 

125 P.699 
105 Nev. 
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Twin Platte Natural Resources District9 and the Nebraska Supreme 

Court upheld that decision. Attorneys for the protestants argue 

that the issue of standing should be interpreted to be much broader 

in an administrative hearing than in a judicial setting. The State 

Engineer must rely on criteria found in NRS § 533.370, amongst 

other statutes, when ruling on applications to appropriate water 

and change applications like those that are the subject of this 

ruling. One of· the criteria found in NRS 533.370 is whether a 

change application IIthreatens to prove detrimental to the public 

interest. 11 For instance, the State Engineer could not approve a 

change application, if in doing so, it would kill the last Bald 

Eagle on earth. "Persons interested" may bring these types of 

issues to the forefront and make them part of the administrative 

record provided they have the science to substantiate their claim. 

The protestants certainly have an 11 interest 11 in the outcome of 

these change applications. The State Engineer finds that the 

Nebraska case is distinguishable from the case at hand since the 

Twin Platte Natural Resources District is some 250 miles upstream 

from the proposed point of diversion by the Metropolitan Utilities 

District and fur·ther that Twin Platte Natural Resources District 

holds no water rights and did not make a public interest argument. 

The State Engineer further finds that the protestants in this case 

are downstream and hold existing surface and groundwater rights 

and, therefore, qualify as an "interested party," 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. 

The State Engineer concludes that the protestants can oppose 

findings of forfeiture and abandonment in the Newlands project and 

at the same time argue for forfeiture and abandonment in the 

Truckee Meadows. The facts needed to prove abandonment or 

9Metropolitan Utilities District v. Twin Platte Resources 
Pist., 550 N.W. 2d 907 (Neb. 1996). 
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forfeiture are independent of who brings forth the issue. There 

are several hundred separate OW:1ers of water rights to Truckee 

River waters. One may have intended to abandon a water right and 

forsake the use of that water forever while another owner may not 

have the same intent. It doesn't matter who carries the burden of 

proving the facts. If the facts are present, a water right can be 

lost through abandonment or forfeiture. 10 

II. 

The State Engineer concludes that the protestants hold water 

rights to both surface and ground water and they lie downstream of 

the water rights that are the subject of the change applications. 

Although the Operating Criteria and Procedures, promulgated by the 

Secretary of Interior, regulates the amount of water that can be 

diverted from the Truckee River to the Newlands Project, there may 

be circumstances where the approval of these change applications 

would conflict with the protestants water rights. 

III. 

The State Engineer concludes that the protestants are 

political subdivisions of this state and, therefore, fall under the 

definition of person found in NRS § 534.014. The fact that they do 

not fit the definition of person in NRS § 533.010 is insufficient 

to disqualify them as a bona fide protestant. 

IV. 

Al though the State Engineer has historically been fairly 

liberal in allowing standing to protestants, it does not mean that 

he will entertain frivolous protests. In the case at hand, the 

State Engineer concludes that the protestants have a genuine 

interest in the outcome of these change applications and, 

therefore, are bona fide protestants under NRS § 533.365. 

lONRS § 533.060 and NRS § 534.090. 
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RULING 

4 For the above reasons, the applicants' motion to sunuuarily 

dismiss the protests of Churchill county and the City of Fallon is 

hereby denied and the evidentiary proceed as 

scheduled. 

bmitted, 

RMT/bk 

Dated this 24th day of 
.,-

February 1998 
~~~~~------' . 
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Interest! Appellee; which was filed in the matter that resulted in the decision that is published at 291 

2 F.3d 1062. 

3 Exhibit 2: The State Engineer Ruling on Remand #5464-K, issued as a result of the Ninth 

4 Circuit District Court's Decision that is commonly known as Alpine V 

5 Exhibit 3: The Nevada State Engineer's Answering Brie/filed in the Ninth Circuit District 

6 Court of Appeals, Case No.: 06-15738, filed on or around November 22,2006 relating to the Alpine 

7 Decrees. 

8 The accompanying Memorandum of Points and Authorities states the grounds for this 

9 request. The Declaration of Rachel L. Wise, Esq., attached as Exhibit 4, presents and authenticates 

10 the above exhibits. 

11 MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

NRS 47.130 and NRS 47.150 allows the court to take judicial notice of the fact that the State 

Engineer made the arguments and statements that are included in the documents that are offered 

herein for judicial notice. The admissibility of these documents cannot be challenged because they 

are official judicial court documents or records of the State Engineer. See NRS 51.155. Accordingly, 

Exhibits 1, 2, and 3 can be considered by the Court because they are all generally known within the 

17 Court's jurisdiction and the accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned. Accordingly, the Court can 

18 take judicial notice of Exhibits 1, 2, and 3. 

19 Petitioners request that this Court take judicial notice of prior briefs filed and argued by the 

20 Nevada State Engineer related to the above-captioned matter. All three Exhibits exemplify the State 

21 Engineer's previous position regarding the application of Alpine V pursuant to non-use as well as the 

22 separate application of Alpine V to intrafarm transfers. In the case at bar, the State Engineer argues 

23 that Alpine V held "proof of continuous use of the water rights should be required to support a finding 

24 oflack of intent to abandon." SE Answering Brief at 8:13-15. The State Engineer made the opposite 

25 argument in briefs that were filed in the case that resulted in Alpine V and the cases that followed the 

26 remand in Alpine V. 

27 Exhibit 1, the State Engineer's July 24, 2002 Answering Brief in the Ninth Circuit, actually 

28 led to the Alpine V decision. Exhibit 1 discusses specifically the idea that the intrafarm change 
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applications were not subject to the doctrines of forefeiture and abandonment. SE Answering 2002 

2 Brief at 32, 35, 37, 51-52. This argument was expressly addressed by the Ninth Circuit in the Alpine 

3 V decision under Section B of the decision. The Ninth Circuit's response to the State Engineer's 

4 argument in 2002 was to remand the case to the State Engineer for a review of the specific issue of 

5 intrafarm transfers. 

6 Exhibit 2 is the State Engineer's Ruling on Remand #5464-K which analyzes the entire history 

7 of the Alpine Decree cases and expresses the understanding of what analysis should apply to the 

8 remanded intrafann transfer matters. Ruling 5464-K at 1. The State Engineer now argues that the 

9 intrafarm transfer analysis of abandonment from the Ninth Circuit should be the blanket analysis 

10 regarding all abandonment situations. 

11 Exhibit 3, is the State Engineer's answering brief in the appeal from Ruling on Remand 5464-

12 K. The State Engineer presents the history of the Alpine Decree and states "[t]he Alpine III COUli 

13 also rejected the Tribe's argument that nonuse of water by the owner of a water right gives rise to a 

14 rebuttable presumption of intent to abandon under Nevada law." State Engineer 2006 Answering 

15 Briefat 1-9. 

16 Exhibits 1, 2, and 3 are solely necessary to exemplify the State Engineer's prior arguments. 

17 Under NRS 47.130, there can be no reasonable fact dispute to the reality that these briefs and rulings 

18 exist and that the State Engineer presented them. Sec Nevada Rules of Civil Procedure ("NRCP") 

19 11 (a). 

20 The State Engineer's prior briefs and rulings are judicially noticeable under NRS 47.130. See 

21 Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Jeppesen & Co., 440 F. Supp. 394, 399 (D. Nev. 1977); United States v. 

22 Wilson, 631 F.2d 118,120 (9th Cir. 1980); 771 F. Supp. 1064, 1068 (D. Nev. 1991) affd, 980 F.2d 

23 738 (9th Cir. 1992); Occhiuto v. Occhiuto, 97 Nev. 143, 145,625 P.2d 568,569 (1981) (holding the 

24 close relationship between two cases justifies the district court taking judicial notice of the prior 

25 proceedings). All materials are cognizable history that "[s]heds light on the collegial view of the 

26 Legislature as a whole." See Kaufman & Broad Communities, Inc. v. Performance Plastering, Inc. 

27 III 

28 III 
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133 Cal. App. 4th 26, 30 (2005). For the above reasons, the Court should take judicial notice of the 

attached to this request. cP 
DATED thi~ day of June, 2015. 

TAGGART & TAGGART, LTD. 
108 North Minnesota Street 
Carson City, Nevada 89703 
(775) 882-9900 - Telephone 
(775) 883-9900 - Facsimile 

BQ~ 
PAULG.~ 
Nevada State BarNo. 6136 
RACHEL L. WISE, ESQ. 
Nevada State Bar No. 12303 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Pursuant to NRCP 5(b) and NRS 533.450, I hereby certify that I am an employee of 
TAGGART & TAGGART, LTD., and that on this date I served, or caused to be served, a true and 
correct copy of the REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE IN SUPPORT OF PETITIONER'S 
REPLY BRIEF as follows: 

[ _ X_ J By U.S. Mail: I deposited for mailing in the United States Mail, with postage 
prepaid, an envelope containing the above-identified document, at Carson City, 
Nevada, in the ordinary course of business, addressed as follows: 

Jerry Snyder, Esq. 
Senior Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney General's Office 
100 North Carson Street 
Carson City, NY 89701 

DATED this 2- day of June, 2015. 

Employee of TAGGART & TAGGART, LTD. 
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Exhibit 1 

Exhibit 2 

Exhibit 3 

Exhibit 4 

INDEX OF EXHIBITS 

State Engineer's July 24,2002 Appellee Nevada State 
Engineer's Answering Briefin Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals case nos.: 01-15665; 01-15814; 01-15816 

The State Engineer Ruling on Remand #5464-K 

The Nevada State Engineer's Answering Brief 
filed in the Ninth Circuit District Court of Appeals, 
Case No.: 06-15738 

Declaration of Rachel L. Wise, Esq. 
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Nos. 01-15665, 01-15814, 01-15816 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, and 
PYRAMID LAKE PAIUTE TRIBE OF 
INDIANS, 

Plainti ffsl Appellants/Cross-Appellees, 

v. 

ALPINE LAND & RESERVOIR, CO., et aI., 

Defendants. 

and 

NEVADA STATE ENGINEER, 

Real-Party-in-Interestl Appellee. 

APPLICANT LOUIS A. GUAZZINI, JR., et 
aI., 

A ellees/Cross-A ellants. 

DC NO. D-184-LDG 
Nevada (Reno) 

FllLED 

JUt 24 2002 

CATHY A. CI\TIEROON, CLERK 
U. S. COURT OF APPEALS 

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEVADA 

APPELLEE NEVADA STATE ENGINEER'S ANSWERING BRIEF 

FRANKIE SUE DEL PAPA 
Attorney General 
MICHAEL L. WOLZ 
Deputy Attorney General 
100 North Carson Street 
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4717 
Telephone: (775) 684-1231 

Attorneys for Appellee Nevada State Engineer 
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I. STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

The District Court maintains ongoing jurisdiction of United States v. Alpine 

Land & Reservoir Co., Case No .. D-184-LDG, of which this case is a part, under 

28 U.S.c. § 1345. See United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 503 F. Supp . 

. 877, 879 (D. Nev. 1980); United States v. Alpine Land & Reservoir Co., 878 F.2d 

1217, 1219 n.2 (9th Cir. 1989). This Court has jurisdiction of this appeal under 

28 U.S.c. § 1291. 

II. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

A. Whether in light of the holding of United States v. Alpine Land and 

Reservoir Co., 291 F.3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2002) (Alpille V)I, this matter should be 

remanded for consideration of the appropriateness of equitable relief for each of 

the applications to change the place of use of water on an individual basis. 

B. Whether this matter should be remanded for reconsideration of the 

issue of abandonment of water rights and whether the State Engineer may consider 

all of the surrounding circumstances in determining whether there was an intent to 

abandon. 

C. Whether the State Engineer properly concluded that dirt-lined on-farm 

ditches have appurtenant water rights. 

I The Alpine V decision was originally reported at 279 F.3d 1189 (9th Cir. 
2002) but was amended by the Court on June 5, 2002. The amended decision is 
reported at 291 F .3d 1062 (9th Cir. 2002). 
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FILED
1 CATHERINECORTEZMASTO 2OI’~SEP25 P1112:08

Attorney General
2 JERRYM.SNYDER

Senior Deputy Attorney General 01ST COURT
~ Nevada State Bar #6830 LERK

100 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701
Tele: (775) 684-1208
Fax: (775) 684-1103

6 Email: jsnyder~a~.nv.qov
Attorneys for Respondent

7 Nevada State Engineer

8 IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

9 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF HUMBOLDT

10 RODNEYST.CLAIR, Case No: CV20112

11 Petitioner, Dept. No: 2

12
vs.

13
U JASON KING, P.E., Nevada State AFFIRMATION ~Pursuantto NRS 2398.030)
c~ 14 Engineer, DIVISION OF WATER The undersigned does hereby affirm that the

~ ~ 15 RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF pr:cedtngdocum:ntdoesn:tconta~nthe
CONSERVATIONAND NATURAL

~ 16 RESOURCES,

17 Respondent.

18

19 SUMMARY OF RECORD ON APPEAL

20 Jason King, P.E., Nevada State Engineer, Division of Water Resources, Department of

21 Conservation and Natural Resources (“Nevada State Engineer”), by and through its counsel,

22 Attorney General Catherine Cortez Masto and Sr. Deputy Attorney General Jerry M. Snyder,

23 respectfully submits the attached documents constituting the record on appeal in this matter,

24 which is a complete copy of the State Engineer’s file regarding Application 83246T and Proof

25 of Appropriation No. V-010493, Bates-stamped pages SE RCA 0001—0186.

26 1. Certificate of Record dated September 2, 2014. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0001.

27 2. Correspondence dated July 25, 2014, from Jason King, P.E., to Rodney and

28 Virginia St. Clair. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0002—0003.
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1 3. State Engineer Ruling #6287, Bates-stamped SE ROA 0004—0010.
2 4. Application No. 83246T. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0011.

3 5. Denial of State Engineer dated July 25, 2014. Bates-stamped SE ROA 0012.

4 6. Proof of publication. Bates-stamped SE ROA 0013—0015.

5 7. Certificate of Appropriation of Water. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0016—0017.

6 8. Correspondence dated December 5, 2013, from Karl Eitenmiller, PE, to Rodney

7 and Virginia St. Clair. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0018—0020.

8 9. Correspondence dated December 9, 2013, from Amanda Ciminski of DWR to

9 Rodney and Virginia St. Clair. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0021.

10 10. Receipt No. 283234 for Temporary Application to Change No. 83246T. Bates

11 stamped SE RCA 0022.

12 11. Publication for Application of Water No. 83246T and email of Amanda Ciminski

~ 13 to the Humboldt Sun for publication of same. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0023—0024.

14 12. Maps. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0025—0026.

~ 15 13. Temporary Application No. 83246T filed November 8, 2013. Bates-stamped SE
~ 16 RCA 0027—0028,

17 14. Proof of Appropriation for File No. VI 0493. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0029.

18 15. Correspondence July 25, 2014, from Jason King, P.E. to Rodney and Virginia

19 St. Clair. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0030.

20 16. Page noting oversized map contained in original application, Bates-stamped SE

21 RCA 0031.

22 17. Amended Proof of Appropriation of Water for Irrigation for Application No.

23 010493. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0032—0036.

24 18. Correspondence dated November 8, 2013, from Michael Stanka, P.E. to Jason

25 King, DWR, regarding V-10498 and submitting additional information regarding the Vested

26 Claim for underground rights by Rodney and Virginia St. Clair. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0037—

27 0104.
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1 19. Correspondence dated December 2, 2013, from Daniel Taylor of DWR to

2 Rodney and Virginia St. Clair. Bates-stamped SE RCA 105—106.

3 20. Correspondence dated November 8, 2013, from Michael Stanka, RE. to Jason

4 King, DWR, regarding V-10493 and submitting additional information regarding the Vested

5 Claim for underground rights by Rodney and Virginia St. Clair. Bates-stamped SE RCA 0107—

6 0186.

7 DATED this 23~ day of September, 2014.

8 CATHERINE CORTEZ MASTO
Attorney Gener

10 By: ________________________
JERRY M. SNYDER

11 Senior Deputy Attorney General
Nevada State Bar No. 6830

12 100 North Carson Street
p Carson City, Nevada 89701
~ 13 Tele: (775) 684-1208

Attorneys for Nevada State Engineer
~ 14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2 I, Ginny Brownell, hereby certify that I am an employee of the State of Nevada Office

3 of the Attorney General and that on the~~~ay of September, 2014, I served a true and

4 correct copy of the foregoing Summary of Record on Appeal, via United States Postal

5 Service, Carson City, Nevada, to the following addresses:

6 Paul G. Taggart, Esq.
Gregory H. Morrison, Esq.

7 TAGGART & TAGGART, LTD.
108 North Minnesota Street

8 Carson City, NV 89703

(~inr~y~~LegaI Secretary II
11 Office of the Attorney General

12

13

14
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16
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18
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20
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